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Preface
Protest is occurring again. In 20 ll the "Arab Spring" rocked the Arab
world and overthrew a number of rulers, who which seemed to be invincible, at least by to their people. In summer people in several countries of
Western Europe were inspired by the actions of the Arab Spring. They
conquered public places to protest against the policies of their governments. And in fall20 ll "Occupy Wall Street" started inN ew York, leading to "Occupy" movements in many other countries. With the banking crisis of2008 more people than ever during the last decade question
capitalism: is it really the system that provides freedom and wealth for
the majority as it is promised by its supporters? Or is it the system that
brings wealth only to the l percent and economic pressure and misery
in at different levels to the 99 percent? Even beyond traditionally left
circles, discussions about the destructive consequences of ""capitalism
are taking place.
That this is not a matter of course is proven by a quick glance into the
past. At the beginning of the 1990s, after the collapse of the Soviet Union,
it seemed as though capitalism had ultimately and globally triumphed as
an economic and social model to which there was no alternative. Although
there had always been many on the left who did not see a desirable alternative to capitalism in Soviet "really existing socialism," such distinctions no
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longer seemed important. To most people, a society beyond the capitalist
market economy appeared only as an entirely unrealistic utopia. Instead of
protest, accommodation and resignation reigned.
But it was also-and in particular-the 1990s that showed that capitalism, even after its apparent "final victory," continued to go hand in hand
with processes of crisis and immiseration; and Kosovo, Afghanistan, and
the first war in Iraq showed that wars in which the developed capitalist
countries were not only indirectly, but indeed very directly involved, were
by no means a thing of the past. All this was taken up in different forms by
the new "counter-globalization" movement and other social movements
and made the point of departure for critique. Initially, these critiques
were focused on single issues and posed limited demands that remained
within the framework of the system. Furthermore, the critiques often
rested upon a simple black-and-white moralism. However, throughout
the course of these conflicts, fundamental questions kept being asked:
about contemporary capitalism's mode of operation; about the connection between capitalism, the state, and war; and also about what kinds of
changes are actually possible within capitalism.
Leftist theory became important again. Every transformative practice
assumes a particular understanding of that which exists. If, for example,
we demand the introduction of a To bin tax (that is, the taxation of currency transactions) as a crucial means for the "taming" of a capitalism
"unleashed," then this implies a certain theorization of the importance of
financial markets, about tamed or untamed capitalism-whether or not
these assumptions are made explicit. How contemporary capitalism functions is not an abstract, academic question. The answer to this question
has an immediate practical relevance for every anticapitalist movement.
It is thus not surprising that since the end of the 1990s grand theoretical narratives have been en VOJ[Ue again, such as Empire, by Antonio
Negri and Michael Hardt, Manuel Castells's The Information Age, or the
recently published Debt: The First 5,000 Years by David Graeber. Such
books, although very different politically and in terms of content, employ Marx's categories to a greater or lesser extent: partly they are used
to analyze contemporary developments; partly they are criticized as obsolete. It is obvious that today one cannot avoid Marx's Capital if one
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wants to fundamentally understand capitalism. However, common not
only to these three books but also to a lot of other publications is their
somewhat superficial treatment of Marx's categories: they often appear
only as empty phrases. An engagement with the original is necessary, not
only to criticize such superficiality, but above all because Capital, written more than a hundred years ago, gives a more comprehensive analysis
of capitalism and is in many ways more contemporary than many of the
pompously packaged works written in the present.
If we begin to read Capital, we encounter certain difficulties.
Particularly at the beginning, the text is not always very easy to understand. The three books' mere girth is also likely to act as a deterrent.
Under no circumstances, however, should one be satisfied with reading
only the first volume. Since Marx represents his object of inquiry on different levels of abstraction that mutually imply and complement each
other, the theory of value and surplus value dealt with in the first volume
can only be fully understood at the end of the third volume. What one
believes to be understood after reading only the first volume is not only
incomplete, but in fact distorted.
It is also somewhat tricky to understand the claim expressed in the
subtitle of Capital and which Marx also used to characteriz-e his entire
scientific project: Critique ofPolitical Economy. In the nineteenth century,
political economy broadly referred to that which we today call economics.
By using the term "critique of political economy," Marx suggests that he is
not interested only in a new presentation of political economy, but rather
in a fundamental critique of all established economic science. Marx wants
a "scientific revolution," albeit with a political, social revolutionary interest
in mind. In spite of all these difficulties, one should read Capital. The following Introduction cannot replace reading the original; it is only meant to
offer an initial orientation. (A detailed commentary on the first two chapters of Capital amended by commentaries on other Marxian texts dealing
with value theory can be found in Heinrich (2009). A continuation of this
commentary (covering chapters .3-7) will appear in 201.3.)
In this, readers should be aware that they are bringing to this text certain assumptions about the nature of capital, crisis, and also of the purpose
ofMarxian theory. These assumptions, which have been formed automat-
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ically by schools and media, through conversations and
conflicts, have to
he critically interrogated. The point is not only to engage
with something
new, hut also to investigate that which seems familiar and
obvious.
This interrogation should begin with the first chapte
r. There we
develop, on the one hand, a preliminary definition of capita
lism that is
different from many everyday unders tandin gs of the term.
On the other
hand, we discuss the role of Marxism in the workers'
movement. The
point is to show that there is in fact no such thing as "Marx
ism." There
has always been disagreement as to what the core ofMar
x's theory really
is-no t only betwe en "Marx ists" and "critics ofMar x,"
hut also among
"the Marxists" themselves. After the second prepar atory
chapte r (chapter 2), which is dedica ted to a preliminary characterization
of the subject
matter of Capital, the procee ding chapters roughly follow
the structu re
of the argum ent in the three volumes of Capital: chapte
rs 3 to 5 treat
the conten t of the first volume, chapte r 6 the conten t of
the second , and
chapters 7 to 10 the conten t of the third volume.
Marx planne d hut never managed to carry out an analys
is of the state
that would procee d as systematically as his analysis of
the economy. In
Capital, we find only a few scattered remarks on the state.
However, a
critique of capital witho ut a critique of the state is not only
incomplete,
it actually invites misun dersta ndings . Chapt er 11 will
therefore briefly
develop some points for a critique of the state. The conclu
ding chapte r
12 contains a short discussion of what socialism and comm
unism mean
for Marx and what they do not.
Particularly over the last few decades, many of the reduct
ionisms of
traditional "worldview" Marxism ( Weltanschauungsmarxismu
s) (on this
term see chapte r 1.3) have been subject to critique. This
critique has read
Marx not only, as the traditional perspective did, as the better
economist,
hut primarily as a critic of a social structu re that is media
ted by value and
thus "fetishized." This "new reading" ofMar x's work on
the critique of
political economy forms the basis of the presen t Introd
uction. My presentation thus builds on a partic ular interp retatio n of
Marx's theory,
while others are dismissed. However, to remain within
the scope of this
Introduction, I had to largely refrain from engaging with other
interpretations. I explain my under standi ng of the critique of politic
al economy in
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more detail in Heinr ich ( 1999 ). A discussion of the releva

nt literature can
be found in Heinr ich (1999a).
Chapt er 3 engages with Marx's theory of value. I sugges
t that this
chapte r be read particularly closely, includ ing by those
who already believe they under stand the theory and only want to inform
themselves
about topics that build upon it such as credit and crisis.
This chapte r is
not only the basis for everything that follows; the above-ment
ioned "new
reading" ofMar x's work is also particularly appare nt here.
In completing the [German] text of this Introduction, I have
received
much suppo rt. For the sometimes multiple critical readin
gs of individual
parts of the manus cript, for intensive discussions and impor
tant suggestions, my partic ular gratitude goes out to M arcus Broskamp,
Alex Gallas,
Jan Hoff, Martin Krzywdzinski, Ines Langemeyer, Henri
k Lehuh n, Kolja
Lindner, Urs Lindner, Amo Netzh andt, Bodo Niend
l, Sahine Nuss,
Alexis Petrioli, Thom as Sahlowski, Dorot hea Schmi dt,
Anne Steckner,
and lngo Stiitzle.
For the English translation I must give large thanks to Alex
Locascio,
who did his work with enorm ous enthusiasm and engag
ement. Also I
have to thank jim Kincaid and Chris Wright for readin g and
comm enting
on a first draft of the translation and John Cl egg for his
suppo rt. Special
thanks to Michael Yates of Monthly Review Press who read
and corrected very carefully the whole manus cript very carefully.

TRAN SLATO R'S NOTE

English citations of Capital have been taken from the Pengu
in Classics
edition of Capital, volume 1, translated by Ben Fowkes
(1990), and volumes 2 and 3, translated by David Fernhach (1992 and
1991, respectively). Other English language citations have been taken
from MarxEngels Collected Works (MEC W), the most complete editio
n in English.
In some quotat ions the English translations had to he
correc ted, hut
this is always indicated. Some quotes are taken from
Marx Engels
Gesamtausgahe (MEGA), the complete edition of all works
ofMar x and
Engels. These are translated by Alex Locascio.

1. Capitalism and Marxism
1.1 What Is Capitalism?

Contemporary societies are traversed by a variety of relations of domination and oppression that are expressed in various forms. We find
asymmetrical gender relations, racist discrimination, enorrnous differences of property ownership with corresponding differences in social
influence, anti-Semitic stereotypes, and discrimination against certain
types of sexual orientation. There has been much debate concerning
the connection between these relations of domination, and particularly
concerning the question as to whether one of them is more fundamental than the others. If relations of domination and exploitation rooted
in the economy are placed in the foreground in the following account,
then it is not because they are the only relevant relations of domination.
However, one cannot simultaneously address all such relations of domination. Marx's critique of political economy is primarily concerned
with the economic structures of capitalist society, and for that reason
they are placed at the center of the present work. But one should not
succumb to the illusion that with an analysis of the fundamentals of the
capitalist mode of production that everything decisive has already been
said about capitalist societies.
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The quest ion of wheth er we live in a "class societ
y" seems to be a
matte r of controversy, especially in Germany. The
mere use of the term
"class" is frowned upon. Wher eas Engla nd's arch-r
eactionary former
prime minister Margaret Thatc her had no probl
em referring to the
"work ing class," even Social Democrats in Germ any
have probl ems uttering the word. Over here, there are only "Arbeitnehm
er," or employees,
" U:n ternehmer," or entrep reneu rs, "Beamte, " or CIVI
. ·1 servants, and above
all else the "Mittelschicht"-literally: "midd le level,"
avoiding any use of
the term class -or "midd le class." At the same time,
talk of classes is in no
way in and of itself particularly critical. That' s not only
the case for conceptions of"so cialju stice" that aspire to an equilibrium
betwe en classes,
but also for some allegedly "leftist" conce ptions ofbou
rgeois politics as a
sort of conspiracy of the "rulin g class" against the rest
of society.
The existence of a ruling class, oppos ed to a "ruled
" and "expl oited"
class, might be a surprise for a conservative social
studies teacher who
only knows "citizens," but this fact alone doesn 't say
very much . All societies that are know n to us are "class societies." "Expl
oitati on" only means
in the first instance that the domin ated class not only
produ ces its own
subsistence, but also that of the ruling class. These
classes have manifested themselves in different ways throu ghout histor
y: slaves existed opposite slave owners in ancient Greece, serfs existed
oppos ite landlo rds in
the Middle Ages, and in capitalism the bourgeoisie,
the prope rtied class,
exists oppos ite the proletariat, wage- depen dent labore
rs. What is decisive is how class domin ation and exploitation functi
on in a partic ular
society. And in this, capitalism distinguishes itself
fundamentally from
precapitalist societies in two respects:
1. In precapitalist societies, exploitation rested upon
a relationship of
personal domination and dependency: the slave was
the prope rty of
his owner; the serf was boun d to his respective lord.
The lord had
direct authority over his servant. On the basis of
this authority, the
"lord " appro priate d a portio n of the produ ct that the
"serva nt" produced . Unde r capitalist relations, wage laborers enter
into a contra ct
with a capitalist. Wage laborers are formally free (there
is no external
force that compels them to sign a contract, and contra
cts, once signed,
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can be annulled later) and are formally equal to capita
lists (there are
actual advantages to the ownership of a large estate
, but there are no
"inhe rited" legal privileges such as exist in a societ
y characterized
by the existence of a nobility). A personal relationship
of force does
not exist -at least not as a rule in the developed capita
list societies.
There fore, for many theorists of society, bourgeois society
, with its free
and equal citizens, appears to be the oppos ite of
the feudal society
of the Midd le Ages with its caste privileges and perso
nal relations of
dependency. And many economists conte st the notio
n that something
like exploitation even exists in capitalism and, at
least in Germany,
prefer to speak of a "mark et economy." Thus it is
alleged that various "factors of produ ction" (labor, capital, and land)
act together and
receive a corres pondi ng share of income (wage, profit
, and groun d
rent). The quest ion of how domin ation and exploitation
in capitalism
are realized precisely by means of the formal freedo
m and equality
between "partn ers in exchange" will be discussed later
on.
2. In precapitalist societies, the exploitation of
the dominated class
served primarily the consu mptio n of the ruling class:
its members led
a luxurious life, used appro priate d wealth for their own
edification or
for that of the public (theater performances in ancien
t Greece, games
in ancient Rome) or to wage war. Produ ction directly
served the fulfillment of wants: the fulfillment of the (forcibly) restric
ted needs of the
dominated class and the extensive luxury and war needs
of the ruling
class. Only in exceptional cases was the wealth expro
priated by the
ruling class used to enlarge the basis of exploitation,
such as when consump tion was set aside to purch ase more slaves, to
produ ce a greater
amou nt of wealth. But under capitalist relations, produ
ction for the
sake of increasing the capacity to produ ce is typica
lly the case. The
gains of a capitalist enterprise do not serve in the first
instance to make
a comfortable life for the capitalist possible, but are
rather invested
anew, in order to generate more gains in the future
. Not the satisfaction of wants, but the valorization of capital is the
immediate goal of
produ ction; the fulfillment of wants and therefore a comfo
rtable life for
the capitalist is merely a by produ ct of this process,
but not its goal. If
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the gains are large enough, then a small porti
on is sufficient to finance
the luxurious existence of the capitalist, and
the greater porti on can be
used for the accumulation (enlargement) of
capital.
The fact that earnings do not primarily serve
the cons ump tion of the
capitalist, but rathe r the continuous valor
ization of capital, that is, the
restless movement of more -and -mor e accu
mulation, migh t soun d absurd . But the issue at hand is not an indiv
idual act of insanity. Individual
capitalists are forced into this movement of
restless profiteering (constant
accumulation, expansion of prod uctio n,
the intro duct ion of new technology, etc.) by com petit ion with othe r capit
alists: if accumulation is not
carried on, if the appa ratus of prod uctio n
is not constantly mod erniz ed,
then one's own enterprise is faced with
the threat of bein g steamrolled
by competitors who prod uce more chea
ply or who manufacture bette r
prod ucts. A capitalist who attempts to with
draw from this process of constant accumulation and innovation is threa
tene d with bankruptcy. He is
therefore forced to participate, whet her or
not he wants to. In capitalism,
"excessive profit-seeking" is not a moral failu
re on the part of individuals,
hut rathe r a necessity for surviving as a capit
alist. As will be show n more
clearly in the following chapters, capitalism
rests upon a systemic relationship of domination that prod uces cons
traints to whic h both workers
and capitalists are subo rdina ted. For that
reason, a critique that takes aim
at the "excessive profit-seeking" of indiv
idual capitalists but not at the
capitalist system as a whole is too narrow.
By capital we unde rstan d (provisionally;
we'll get more precise later)
a particular sum of value, the goal of whic
h is to be "valorized," which is
to say, generate a surplus. This surplus can
be obtained in various ways.
In the case of interest-bearing capital, mon
ey is lent at interest. The interest thus constitutes the surplus. In the case
of merchant capital, prod ucts
are purc hase d cheaply in one place and sold
dearly in anot her place (or at
anot her poin t in time). The difference betw
een the purc hase price and the
sale price (minus the relevant transaction costs
) constitutes the surplus. In
the case of indu stria l capital, the prod uctio
n process itself is organized
along capitalist lines: capital is advanced for
the purc hase of means ofproduct ion (machines, raw materials) and for
the employment of forces of
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labor, so that a process of prod uctio n come
s abou t unde r the direction of
a capitalist (or his agents). The prod ucts
prod uced are then sold. If the
revenue is higher than the costs used for mean
s of prod uctio n and wages,
then the originally advanced capital has
not only repro duce d itself, hut
has also yielded a surplus.
Capital in the sense outlined abov e-pr imar
ily as interest-bearing and
merc hant capital, not so muc h as industria
l capi tal-h as existed in practically all societies in which exchange and
mon ey existed, hut it played
mainly a subo rdina te role, whereas prod
uctio n for need was dom inan t.
One can first speak of capitalism whe n trade
and, above all, prod uctio n is
cond ucte d in a pred omin antly capitalist man
ner- that is, profit-oriented
rather than need s-ori ented . Capitalism in
this sense is primarily a mod ern Euro pean phen ome non.
The roots of mod ern capitalist developm
ent in Euro pe exte nd hack
to the high Middle Ages. Initially, foreign
trade was organized on a capitalist basis, with the medieval crus ades
-war s of plun der- play ing an
impo rtant role in the expansion of trade.
Gradually, merchants who had
initially boug ht preexisting prod ucts to sell
in a different locale start ed to
take cont rol of prod uctio n: they cont racte
d out the prod uctio n of certain
prod ucts, advanced the costs for the raw mate
rials, and dictated the price
at whic h they purc hase d the final prod uct.
The development of Euro pean culture and
Euro pean capital experience d a decisive uptu rn in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. Wha t
is often desc ribed in schoolbooks as an "Age
of Discovery" was summarized by Marx in the following manner:
The discovery of gold and silver in Ame
rica, the extirpation, enslavement and entom bmen t in mines of the
indigenous popu lation of that
conti nent, the begin nings of the conq uest
and plun der of India, and the
conversion of Africa into a preserve for the
commercial hunti ng ofbla ckskins, are all things whic h characterize
the dawn of the era of capitalist prod uctio n. The treasures captu red outsi
de Euro pe by undis guise d
looti ng, enslavement and murd er, flowed
back to the moth er coun try and
were turne d into capital there. (Capital, 1:915
, 918)
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Within Europe, capitalist production took hold of further areas, manufactories and factories emerged, and industrial capitalists employing
constantly growing labor forces inside of increasingly large production
facilities established themselves alongside the merchant capitalists. This
industrial capitalism developed initially in England in the late-eighteenth
and early-nineteenth centuries, with France, Germany, and the United
States following in the nineteenth century. In the twentieth century, there
occurred a thorough capitalization of almost the entire world, but there
were also attempts by a few countries, such as Russia and China, to extract themselves from this development by building a "socialist system"
(see chapter 12 below). With the collapse of the Soviet Union's and
China's orientation toward a capitalist market-economy, capitalism at the
beginning of the twenty-first century knows no boundaries, at least not of
the geographical sort. Although no part of the world is without capitalist
influence, not all parts of the world are thoroughly capitalized (as a glance
at large parts of Africa will show), but this isn't because capital would
encounter resistance, but because the conditions of valorization are of
varying favorability, and capital always seeks out the best possibilities for
profit and leaves the less profitable ones alone for the time being.

1.2 The Emergence of the Workers' Movement

Not only was the development of appropriately large fortunes a precondition for the development of industrial capitalism, it also involved
the "freeing" of forces of lab or: people who were no longer subject to
feudal relations of dependency, who were formally free, and therefore
had the possibility for the first time to sell their labor-power, yet also
were "free" from every source of income, who possessed no land they
could cultivate in order to survive, and thus were forced to sell their
labor-power to survive.
Small peasant farmers who had been impoverished or expelled from
their land (landlords had often transformed cropland into pasture land,
since this was more profitable), as well as ruined artisans and day laborers constituted the core of this "proletariat," which was often forced
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into permanent wage labor by the deployment of the most brutal state
violence-persecution of "vagabonds" and "beggars," the erection of
so called workhouses. The emergence of modern capitalism was not a
peaceful, but rather a deeply violent process, concerning which Marx
wrote in Capital:
If money, according to Augier, "comes into the world with a congenital blood-stain on one cheek," capital comes dripping from head to toe,
from every pore, with blood and dirt. (Capital, l :925-26)

At the cost of enormous human sacrifice, industrial capitalism developed in Europe (initially in England) at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. Workdays of up to fifteen or sixteen hours and lab or forced upon
children of six or seven years of age were just as widespread as extremely
unhealthy and hazardous conditions of work. And for all that wages were
hardly sufficient for survival.
Resistance arose against these conditions from various quarters.
Workers sought higher wages and better working conditions. The means
used to achieve these goals varied, and ranged from petitions to strikes
to militant battles. Strikes were frequently put down violently through
the deployment of police and the military, and the first trade unions were
often persecuted as "insurrectionary" associations, their leaders often
convicted as criminals. Throughout the entire nineteenth century, battles were carried out for the recognition of trade unions and strikes as a
legitimate means of struggle.
With time, enlightened citizens and even individual capitalists criticized the miserable conditions under which a large part of the constantly
growing proletariat vegetated during the course of industrialization.
Ultimately, the state was forced to notice that the young men who were
subject at an early age to the overly long work hours of the factories were
no longer suitable for military service. Partially under pressure from the
increasingly strong working class, partially due to the insight that capital
and the state needed halfway healthy people as forces oflabor and as soldiers, the "factory laws" were introduced in the nineteenth century, again
with England leading the way. Minimal health protections for employees
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were mandated, while the minimum age for child labor was raised and the
maximum daily working hours for child laborers lowered. Ultimately, the
working time for adults was limited. In most sectors, a normal workday of
twelve and later ten hours was introduced .
During the nineteenth century, the workers' movement grew increasingly strong, and there emerged trade unions, workers' associations, and
ultimately also workers' political parties. With the extension of suffrage,
which was initially limited to property owners (or more precisely: property-owning males), the parliamentary fractions of these parties continued
to grow. A constant source of debate was the question concerning the goal
of the struggle of the workers' movement: was the issue merely that of a
reformed capitalism or of the abolition of capitalism? Also debated was the
question of whether states and governments were opponents that should
be fought just as much as capital or whether they were possible coalition
partners who merely needed to be convinced of the proper perspective.
Since the first decades of the nineteenth century, there emerged an
abundance of analyses of capitalism, utopian conception s of socialism,
reform proposals, and strategic blueprints as to how particular goals were
to be best achieved. From the middle of the nineteenth century onwards,
Marx and En gels won increasing influence within these debates. Toward
the end of the nineteenth century, both had already died, but "Marxism"
was dominant within the international workers' movement. However,
even back then it was questionable as to how much this "Marxism" had
anything to do with Marx's theory.

1.3 Marx and "Marxism"
Karl Marx (1818-1883) was born in Trier. He came from an educated
petit-bourgeois family; his father was a lawyer. Marx formally studied law
in Bonn and Berlin, but occupied himself above all else with the thendominant philosophy ofHegel (1770-1831) and the Young Hegelians, a
radical group of followers ofHegel.
In 1842-43 Marx was the editor of the Rheinische Zeitung, which
functioned as an organ of the liberal Rhineland bourgeoisie in opposition
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to the authoritarian Prussian monarchy. In his articles, Marx criticized
Prussian policies, whereby the Hegelian conception of the "essence"
of the state, namely the realization of a "reasonable freedom" standing
above all class interests, served as the benchmark of criticism. During the
course of his journalistic activity, Marx came into more and more contact
with economic questions, which made the Hegelian philosophy of the
state appear increasingly dubious.
Under the influence of Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-1872), a radical
critic ofHegel, Marx attempted to take "real human beings" as his point
of departure rather than Hegelian abstractions. In doing so, he wrote
his Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844, which were never
published during his lifetime. In these texts, he developed his "theory
of alienation," which would go on to enjoy an extraordinary reception
in the twentieth century. Marx attempted to show that under capitalist
relations the species being (Gattungswesen), the human essence ofreal
humans-th at is to say what separates them from animals, namely that
they developed their potential and ability through labor-is "alienated":
as wage laborers they do not possess the products of their lab or, nor do
they control the labor process, both being subject to the rule of the capitalist. Communism, the abolition of capitalism, is therefore conceived of
by Marx as the transcendence of alienation, as the reappropri ation ofhuman species ( Gattungswesen), the human essence being by real humans.
During his time with the Rheinische Zeitung, Marx got to know
Friedrich Engels (1820-1895), the son of a factory owner from Barmen
(today a part ofWuppert al). In 1842, for the purposes of completing his
training as a merchant, Engels was sent by his parents to England and
witnessed the misery of the English industrial proletariat. By the end of
1844 there existed between Marx and Engels a close personal friendship
that would endure until the end of their lives.
In 1845 they jointly wrote the German Ideology, a work (unpublished
during their lifetimes) that was intended as a settling of accounts not only
with the "radical" Young Hegelian philosophers, but also, as Marx later
wrote, "with our former philosophical conscience" (MECW, 29:264). In
this work, as in the Theses on Feuerbach that Marx wrote shortly before the
German Ideology, Marx and Engels criticized in particular the philosophi-
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cal conception of a "human essence" and of"alienation." The really existing social relations under which people live and work became the object
of investigation. Subsequently, the concept of a human species-being or
essence no longer surfaces in Marx's work, and he only rarely and vaguely
speaks ofalienation. In discussions concerning Marx, it is a point of contention as to whether he actually discarded the theory of alienation or whether
he simply no longer placed it at the foreground of his work. The debate as
to whether there is a conceptual break between the writings of the "young"
and those of the "old" Marx is primarily concerned with this question.
Marx and Engels would become widely known through the
Communist Manifesto, published in 1848 shortly before the outbreak of
the revolutions of the same year, a programmatic text that was composed
under the auspices of the League of Communists, a small revolutionary
group that existed only for a short time. In the Communist Manifesto,
Marx and Engels concisely and succinctly outlined the rise of capitalism,
the increasingly fierce emerging antagonism between bourgeoisie and
proletariat, and the inevitability of a proletarian revolution. This revolution would lead to a communist society, based upon the abolition of
private property over the means of production.
After the suppression of the revolution of 1848, Marx had to flee
Germany. He settled in London, which was then the capitalist center par
excellence and also the best place to study the development of capitalism.
Furthermore, Marx could draw upon the resources of the enormous library of the British Museum.
The Communist Manifesto originated more from an ingenious intuition
rather than from any far-reaching scientific knowledge (some assertions,
such as the allegation of an absolute immiseration of the workers, were
later revised by Marx). Marx had already started to deal with economic
literature in the 1840s, but he only began a comprehensive and deep scientific engagement with political economy in London. This led him at the
end of the 1850s to the project of a planned multi-volume "Critique of
Political Economy," for which a series of extensive manuscripts were developed starting in the year 185 7, none of which, however, were completed
or published by Marx (among these were the Introduction of 1857, the
Grundrisse of1857-58, and the Theories ofSurplus Value ofl861-1863 ).
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Marx worked on this project until the end of his life, but would publish very little. As a prelude, the Contribution to the Critique of Political
Economy, a small text concerning the commodity and money, was published in 1859, but was not continued. Instead, the first volume of Capital
came out in 1867, and in 1872 the revised second edition of the first volume was released. Volumes 2 and 3 were brought out after Marx's death
by Friedrich Engels, in 1885 and 1894, respectively.
Marx did not limit himself to scientific work. In 1864, he was a decisive
participant in the founding in London of the International Workingmen's
Association, and formulated its "Inaugural Address," which contained
its programmati c ideas as well as a draft of its statutes. In the following
years, as a member of the general council of the International, he exercised considerable influence over its policies. Not least through its various national sections the International supported the founding of Social
Democratic labor parties. In the 1870s the International was dissolved,
partly due to internal conflicts, partly because a centralized organization
alongside the individual parties had become superfluous.
For the Social Democratic parties, Marx and En gels constituted a sort
of think tank: they engaged in an exchange of letters with various party
leaders and wrote articles for the Social Democratic press. They were
asked to state their positions concerning the most varied political and
scientific questions. Their influence was the greatest within the German
Social Democratic Party (SPD), founded in 1869, which developed at a
particularly rapid pace and soon served as a model for the other parties.
Engels composed a series of popular works for the Social Democracy
(the SPD), in particular the so-called Anti-Duhring . The Anti-Duhrin g
and above all the short version, Socialism: Utopian and Scientific, which
was translated into many languages, was among the most widely read
texts of the workers' movement in the period before the First World War.
Capital, on the other hand, was usually taken note of by only a small
minority. In the Anti-Duhrin g Engels critically engaged with the ideas of
Eugen Diihring, a university lecturer in Berlin. Diihring claimed to have
developed a new, comprehensive system of philosophy, political economy, and socialism, and was able to win an increasing number of adherents
in the German Social Democracy.
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Diihring's success rested upon a strong desire within the workers'
movement for a Weltanschauung, or "worldview," a comprehensive explanation of the world offering an orientation and answers to all questions. After the worst outgrowths of early capitalism had been eliminated and the everyday existence of the wage-dependent class within
capitalism was somewhat secure, a specific Social Democratic workers'
culture developed: in workers' neighhorhoods there emerged workers'
sports clubs, workers' choral societies, and workers' education societies. Excluded from the exalted bourgeois society and bourgeois culture,
there developed within the working class a parallel everyday life and
educational culture that consciously attempted to distance itself from its
bourgeois counterpart, hut often ended up unconsciously mimicking it.
And so it was that at the end of the nineteenth century August Behel, the
chairman of the SPD over the course of many years, was graciously honored in a manner similar to the way that Kaiser Wilhelm II was honored
by the petit-bourgeoisie. Within this climate, there emerged the need for
a comprehensive intellectual orientation that could he opposed to the
dominant bourgeois values and worldview, in which the working class
played no role or merely a subordinate role.
Insofar as Engels not only criticized Diihring but also sought to
counterpose the "correct" positions of a "scientific socialism," he laid
the foundations for the worldview of Marxism, which was appreciatively taken up in Social Democratic propaganda and further simplified.
This Marxism found its most important representative in Karl Kautsky
(1854-1938), who until the First World War was regarded as the leading Marxist theoretician after the death of Engels. What dominated the
Social Democracy at the end of the nineteenth century under the name
of Marxism consisted of a miscellany of rather schematic conceptions:
a crudely knitted materialism, a bourgeois belief in progress, and a few
strongly simplified elements ofHegelian philosophy and modular pieces
of Marxian terminology combined into simple formulas and explanations of the world. Particularly outstanding characteristics of this popular
Marxism were an often rather crude economism (ideology and politics
reduced to a direct and conscious transmission of economic interests),
as well as a pronounced historical determinism that viewed the end of
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capitalism and the proletarian revolution as inevitable occurrences.
Widespread in the workers' movement was not Marx's critique of political economy, hut rather this "worldview Marxism," which played above
all an identity-constituting role: it revealed one's place as a worker and
socialist, and explained all problems in the simplest way imaginable.
A continuation and further simplification of this worldview Marxism
took place within the framework of"Marxism-Leninism ." Lenin (18701924), who became after 1914 so influential, was intellectually rooted
in worldview Marxism. He openly expressed the exaggerated self-confidence of this "Marxism":
The teaching of Marx is all-powerful because it is true. It is complete
and harmonious, providing men with a consistent view of the universe,
which cannot be reconciled with any superstition, any reaction, any
defense of bourgeois oppression. (Lenin, The Three Sources and Three
Component Parts ofMarxism)

Before 1914, Lenin supported the Social Democratic center around
Karl Kautsky against the left wing represented by Rosa Luxemhurg
(1871-1919). His break with the center came at the beginning of the
First World War, when the SPD voted for war credits requested by the
German government. From then on, the split within the workers' movement took its course: A Social Democratic wing that in the next few decades would move further away-both theoretically and practically-from
Marxist theory and the goal of transcending capitalism stood opposite a
Communist wing that nurtured a Marxist phraseology and revolutionary
rhetoric, hut existed above all to justifY the zigzags in the domestic and
foreign policy of the Soviet Union (such as during the Hitler-Stalin pact).
After his death, the Communist wing of the workers' movement
turned Lenin into a Marxist "Pillar-Saint." His polemical writings, most
of which were written within the context of contemporary debates within the workers' movement, were honored as the highest expression of
"Marxist science" and were combined with already existing "Marxism"
into a dogmatic system of philosophy (Dialectical Materialism), history
(Historical Materialism), and political economy: Marxism-Leninism.
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This variant of worldview Marxism served above all else
an identity-constituting role, and in the Soviet Union in partic ular legitim
ized the political domin ation of the party and suffocated open discussion.
Ideas in general circulation today concerning Marx and
Marxian theory-w hethe r these are apprai sed positively or negati vely-a
re essentially
based upon this world view Marxism. Readers of the presen
t work might
also have certain, seemingly self-evident, ideas conce rning
Marxian theory that are derived from this worldview Marxism. But the
sentim ent Marx
expressed to his son-in-law, Paul Lafargue, after the latter
gave an account
of Frenc h "Marx ism" also applies to a large amoun t of
that which assumed the label of "Marx ism" or "Marxism-Leninism"
over the course
of the twentieth century: "If anything is certain, it is that
I myself am not
a Marxist" (MECW, 46:356 ).
However, this worldview Marxism did not remain the
only kind of
Marxism. Against the backg round of the split in the worke
rs' movem ent
into Social Demo cratic and Comm unist wings , as well
as the disappointm ent of the revolu tionar y hopes that existed after
the First World
War, there develo ped in the 1920s and 1930s differing
(and widely diverging) variants of a "Marx ist" critiqu e of worldview
Marxism. These
new curren ts, which are associ ated with, among others
, Karl Korsch,
Georg Lukac s, Anton io Grams ci (whose Prison Notebo
oks were published after the Secon d World War), Anton Panne
koek, and the
Frank furt Schoo l found ed by Max Horkh eimer , Theod
or W. Adorn o,
and Herbe rt Marcu se, are often retrospectively aggreg
ated under the
label "West ern Marxism."
For a long time, Western Marxism only criticized the philos
ophica l
and theoretical-historical foundations of traditional Marxi
sm: Dialectical
and Historical Materialism. The fact that the critique of
political economy was often reduce d to a "Marx ist political economy"
by traditional
Marxism and that the comprehensive meaning of the word
critique had
been lost only reemerged into view in the 1960s and 1970s
. As a consequence of the studen ts' movement and the protes ts agains
t the U.S. war in
Vietnam, there was an upsurg e ofleftist movements beyon
d and outside of
the traditional Social Democratic and Comm unist parties
of the workers'
movement, and a renewed discussion concerning Marx'
s theory. Now a
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far-reaching discussion of Marx' s critique of political econo
my emerged.
The writings of Louis Althusser and his associates were
very influential
in this regard (Althusser 1965, AlthusserJBalihar 1965).
Furthe rmore ,
the discussion was no longer limited to Capital; other critica
l economic
writings by Marx, such as the Grundrisse, were incorp orated
, the latter
gaining popul arity above all due to Roma n Rosdolsky's hook
(1968). For
the (West) Germa n discussion, the writings of Hans- Georg
Backhaus
(collected in Backhaus 1997) and Helmu t Reichelt's hook
(1970) played
a central role; they provid ed a new impetu s for the new readin
g ofMar x's
critical economic writings menti oned in the Preface to
the presen t text.
The presen t work also stands within the substantive contex
t of this "new
reading of Marx." 2 The differences betwe en this new readin
g and traditional Marxist political economy, merely alluded to in this
chapter, will
become clearer throug hout the course of this work.

2. The Object of Critique in the Critique
of Political Economy
In Capital, Marx examines the capitalist mode of production. The question, however, is in what manner capitalism is the object of study: in the
text there are abstract-theoretical inquiries into money and capital as well
as historical passages, such as those dealing with the development of capitalist relations in England. Is Capital first and foremost concerned with
the main features of the history of capitalist development, or with a particular phase of capitalism, or is the point rather an abstract-theoretical
depiction of the mode of operation of capitalism? Or, to raise the question
more generally, how do history and theoretical depiction relate to each
other within the critique of political economy?
A further question concerns the relationship between Marx's depiction
of the capitalist mode of production and bourgeois economic theory: Is
Marx presenting merely just another theory of the mode of operation of
capitalism? Does the "critique" in the critique of political economy consist
solely of previously existing theories being proven wrong in certain places
so that Marx may present a better theory? Or does "critique" make a more
comprehensive claim? To formulate things more generally: What does
"critique" mean within the framework of the critique of political economy?
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2.1 Theory and History
En gels had already suggested a "historica l" manner of reading Marx's
account. In a review of the early writing, A Contribution to the Critique
ofPolitical Economy of 1859, he wrote that the "logical" depiction of categories presented by Marx (logical here meaning conceptual, theoretical)
is "indeed nothing but the historical method, only stripped of the historical form and of interfering contingencies" (MECW, 16:475). And Karl
Kautsky, who published a popular outline of the first volume of Capital
in 1887, wrote that Capital is "an essentially historical work."
Then, at the beginning of the twentieth century, it became common
knowledge among the leading figures of the workers' movement that capitalism had entered a new phase of development, that of "imperialism."
Marx's Capital was understoo d as an analysis of "competitive capitalism," a phase of capitalist development preceding imperialism. Marx's
research, therefore, now had to be continued by analyzing the next historical phase of capitalism -imperial ism. Hilferding (1910), Luxembu rg
(1913), and Lenin (1917) took up this task in various ways.
One also frequently hears from contemporary economists, insofar as
they don't reject Marx's analysis entirely, that it is at best valid for the nineteenth century. But in the twentieth century, economic conditions have
supposedly undergone such extensive change that Marx's theory is of no
use (which is why one hears so little of it in most economics departments).
Such "historicizing" ways of reading Marx, which are also typical of many
introduct ions to Marx's Capital, are at the very least opposed to Marx's
own understan ding ofhis work. In the foreword to the first volume Marx
writes the following concerning the object of his research:
What I have to examine in this work is the capitalist mode of production, and the relations of productio n and forms of intercours e

[Verkehrsverhiiltnisse] that correspon d to it. Until now, their locus classicus has been England. That is the reason why England is used as the main
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duction. It is a question of these laws themselves, of these tendencies
winning their way through and working themselves with iron necessity.

(Capital, l :90-9 l)

Here Marx explicitly states that he is concerne d neither with the history of capitalism nor with a specific historical phase of capitalism, but
rather with a "theoretical" analysis of capitalism: examined are the essential determinants of capitalism, those elements which must remain
the same regardless of all historical variations so that we may speak of
"capitalism" as such. What is portrayed is therefore not a (historically
or geographically) specific capitalism, but rather, as Marx says at the end
of the third volume of Capital, "We are only out to present the internal
organization of the capitalist mode of productio n, its ideal average, as it
were" (Capital, 3:970).
With this statement Marx merely formulates the claim he makes for his
account. Whether this claim is actually redeemed, whether Marx actually
manages to portray the capitalist mode of productio n "in its ideal average,"
is something to be addressed when we deal with the details of his account.
The statement s cited above clarify the level of abstractio n ofMarx's
account: if the analysis is carried out at the level of the "ideal-average"
of the capitalist mode of productio n, then it actually provides the categories that must underlie any research into the history of capitalism or
a particula r phase.
The notion that one must know history in order to understan d the
present has a certain justification when applied to the history of events,
but not for the structural history of a society. Rather, the opposite is the
case: to examine the constitution of a particular social and economic
structure, one has to be already familiar with the completed structure.
Only then will one know what to look for in history. Marx formulated this
idea with the help of a metaphor:

illustration of the theoretical developments I make. [... ] Intrinsically, it
is not a question of the higher or lower degree of developme nt of the

The anatomy of man is a key to the anatomy of the ape. On the other
hand, indications of higher forms in the lower species of animals can
only he understoo d when the higher forms themselves are already

social antagonisms that spring from the natural laws of capitalist pro-

known. (MECW, 28:42)
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For this reason, the "historical" passages in Capital come after
the (theoretical) depictions of the corresponding categories and not
before: thus the well-known chapter about the "So-called Primitive
Accumulation," which concerns the emergence of the "free" wage laborer as a precondition of the capital relationship, is placed not at the
beginning but at the end of the first volume of Capital. The historical
passages complement the theoretical account, but they don't constitute
the theoretical account.
Although Capital is first and foremost a theoretical work (which analyzes a fully developed capitalism) and not a historical work (concerned
with the development of capitalism), the depiction is not ahistorical in the
sense that contemporary economics to a large extent is. Economics assumes there is a general problem of economic activity that exists in every
society-production must occur; scarce means have to be distributed, and
so forth. This problem, which is assumed to remain constant throughout
all historical phases, is then examined using essentially the same categories (thus some economists view the hand axe of the Neanderthal as a sort
of capital). Marx, on the other hand, realizes that capitalism is a particular historical mode of production, which is fundamentally different from
other modes of production such as ancient slaveholding societies or the
feudalism of the Middle Ages. In this respect, every one of these specific
modes of production contains specific relationships that have to he described with categories that only retain their validity with regard to these
modes of production. In this sense, the categories that describe the capitalist mode of production are "historical" and in no way transhistorical
categories; they are valid only for the historical phase in which capitalism
is the dominant mode of production.

taken over the lahor theory of value of Adam Smith (1723-1790) and
David Ricardo (1772-1823), the most important representatives of socalled classical political economy. According to the lahor theory of value,
the value of commodities was determined by the lahor-time necessary
for their production. As distinct from the classical political economists,
Marx had allegedly developed a theory of the exploitation oflabor-power
and the crisis-prone nature of capitalism. According to this view, there
are no fundamental categorical differences between Marxist political
economy and classical political economy, only differences concerning the
conclusions ofboth theories.
This is basically also the view of contemporary economics: in terms of
the substance of his theory Marx is viewed as a representative of the classical school who draws different conclusions than Smith and Ricardo.
And since classical political economy is viewed as outmoded by contemporary economics (modern theory has bid farewell to the determination
of value by lahor), a contemporary economist doesn't think he has to seriously concern himself with Marx.
However, as the subtitle of Capital makes clear, Marx's intent was not
to provide an alternative "political economy" but a "critique of political
economy." Today, a new scientific approach also contains a critique of
previous theories, if for no other reason than to justifY its own existence.
But Marx was concerned with far more than such a critique. He wanted
not only to critique particular theories-he does that in Capital; his critique was aimed rather at the entirety of political economy-he wanted to
criticize the categorical presuppositions of an entire branch ofknowledge.
Marx made clear the comprehensive character of this critique in a letter
he wrote to Ferdinand Lassalle at the end of the 1850s:

2.3 Theory and Critique

The work I am presently concerned with is a Critique of Economic
Categories or, if you like, a critical expose of the system of the bourgeois
economy. It is at once an expose and, by the same token, a critique of the

Within worldview Marxism, Marx was regarded as the great economist
of the workers' movement who had developed a "Marxist political economy" that one could oppose to "bourgeois economy," that is, the schools
of economics that regarded capitalism positively: Marx had supposedly

system. (MECW, 40:270; emphasis in original)

This critique of categories begins with the most abstract category of
political economy, that of value. Marx concedes that political economy
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has grasped the "conten t" concealed in value and its magnitu de, the connection between labor and value. But political economy has "never once
asked the question why this content has assumed that particula r form,
that is, why labour is expressed in value and why the measurement of
labour by its duration is expressed in the magnitude of the value of the
product " (Capital, 1:173-74). Marx is not predomi nantly criticizing the
conclusions of political economy, but rather the manner in which it poses
questions, meaning the distinction between that which political economy
aims to explain and that which is accepted as so self-evident that it doesn't
need to be explained at all (such as the commodity form of the product
of labor). Thus did Adam Smith, the progenit or of classical economy,
proceed on the assumpt ion that humans, as distinct from animals, had
a "propen sity to truck, barter, and exchange" (1776; Smith, 25). Thus
it would be a general human trait to relate to all things as commodities.
Within political economy, social relations hips such as exchange and
commod ity product ion are "natural ized" and "reified," that is, social
relations hips are conceived of as quasi-na tural conditio ns, ultimately
as the characteristics of things (accordi ng to this concept ion, things do
not first obtain an exchange value on the basis of a particul ar societal
structur e, but rather in and of themselves). Throug h such a naturalization of social relations hips, it appears as if things have the properti es
and autonom y of subjects.
Marx characterizes such conditio ns as an "absurd ity" (Capital ,
l: 169),S and speaks of a "spectra l objectivity" (gespenstige Gegenstiindlichkeit), (128, translation correcte d by author and translat or-"spec tral"
instead of "phantom -like") or "occult quality" (okkulte Qualitiit) (255,
correcte d translation: "quality " instead of "ability"). What he means in
each case will become clearer in the following chapters. In worldview
Marxism, as well as in bourgeois critiques of Marx, such concepti ons
were usually glossed over, or were viewed merely as stylistic peculiarities. However, with these descriptions Marx took aim at a central issue
of the critique of political economy, namely, that the naturali zation and
reification of social relationships is in no way the result of a mistake by
individual economists, but rather the result of an image of reality that develops indepen dently as a result of the everyday practice of the members
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of bourgeois society. At the end of the third volume of Capital, Marx can
therefore establish that people in bourgeois society inhabit "the bewitched,
distorted and upside-down world" and that this "religion of everyday life"
(Capital, 3:969) is not only the basis of everyday consciousness, but also
constitutes the background for the categories of political economy.
The question was posed above as to what "critique " means within
the context of the critique of political economy. We are now able to provide a tentative answer: critique aims to break down the theoretical field
(meaning the self-evident views and spontane ously arising notions) to
which the categories of political economy owe their apparen t plausibility; the "absurdi ty" (Verrucktheit) of political economy should be made
clear. Here, the critique of percepti on, the question as to how percepti on
is possible, meets the analysis of the capitalist relations of producti on:
neither is possible without the other. 4
However, Marx's intent with Capital was not simply to write a critique of bourgeois science and bourgeois consciousness, but also to formulate a critique of bourgeois social relations. In a letter, he describe d
his work-n ot very modestl y-as "withou t question the most terrible
missile that has yet been hurled at the heads of the bourgeoisie (landowners included )" (MECW, 42:358).
For this purpose , Marx's intent was to point out the human and social
costs connected with capitalist development. He attempts to prove that
"within the capitalist system all methods for raising the social productivity oflabou r are put into effect at the cost of the individual worker; that all
means for the development of producti on undergo an inversion so that they
become means of domination and exploitation of the produce rs" (Capital,
1:799, corrected translation). 5 Or as he put it in another passage:
Capitalist production, therefore, only develops techniques and the degree of combination of the social process of production by simultaneously undermining the original sources of all wealth-t he soil and the
worker. (Capital, 1:638)
Marx does not intend to make a moral critique with such comments.
Marx does not accuse capitalism (or even individual capitalists) of violat-
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ing some eternal norms ofjustice. He is aiming rather to state a matter of
fact: that there is an immanent destructive potential of capitalism that is
activated time and time again (see chapters 5 and 9). On the basis of its
manner of functioning, capitalism must always contravene the elementary interests of laborers. Within capitalism, these elementary interests
can only be protected in a temporary and limited way, but the situation
can only be fundamentally altered when capitalism is abolished.
Marx does not advance a moral "right" to an unscathed existence
or something similar against the impositions of capitalism. Instead, he
hopes that with the growing insight into the destructive nature of the
capitalist system (which can be established without recourse to morality), the working class will take up the struggle against this system-not
on the basis of morality, but rather on the basis of its own interest. Not,
however, on the basis of an interest of a better situation within capitalism,
but rather on the basis of an interest in a good and secure life, which can
only be realized by transcending capitalism.

2.3 Dialectics-A Marxist "Rosetta Stone"?
Whenever Marx's theory is spoken of, eventually the catchword dialectics
(or: dialectical development, dialectical method, dialectical portrayal)
pops up, and in most cases, there is no explanation of what exactly is
meant by this word. Most notably in Marxist political parties, opponents
in an argument frequently accuse each other of having an "undialectical
conception" of whatever matter is being debated. Also today, in Marxist
circles people speak of something standing in a "dialectical relationship"
to another thing, which is supposed to clarifY everything. And sometimes, whenever one makes a critical inquiry, one is answered with the
know-it-all admonishment that one has to "see things dialectically." In
this situation, one shouldn't allow oneself to be intimidated, but should
rather constantly annoy the know-it-all by asking what exactly is understood by the term "dialectics" and what the "dialectical view" looks like.
More often than not, the grandiose rhetoric about dialectics is reducible
to the simple fact that everything is dependent upon everything else and
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is in a state of interaction and that it's all rather complicated-which is
true in most cases, but doesn't really say anything.
If dialectics is spoken of in a less superficial sense, then one can make a
rough distinction between two ways of using this term. In one sense, dialectics is considered to be, according to Engel's text Anti-Diihring, "the
science of the general laws of motion and development of nature, human
society and thought" (MECW, 25:131 ). According to this conception, dialectical development does not proceed uniformly and in a linear manner,
but is rather a "movement in contradictions." Of particular importance for
this movement are the "change of quantity into quality" and the "negation
of the negation." 6 Whereas Engels was clear that with such general statements nothing is understood about individual processes/ this was anything but clear within the framework of worldview Marxism; "dialectics,"
understood as the general science of development, was often viewed as a
sort ofRosetta Stone with which everything could be explained.
The second way in which dialectics is spoken of relates to the form
of depiction in the critique of political economy. Marx speaks on various occasions of his "dialectical method," and in doing so also praises
Hegel's achievements. Dialectics played a central role in Hegel's philosophy. However, Marx alleges that Hegel "mystified" dialectics, arid that his
dialectic is therefore not the same as Hegel's. This method gains importance with the "dialectical presentation" of categories. This means that in
the course of the presentation the individual categories are unfolded from
one another: they are not simply presented in succession or alongside each
other. Rather, their interrelationship (how one category necessitates the existence of another) is made clear. The structure of the depiction is therefore
not a didactic question for Marx, but has a decisive substantive meaning.
However, this dialectical portrayal is in no way the result of the "application" of a ready-made "dialectical method" to the content of political economy. Ferdinand Lassalle intended such an "application," which
caused Marx to express the following in a letter to Engels: "He will discover to his cost that it is one thing for a critique to take a science to the
point at which it admits of a dialectical presentation, and quite another to
apply an abstract, ready-made system oflogic to vague presentiments of
just such a system" (MECW, 40:261 ).
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The precondition of a dialectical portrayal is not the application of a
method (a widespread conception in worldview Marxism), but rather the
categorical critique, discussed in the previous section. And such a categorical critique presumes an exact and detailed familiarity and engagement
with the substance of a field of knowledge to which the categories refer.
An exact discussion of Marx's "dialectical presentation" is therefore
only possible if one already knows something about the categories being portrayed: one cannot talk about the "dialectical" character ofMarx's
account or even the relationship between Marx's dialectic and Hegel's
before one has engaged with Marx's account itself. The frequent characterization of Marx's account as "advancing from the abstract to the
concrete" (MECW,28:38) also says very little to those who are first beginning to read Marx's Capital. Above all else, the actual structure of the
presentation in Capital is considerably more complex than this formula,
which stems from the "Introduction" of 185 7, would lead one to believe.
Other than in the foreword and afterward, Marx speaks very seldom
of dialectics in Capital. He practices a dialectical portrayal, but without
demanding from his readers that they deal with the subject of dialectics
before reading Capital. Only in hindsight can one say what is "dialectical'' about Marx's account. For that reason, the present work does not
begin with a section on dialectics.

3. Value, Lab or, Money
3.1 Use Value, Exchange Value, and Value

Marx's intent in Capital is to analyze the capitalist mode of production,
but his analysis does not begin immediately with capital. In the first three
chapters, only the commodity and money are mentioned, and capital is
dealt with explicitly only from the fourth chapter onward. Within the
framework of the historical manner of reading Capital mentioned above,
the first three chapters are therefore understood as an abstract description of a precapitalist "simple (or petty) commodity production." But
the first two sentences make it clear that the chapter is not about precapitalist conditions:
The wealth of societies in which the capitalist mode of production prevails appears as "an immense collection of commodities"; the individual
commodity appears as its elementary form. Our investigation therefore
begins with the analysis of the commodity. (Capital, 1:125)

Here, Marx points out a specific aspect of capitalist socialization: in
capitalist society-and only in capitalist society-the "commodity" is the
typical form of wealth. Commodities (which we can define provisionally
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as goods intended for exchange) also exist in other societies, but only in
capitalist society do the overwhelming majority of goods consist of commodities. In the feudal societies of the early Middle Ages, only a small
amount of goods were exchanged; the commodity form was more of an
exception than the rule. The overwhelming majority of goods consisted
of agricultural products and these were either produced for one's own
use or turned over to landlords (nobles or the Church), not exchanged.
Not until capitalism does exchange become comprehensive, and with it
the commodity form of goods. Only with capitalism does wealth take the
form of a "collection of commodities" and only with capitalism is the
commodity the "elementary form" of wealth. This commodity, the commodity in capitalist societies, is what Marx intends to analyze.
One only describes something as a commodity if it is exchanged,
something that in addition to its use value also has an exchange value.
The use value of something is nothing other than its usefulness; for example, the use value of a chair consists of the fact that one can sit on it.
The use value is independent of whether or not the object is exchanged.
Now ifl exchange the chair for two sheets oflinen, then the exchange
value of the chair is two sheets oflinen. Ifl exchange the chair for lOO
eggs, then lOO eggs are the exchange value of the chair. If I don't exchange the chair at all, but only use it, then it has no exchange value, and
it is also not a commodity, but merely a use value, a chair on which one
can more or less comfortably sit.
To be a commodity, to therefore have an exchange value in addition
to a use value, is not a "natural" property of things, but rather a "social"
one: only in societies where things are exchanged do they possess an exchange value, only then are they commodities. As Marx notes, use values
"constitute the material content of wealth, whatever its social form may
be" (Capital, 1:126).
And with this we come to an extremely important distinction. The
"content" of something (its "natural form") is distinguished from its "social form"-sometimes Marx speaks of an "economic form-determination"
(iikonomische Formbestimmung). The "natural form" of the chair is simply its material composition (for example, whether it is made of wood or
metal). "Social form," on the other hand, means that the chair is a "corn-
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modity," something that is exchanged and that therefore possesses an "exchange value." That the chair is a commodity is not a characteristic of the
chair itself as a thing, but rather of the society in which this thing exists.
Individual acts of exchange occur in all forms of society that are known
to us. But it is a specific aspect of capitalist society that almost everything
is exchanged. This has consequences for quantitative relationships of exchange. In the case of exchange as an isolated phenomenon, there can be
various quantitative exchange relationships: I can exchange the chair at
one point for two sheets of linen, or at another point for three, etc. But if
exchange is the normal form in which goods are transferred, then individual relations of exchange have to "match" each other in a certain way:
in the example above, a chair was exchanged for two sheets oflinen or for
l 00 eggs. If this is so, then it must also be the case that one can exchange
l 00 eggs for 2 sheets oflinen. Why is that? If this were not the case, if for
example l 00 eggs could only be exchanged for one sheet of linen, then
by a clever series of acts of exchange I could constantly make a profit: I
exchange a sheet oflinen for lOO eggs, then 100 eggs for l chair, then l
chair for 2 sheets of linen. Through mere exchange, I would have doubled my inventory oflinen sheets, and through a number of corresponding acts of exchange I could continuously increase my wealth: However,
this would only be possible as long as I could find exchange partners who
would be prepared to carry out the reciprocal acts of exchange. After a
short period of time, the other participants in the market would want to
imitate my profitable chain, and there would be nobody left who would
want to engage in exchange from the other side. Relations of exchange
can only be stable when they exclude the possibility that profit and loss
can result merely through a particular sequence of exchange acts.
For capitalist societies, in which exchange is the rule, we can therefore conclude: the various exchange values of the same commodity also
have to constitute exchange values for each other. If a chair can be exchanged for 2 sheets oflinen, and on the other hand for l 00 eggs, then
one must also be able to exchange 2 linen sheets for 100 eggs.
Now, when such a regularity of exchange exists (and it must exist
for exchange to function smoothly), then one cannot help asking what
a chair, 2 linen sheets, and l 00 eggs have in common. The answer sug-
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gested by our everyday experience is: these three things have "the same
value." Through experience with exchange we have a rather exact appreciation of the value of many things. If this diverges in actual exchange
from our notion of what a thing is worth, then we conclude that a particular thing is just "cheap" or "expensive." But the questions for us are, what
is it that constitutes this "value," and how is the respective magnitud e of
value determine d?
Long before Marx, economists had concerned themselves with this
question and came to two fundamentally different answers. One answer
is: the value of something is determine d by its usefulness. For something
that is of great use to me, I'm prepared to pay a lot, whereas I'll pay very
little, or nothing at all, for something that is of little use to me. This "utility theory of value," however, faces a great problem that Adam Smith had
already formulated very clearly: water is of great use, we couldn't live without water, but the value of water is very small. Compare d to water, the
utility of a diamond is infinitesimally small, but its value is huge. Smith
therefore drew the conclusion that it would not be the usefulness of a thing
that determines its value. Rather, Smith considered the quantity of lab or
necessary to produce something as constituting its value. This is the second fundamental answer to the question as to what makes up value.
This "lab or theory of value" was the common understan ding within
political economy during Marx's time. 8 Applied to our example above,
the lab or theory of value says that a chair, 2 linen sheets, and l 00 eggs
have the same value, because the same quantity oflabor is necessary to
produce them.
There are two obvious objections to the labor theory of value. For
one, things are also exchanged that are not products oflabor (for example, virgin soil). For another, there are certain products oflabor (such
as works of art) whose exchange value is completely independ ent of the
labor-time expended for their productio n.
Regarding the first point, it should be noted that the labor theory of
value only explains the value of products of lab or. Things that are not
products of labor do not possess a "value." If they're exchanged, they
have an exchange value or price, but no value, and this exchange value
has to then be explained separately (Marx did this in vol. 3 of Capital).
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As to the second point: a work of art is a product of labor, but unlike normal commodities, it is a unique object, something that only exists
once. The price that a buyer is prepared to pay for it is a collector's price,
which hasn't the slightest to do with the labor expended by the artist.
However, most economic products are not unique, but rather mass-produced goods, and it is the value of those goods that should be explained.
Marx also sees the value of commodities as accounted for by commodity-p roducing labor. As an objectification of"equal human labour,"
commodities are values. The magnitude of value is determine d by "the
quantity of the 'value-forming substance,' the labour, contained in the article" (Capital, 1:129).
But, Marx continues, it is not the labor-time individually expended
by isolated producer s that creates value (a chair then produced by a slow
carpenter would have more value than an identical chair produced by a
speedy carpenter). Rather, it is the "socially necessary labor-time" that
creates value.
Socially necessary labour-tim e is the labour-time required to produce
any use-value under the conditions of productio n normal for a given society and with the average degree of skill and intensity oflabour prevalent in that society. (Capital, 1:129)

However, the labor-time socially necessary for the productio n of a
particular use value does not remain constant. If the productivity of lab or increases, if more products can be created in the same time span,
then the labor-time socially necessary for the productio n of a single item
has diminishe d and the magnitude of its value declines. If, however, the
productiv ity of labor declines, then the labor-time socially necessary
for productio n increases, and the magnitude of a single product's value
increases. This could be the conseque nce, for example, of natural conditions: if a harvest is spoiled, then the same quantity of labor yields a
smaller output, more labor is necessary for the productio n of a single
fruit, and its value increases.
If exchange exists, then a division oflabor is implied. I only exchange
for things that I do not myself produce. Division of lab or is a precondi-
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tion of exchange, hut exchange is not a precondit ion for the division of
labor, as a glance at any factory would confirm: within a factory, there
is a high level of division of lab or, hut the products themselves are not
exchanged for one another.
Up until now, one might have had the impressio n that when the term
"commod ity" is used, it refers solely to physical objects. But what is relevant here is the act of exchange, not the fact that physical objects are
being exchanged. Services can also he exchanged and therefore become
commodities. The difference between a material product and an "immaterial" service consists solely of a different temporal relationship between
productio n and consumption: the material product is first produced and
subsequently consumed (a bread roll should he consumed on the same
day, hut an automobile can remain by its manufacturer for a few weeks or
even months before I have the chance to use it). In the case of a service
(whether we are talking about a taxi ride, a massage, or a theater performance), the act of productio n is concurren t with the act of consump tion
(as the taxi driver produces a change of place, I consume it). The difference between services and physical objects consists of a distinction of
the material content; the question as to whether they are commodities
pertains to their social form, and that depends upon whether objects and
services are exchanged. And with that, we have sorted out the matter of
the frequently stated argument that with the "transitio n from an industrial to a service economy " or in the left-wing variant ofHardt and Negrithe transition from "material" to "immaterial" producti on-Marx 's value
theory has become outmoded .
The aspects of value theory that we have considere d up to this point
were largely dealt with by Marx on the first seven pages (out of a total
of fifty) of the first chapter of Capital. For many Marxists, and most of
Marx's critics, this constitutes the core ofMarx's value theory: the commodity is use value and value, value is an ohjectification of human lahor,
the magnitude of value depends upon the "socially necessary labor-time"
required for the productio n of a commodi ty (the last point is frequently
referred to as the "law of value"). If that were actually all there is to it,
then Marx's value theory would not have gone very far beyond classical
political economy. But the central value-theoretical insights ofMarx are
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not limited to these simple propositio ns. The decisive, most importan t
aspects of Marx's value theory lay beyond what has thus far been outlined, which shall he made clear in the rest of this chapter.

3.2 A Proof of the Labor Theory of Value?
(Individu al Agency and Social Structure)
Tied up with the question concerning the difference between Marx's
value theory and classical value theory is the question of whether Marx
had "proven" the labor theory ofvalue, that is, whether he had established
beyond the shadow of a doubt that lab or and nothing else underlies the
value of a commodity. This question has been frequently discussed in
the literature about Marx. But as we're about to see, Marx was not at all
interested in such a "proof."
Adam Smith had "proven" the determin ation of a commodi ty's
value through lahor with the argument that lahor entails effort and that
we therefore estimate the value of somethin g according to how much
effort is involved in producin g it. Here, value is ascribed directly to
the rational considerations of isolated individuals. Modern neoclassical
economic theory argues in a similar manner, taking utility-maximizing
individuals as a point of departure and explaining exchange relationships on the basis of utility estimates. Both classical and neoclassical
economic theory begin as a matter of course with isolated individua ls
and their allegedly universal human strategies and attempt to explain
the whole of society from this starting point. In order to do this they
have to project onto individua ls some of the features of the society they
purport to explain. Thus does Adam Smith define the "propens ity to
truck, barter, and exchange" as the character istic that distinguishes humans from animals, and from there it is of course no problem to derive
the structure s of an economy based upon commodi ty exchange from
the rationality of this sort of person (the commodi ty owner) to declare
these structure s as universally human.
For Marx, on the other hand, it was not the thought processes of individuals that are fundamental, hut rather the social relations in which the
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individuals are embedded at any given time. As he pointedly formulated
it in the Grundrisse:
Society does not consist of individuals, but expresses the sum of relationships and conditions in which these individuals stand to one another.
(MECW, 28:195)
These relations impose a certain form of rationality to which all individuals must adhere if they wish to maintain their existence within these
conditions. If their actions correspond to this rationality, then the activity
of individuals also reproduces the presupposed social relations.
Let's make this connection clear using an obvious example. In a society based upon commodity exchange, everyone must follow the logic of
exchange if he or she wants to survive. It is not merely the result of my
"utility maximizing" behavior ifi want to sell my own commodities dearly and buy other commodities cheaply. Rather, I have no other choice
(unless I am so rich that I can choose to ignore exchange relationships).
And since I am not capable of seeing an alternative, maybe I even perceive
my own behavior as "natural." When the majority behaves in the manner
indicated, they also reproduce the social relations that commodity exchange is based upon, and therefore the compulsion for every individual
to continue to behave accordingly.
Marx therefore does not account for his value theory on the basis of
the considerations of those engaged in exchange. Contrary to a common
misunderstanding, his thesis is not that the values of commodities correspond to the labor-time socially necessary for their production because
those engaged in exchange want it to be so. On the contrary, Marx maintains that people engaged in exchange in fact do not know what they're
actually doing (Capital, 1: 166-67).
With value theory, Marx seeks to uncover a specific social structure
that individuals must conform to, regardless of what they think. The question posed by Marx is therefore completely different than that posed by
classical or neoclassical economics; in principle, Adam Smith observes
a single act of exchange and asks how the terms of exchange can be determined. Marx sees the individual exchange relation as part of a par-
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ticular social totality-a totality in which the reproduction of society is
mediated by exchange-and asks what this means for the labor expended
by the whole society. As he made clear in a letter to his friend Ludwig
Kugelmann, a "proof" of the lab or theory of value is not the point:
The chatter about the need to prove the concept of value arises only
from complete ignorance both of the subject under discussion and of
the method of science. Every child knows that any nation that stopped
working, not for a year, but let us say, just for a few weeks, would perish.
And every child knows, too, that the amounts of products corresponding
to the differing amounts of needs demand differing and quantitatively
determined amounts of society's aggregate labour. It is self-evident that
this necessity of the distribution of social labour in specific proportions
is certainly not abolished by the specific form of social production; it can
only change its form of manifestation. Natural laws cannot be abolished
at all. The only thing that can change, under historically differing conditions, is the form in which those laws assert themselves. And the form in
which this proportional distribution oflabour asserts itself in a state of
society in which the interconnection of social labour expresses itself as
the private exchange of the individual products oflabour, is precisely the
exchange value of these products. (MECW, 43:68)
If, under the conditions of commodity production, the distribution of
privately expended labor onto individual branches ofproduction is mediated by the value of commodities (conscious regulation or a distribution
predetermined by tradition do not exist), then the interesting question is
how this is at all possible, or stated more generally, how privately expended lab or becomes a component part of the total lab or of society. So value
theory doesn't "prove" that an individual act of exchange is determined
9
by the productively necessary quantity oflabor. Rather, it should explain
the specific social character of commodity-producin g labor-and Marx
does this mainly beyond the first seven pages of Capital discussed above,
which traditional Marxism as well as many critics ofMarx take to be the
most important for Marx's value theory.
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3.3 Abstract Labor:
Real Abstraction and Relation of Social Validation

To und~rstand what's behind the specific social character of commodityproducmg labor, we have to deal with the distinction between "concrete"
and "abstract" labor. In most accounts of Marx's value theory, this distinction is briefly mentioned, but its importance is frequently not understood. Marx himself pointed out its fundamental significance:
I was the first to point out and to examine critically this twofold nature
of the labour contained in commodities. As this point is crucial to an
understanding of political economy, it requires further elucidation.
(Capital, 1:132)

What does this mean? If the commodity has a twofold character, as
use value and value, then commodity-producing labor must also have a
twofold character: it is lab or that not only produces a use value, but also
value. (Here it is important to note that not all lab or has a twofold character, hut rather only commodity-producing lab or.)
Qualitatively different "concrete labors" produce qualitatively differ_ent use values: carpentry produces a chair; linen weaving produces
a lmen sheet. When we "learn a trade," we study the particularities of a
concrete activity; when we observe a person working, then we observe
him or her executing a concrete act oflabor.
Value, however, is not constituted by a particular concrete labor or
through a particular aspect of concrete lahor. Every act of labor whose
product (which can also be a service) is exchanged produces value. As values, the commodities are qualitatively equal; therefore the various acts
of labor that produce values must have the status of qualitatively equal
hum_an labor. Carpentry does not produce value as carpentry (as carpentry, It produces a chair); rather, it produces value as human labor, whose
product is exchanged with other products of human labor. So carpentry
pro_duces value precisely as lab or abstracted from its concrete manifestatwn as carpentry. Marx therefore speaks of value-producing lab or as
"abstract labor."
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Abstract lahor is thus not a special type of labor expenditure, such
as monotonous assembly-line labor as opposed to artisanal, content-rich
carpentry. As labor constituting use value, monotonous assembly-line lahor is just as much concrete lab or as carpentry. Assembly-line lab or (just
like carpentry) only constitutes value as equal human labor, abstracted
from its concrete character, or, in short: assembly-line labor and carpentry only constitute value as abstract labor.
As "crystals" of abstract labor, commodities are "values." Marx therefore describes abstract lahor as the "value-forming substance" or as the
"substance of value."
The "substance of value" as a figure of speech has frequently been understood in a quasi-physical, "suhstantialist" manner: the worker has expended a specific quantity of abstract labor and this quantity exists within
the individual commodity and turns the isolated article into an object of value. That things are not so simple should already he apparent by the fact that
Marx describes the value-objectivity as a "spectral objectivity" (gespenstige
Gegenstiindlichkeit, Capital, 1:128, corrected translation); in the manuscript in which Marx noted revision of the first edition of Capital preparing
the second edition, "Ergiinzungen und Veriinderungen zum ersten Band des
'Kapital,"' he even speaks of a "purely fantastic objectivity" (re{n phantastische Gegenstiindlichkeit). If the "suhstantialist'' understanding of Marx's
value theory were accurate, then it would he difficult to understand what is
supposed to he "spectral" or "fantastic" about the objectivity of value.
Let us deal with abstract lab or in more detail. Abstract lab or is not visible, only a particular concrete labor is visible,just as the concept of"tree"
isn't visible: I'm only capable of perceiving a concrete botanical plant. As
with the term "tree," abstract labor is an abstraction, but a completely different kind of abstraction. Normally, abstractions are constituted in human
thought. We refer to the commonalities among individual exaniples and
then establish an abstract category, such as "tree." But in the case of abstract
labor, we are not dealing with such a "mental abstraction" hut with a "real
abstraction," by which we mean an abstraction that is carried out in the
actual hehavior ofhumans, regardless of whether they are aware of it.
During the act of exchange, an abstraction is made from the use value
of commodities, and the commodities are equated as values. (Of course,
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the individual buyer only purchas es a commo dity because he is interested in its use value, and, as the case may be, refrains from exchang
e
if he does not desire this use value; however, if exchange occurs,
then
the commodities are equated as values.) Only with the equation of commodities as values does an abstraction from the particularity of the lab
or
that produc es them actually occur, and it only counts as value-forming
"abstra ct" lab or. So the abstraction really occurs, indepen dent of what
the participating commo dity owners think.
This point is not always made clearly by Marx. He speaks of abstrac
t
lab or as "an expend iture of human labour power, in the physiological
sense" (Capital, l: 13 7). The reducti on of various types oflabor to lab
or
in a physiological sense, however, is a purely mental abstraction, to which
any kind of lab or can be subjected, regardless of whethe r it produc
es a
commodity. Further more, this formulation suggests that abstract labor
has a completely non-social, natural foundation, and has therefore
accordingly provoked "naturalistic" interpretations of abstract labor. 10
In
other passages, however, Marx expresses himself clearly concern ing
the
non-naturalistic foundation of abstrac t labor. He writes in the revised
manusc ript to the first edition (Marx-Engels Gesamtausgabe or MEGA
,
1!.6:41; Marx include d this sentence in the French translation):
The reductio n of various concrete private acts oflabor to this abstract
ion
of equal human lab or is only carried out through exchange, which in
fact
equates product s of different acts oflabor with each other.

Accordingly, it is exchange, that consummates the abstraction that
underlies abstract lab or (indepe ndent of whethe r the people engaged
in
exchange are aware of this abstraction). But then abstract labor cannot
be measur ed in terms of hours of lab or: every hour of lab or measur
ed
by a clock is an hour of a particul ar concrete act of lab or, expend ed
by
a particul ar individual, regardless of whethe r the produc t is exchang
ed.
Abstract lab or, on the other hand, cannot be "expen ded" at all. Abstrac
t
lab or is a relation of social validati on (Geltungsverhiiltnis) that is
constituted in exchange. In exchange, the concrete acts of expend ed labor
count as a particular quantum of value-constituting abstract lab or, or
are
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valid as a specific quantum of abstract lab or, and therefore as an elemen
t
of the total lab or of society.
This validation (Geltung) of privately expend ed concrete lab or as a
particular quantum of value-constituting abstract labor implies three
different acts of reduction:

1. Individually expend ed labor-time is reduced to socially necessa
ry
labor-time. Only labor that is necessary for the produc tion of a use
value under average conditions counts as value-constituting. The
level of average productivity, however, is not determi ned by an individual produce r, but rather upon the entirety of produc ers of a use
value. The average changes constantly and only becomes apparen t in
the act of exchange; only then does the individual produc er find out
to what extent his individually expend ed labor-time corresp onds to
the socially necessary lab or-time.
2. In traditional Marxism, a technologically determi ned "socially
necessary labor-time" was usually underst ood as the sole determi nant
of value-constituting labor. Whethe r the use values produc ed faced
a corresp onding monetary demand appeare d to play no ~ole in the
determination of their value. However, Marx noted that in order to
produc e a commo dity one has to produc e not only a use value, but
rather "use-values for others, social use-values" (Capital, 1:131 ). If
a greater quantity of a use value, a linen sheet for example, is produced beyond that of the (monetary) demand existing in society, then
this means that "too great a portion of the total social labour-time has
been expend ed in the form of weaving. The effect is the same as if
each individual weaver had expend ed more labour-time on his particular produc t than was socially necessary" (Capital, l :202).
Only labor-tim e expende d under the average existing conditio ns
of
product ion as well as for the satisfaction of monetar y social demand
constitu tes value. To what extent the privately expende d labor
was
actually necessar y to satisfY demand depends on the one hand upon
the amount of this demand and on the other hand upon the volume
of
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production of other producers-both of which first become apparent
in exchange.

3. Individual acts oflabor expenditure are not only distinguished from
one another in their concrete character (as carpentry, as tailoring, etc.)
but in regard to the qualifications of the required labor power. "Simple
labour-power" is "the labour-power possessed in his bodily organism
by every ordinary man, on the average, without being developed in any
special way" (Capital, 1:135). Exactly what counts as a qualification
belonging to the simple average labor force and whether, for example,
reading and writing or computer skills are counted among these qualifications varies from country to country and among different cultural
epochs but remains firmly established within a particular country at a
particular point in time. The labor of more highly qualified forces of
labor counts as "skilled" lab or, and is regarded as constituting a greater
magnitude of value than simple average labor. To what degree a particular amount of skilled labor constitutes more value than the same
amount of simple labor is again only apparent in exchange. Not only
do the qualifications of the labor force emphasized by Marx play a role
in the quantitative relation; also decisive are processes of social hierarchization that are reflected, for example, in the fact that "female professions" have a lower status than "male professions," which in turn
influences how activities are considered "simple" or "skilled."
The extent to which privately expended individuallabor counts or is
effectively valid as value-constituting abstract labor is the result of these
three reductions that take place simultaneously in the act of exchange.

3.4 "Spectral Objectivity":
A Production or Circulation Theory of Value?

Value-objectivity (Wertgegenstiindlichkeit) is not possessed by commodities as objectifications of concrete labor, but rather as objectifications of
abstract lab or. However, if as we just outlined, abstract labor is a relation
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of social validation existing only in exchange (where privately expended
labor counts as value-constituting, abstract labor) then value also first
exists in exchange. What's more, value is not at all a property that an
individual thing possesses in and of itself. The substance of value, that
constitutes the foundation of this objectivity, is not inherent to individual
commodities, but is bestowed mutually in the act of exchange.
The most emphatic statement on this by Marx can be found in his
revised manuscript for the first edition. There he states that when a coat
is exchanged for linen, then both are "reduced to an objectification of human labor per se." However, it should not be forgotten that
none of both is in and of itself value-objectivity [WertgegenstandlichkeitJ,
they are this only insofar as that this objectivity is commonly held by them.
Outside of their relationship with each other-the relationship in which
they are equalized-neither coat nor linen possess value-objectivity or
objectivity as congelations ofhuman labor per se. (MEGA, 2.6:30)

As a consequence,
a product oflabor, considered in isolation, is not value, nor is it-a commodity. It only becomes value in its unity with another product oflabor.
(MEGA, 2.6:31)

With this we also come closer to the "phantom-like" (better translated: spectral) character of value-objectivity that Marx spoke of at the
beginning of Capital. The substance of value is not something that two
commodities have in common in the way, for example, that both a fire
truck and an apple have the color red in common. Both are red even in
isolation from each other, and when they are placed alongside each other,
we detect that they have something in common. The substance of value,
and thus the value-objectivity, is something only obtained by things when
they are set into relation with one another in exchange. It's as if the fire
truck and apple were only red when they're actually standing alongside
one another, and had no col or when separated (the fire truck in the fire
station, the apple hanging from an apple tree).
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Normally, objective properties of things are inherent, regardless of
their relationship to other things. We do not regard properties of things
that only exist in a specific connection to other things as objective, inherent properties of those things, but rather as relations. If soldier A is commanded by staff sergeant B, then A is a subordinate and B is a superior.
The property of being a subordinate or a superior arises from the specific
relationship between A and B within a military hierarchy, but are not inherent to them as people outside of this hierarchy.
In the case of value, a property that only exists within a relationship
appears to be an objective property that is also inherent outside of this relationship. If we attempt to locate this objectivity outside of the exchange
relationship, it eludes our grasp. The objectivity of value is quite literally a
"spectral objectivity."
Traditional Marxism was also taken in by the illusion that value was a
property of an individual commodity. The substance of value was understood in a "substantialist'' way, as a property of an individual commodity.
The magnitude of value was also understood as a property of an individual commodity and it was believed to be determined, independent
of the exchange process, by the quantity of socially necessary lab or-time
expended in the production of the commodity. Conceptions that emphasized the importance of exchange were accused of advancing a circulation theory of value, and thus of approaching value by placing emphasis
on a supposedly negligible aspect.
However, even the question as to whether value and the magnitude
of value are determined in the sphere of production or in the sphere of
circulation (the sphere of buying and selling) is the result of a fatal reduction. Value isn'tjust "there" after being "produced" someplace. In the
case of a bread roll, one can at least pose the question (even if the answer
is somewhat obvious) as to where it comes into existence-in the bakery
or in the act of purchase over the sales counter. But value isn't a thing like
the bread roll, but rather a social relationship that appears as a tangible
characteristic of a thing. The social relationship that is expressed in value
and the magnitude of value is constituted in production and circulation,
so that the "either/or" question is senseless.
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The magnitude of value is not yet determined before exchange, but
also does not emerge coincidentally during the exchange act. It is the
result of the threefold reduction, outlined in the previous section, of privately expended individual labor to abstract labor. The magnitude of
value of a commodity is not simply a relationship between the individual
lab or of the producer and the product (which is what the "substantialist''
conception of value amounts to), but rather a relationship between the
individuallabor of producers and the total labor of society. Exchange
does not produce value, but rather mediates this relation to the totallabor
of society. However, in a society based upon private production, this act
of mediation can only occur in the act of exchange, and nowhere else. 11
Prior to being exchanged, the magnitude of value can only be more
or less estimated. This estimation is also responsible for whether a commodity producer takes up production. But the estimation of a value is
in no way the same thing as the existence of this value, a painful fact that
some producers experience firsthand.
These considerations should make it clear that Marx's use of the term
"substance ofvalue" should not be understood in a "substantialist" way, in
the sense that a substance is present within individual things. Objectivity
as value is not a tangible aspect of an individual commodity. Only with the
act of exchange does value obtain an objective value form, thus the importance of the "value form analysis" for Marx's theory of value. 12

3.5 The Form of Value and Money
(Economic Determinate Form)
With the analysis of the form of value, Marx claims to accomplish something that has no counterpart in bourgeois economy. He writes:
Everyone knows, if nothing else, that commodities have a common valueform, which contrasts in the most striking manner with the motley natural forms of their use-values. I refer to the money form. Now, however,
we have to perform a task never even attempted by bourgeois economics.
That is, we have to show the origin [Genesis] of this money-form, we
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have to trace the development of the expression of value contained in the
value-relation of commodities from its simplest, almost imperceptible
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lent form (respectively, the money form) of value is developed as a
necessary form of value.

outline to the dazzling money-form. (Capital, 1:139)

This sentence has been frequently understood as ifMarx's intent is
to trace, at a high level of abstraction, the historical emergence of money,
starting from the simple exchange of products. But if that were the case,
then his attempt to distinguish himself from bourgeois economics by
claiming to accomplish something that the latter never even attempted
would be completely exaggerated. Even in Marx's time such abstracthistorical sketches belonged to the standard repertoire of economistsY
But let us recall that in the first sentence of Capital Marx clearly states
that his intent is not to analyze a precapitalist commodity, but rather the
commodity as it exists in capitalism (see the beginning of section 3.1
above). Hence it is clear that with the phrase "origin" (Genesis) he does
not mean the historical emergence of money, but rather a conceptual relationship of development. He is not concerned with the historical development of money (not even in a completely abstract sense) but with a
conceptual reconstruction of the connection between the "simple form
of value" (a commodity expressing its value through another commodity)
and the "money form." This is a relation that exists within contemporary
capitalism. More generally, the question is whether money in a commodity-producing society is merely a practical aid (which is otherwise basically dispensable) or whether money is in fact a necessity.
In Marx's time, this question was not a merely academic one. Various
socialist tendencies, in devising alternatives to capitalism, aspired to a
society in which private commodity production would continue to exist, but money would be abolished and replaced by certificates of entitlement to goods or slips denoting hours of performed labor. The proof that
money and commodity production are inseparable was also intended as a
critique of such tendencies.
In his analysis of money, Marx proceeds in three steps.

2. Subsequently, the activity of commodity owners is dealt with: actual
money, which must correspond to the determinants of the general
equivalent form, first emerges on the basis of such activity.
3. Finally, the various functions that money assumes within "simple
circulation" (meaning the circulation of commodities and money,
abstracting from capital) are developed.
Bourgeois economics usually begins its treatments of money by enumerating the various functions of money. That money exists at all is explained with the argument that without money it would be rather difficult
to organize exchange, that is, the justification occurs at the level of the
activity of commodity owners. Form-analytical considerations about the
connection between value and valuejorm cannot be found at all within
bourgeois economics, yet this connection is exactly the "Genesis" that
Marx spoke of in the above quotation.
However, many Marxists have difficulties understanding Marx's analysis. Substantialist interpretations, by bourgeois economists, normally
place emphasis upon the functions of money and are generally at a loss
to deal with the conceptual development of the money form and money.
But even non-substantialist interpretations often ignore the differences
between the first two steps: the conceptual development of the money
form, and the conceptual development of actual money. We'll deal with
the first step in this subsection and handle steps 2 and 3 in the following
two subsections.
Marx begins the analysis of the value form with the examination of the
"simple, isolated, or accidental form of value." This is the expression of
a commodity's value in another:
x commodity A = y commodity B

l. First, in a form analysis (meaning that form determinations are analyzed while disregarding the commodity owners), the general equiva-
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Or Marx's famous example:
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The internal opposition between use-value and value, hidden within the
commodity, is, therefore, represented on the surface by an external oppo-

20 yards oflinen = l coat

sition, i.e. by a relation between two commodities such that the one commodity whose own value is supposed to be expressed, counts directly

The value of the linen is expressed, and the coat serves as a means of
expressing the value of the linen. Both commodities thus play completely
different roles in the form of expression of value, and Marx assigns different terms to these roles. The value of the first commodity (linen) is
expressed as "relative value" (meaning in relation to something else); this
commodity is in the relative form of value. The second commodity (the
coat) serves as an "equivalent" for the value of the first commodity; it is in
the equivalent form of value.
In the simple expression ofvalue, only the value of one commodity can
be expressed at any given time; only the value of the linen is expressedas a specific quantity of coat. The value of the coat, on the other hand, is
not expressed. However, the expression of value-"20 yards of linen are
worth one coat"-also implies the reverse: "One coat is worth 20 yards
of linen." Now the coat is in the relative form of value and the linen is in
the equivalent form.
Value cannot be grasped within an individual use value; it only obtains a tangible form in the expression of value: the commodity that appears as the equivalent form (commodity B) now has the status of being
the embodiment of the value of the commodity in the relative form of
value (commodity A). But considered in isolation, the second commodity is just as much a use value as the first commodity. However, within the
expression of value, the second commodity in the equivalent form plays a
specific role. It has the status not only of being a particular use value, but
also counts simultaneously, in its manifestation as use value, as a direct
embodiment of value: "Hence, in the value-relation, in which the coat
is the equivalent of the linen, the form of the coat counts as the form of
value" (Capital, 1:143).
The value of the linen only acquires an objective form because the value assumes the form of the coat; the value of the linen becomes tangible,
visible, and measurable as a specific quantity of coat. Marx summarizes
this as follows:

only as a use-value, whereas the other commodity, in which that value is
to be expressed, counts directly only as exchange value. (Capital, 1:153)

Value is something purely social; it expresses the equal social validity of two completely different concrete acts of lab or, and it is therefore
a specific social relationship. This social relationship acquires, in the
equivalent form, the shape of a thing; in our example, value appears to be
directly identical with a coat. The coat counts as an embodiment of value,
but only within the form of expression of value. That the coat has different properties within the form of expression of value than it does outside
of it is still clear in the case of the coat. With regard to money, however,
this is no longer obviously visible.
The simple form of value expresses the value of commodity A in an
object, makes it tangible and measurable, but is nonetheless insufficient,
since it only relates commodity A to a single commodity, commodity B,
and does not yet relate commodity A to all other commodities:
If we now consider the value relationship of commodity A (in this
case the linen) to all other commodities, then we obtain the "total or expanded form of value":
20 yards oflinen are worth 1 coat,
20 yards oflinen are worth 10 lbs. of tea,
20 yards of linen are worth 40 lbs. of coffee, etc.
The value of the linen now stands in relation to the entire world of
commodities (and not just to a single commodity), and at the same time
it becomes clear that the value of the commodity is indifferent toward the
particular form of use value in which it is expressed: a coat, but also tea
and coffee and so forth, can serve as the embodiment of the value of the
linen. The value of the linen remains the same, whether it is manifested
in a coat or in coffee. Thus it also becomes clear that the quantitative
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exchange relationship is in no way coincidental, a fact that was not yet
visible in the case of the simple form of value.
However, the expanded form of value is also inadequate: the expression of the value of commodity A is incomplete and without closure.
Furthermore, the expressions of value are heterogeneous; we have multiple specific equivalent forms that mutually exclude each other.
The total form of value is nothing other than a series of simple forms
of value. But every single one of these simple forms of value contains
within itself its own inversion. If we reverse the series of simple forms of
value, we acquire the "general form of value":
l coat is
l 0 lbs. of tea are
40 lbs. of coffee are

worth 20 yards oflinen

The value of commodities is now expressed in a simple and unified
form, because a single commodity, the "general equivalent," serves as an
expression of value for all other commodities. So this form performs a
decisive function:
Through its equation with linen, the value of every commodity is now
not only differentiated from its own use-value, but from all use-values
generally, and is, by that very fact, expressed as that which is common to
all commodities. By this form, commodities are, for the first time, really
brought into relation with each other as values. (Capital, l: 158; emphasis added)
The value-objectivity ( Wertgegenstiindlichkeit) is not an inherent
property of any individual commodity but rather a social characteristic,
because it expresses the relationship of individual commodities (or, respectively, the individual acts of lab or producing these commodities) to
the entire world of commodities (respectively, the totallabor of society).
Thus, not only does value necessitate an objective form of value, it necessitates a form of value that expresses this social character, and this is first
accomplished with the general form of value.
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The specific social character of the general form of value is shown in
a further quality that distinguishes the general form of value from both
the elementary and the expanded form of value. "In both cases, it is the
private task, so to speak, of the individual commodity to give itself a form
of value." But now:
The general form of value, on the other hand, can only arise as the joint
contribution of the whole world of commodities. A commodity only acquires a general expression of its value if, at the same time, all other commodities express their values in the same equivalent; and every newly
emergent commodity must follow suit. It thus becomes evident that because the objectivity of commodities as values is the purely "social existence" of these things, it can only be expressed through the whole range of
their social relations. (Capital, 1: 159; emphasis added)
What becomes evident here is something that is not clear to everyday
consciousness, but is first apparent as a result of scientific analysis: the social character of value expresses itself in a specifically social form of value.
Value and magnitude of value-which are actually not properties of
an individual commodity-can now, with the help of the general equivalent, be expressed so that it seems as if they were simple properties of
individual commodities. Qualitatively, the value of coats (or tea, coffee,
etc.) consists in their equality with linen: the value of a coat (or 20 lbs. of
tea, 40 lbs. of coffee, etc.) is 20 yards oflinen.
The money form is ultimately distinguished from the general form of
value merely by the fact that the equivalent form has coalesced "by social
custom" with the specific natural form of a particular commodity (historically this has been gold, and to a lesser extent silver). This commodity
thus becomes the "money commodity."
The reference to "social custom" makes it clear that with the money
form, we find ourselves at the level of the activity of commodity owners.
Up to now, commodity owners have not been discussed. The commodity
form of the product of lab or and the exchange relations of commodities
have been observed, but not the exchange acts of commodity owners.
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3. 6 Money and Exchange
(Activity of Commodity Owners)

Only with the second chapter of Capital does Marx deal explicitly with
commodity owners and their activity: as commodity owners, people are
merely representatives of commodities. For that reason, the commodity
had to he examined first.
If one considers only the exchange relation of commodities, then every commodity effectively serves as a manifestation of the value of every
other commodity for which it can he exchanged. The commodity owner,
however, does not wish to exchange his commodity for any arbitrary commodity, hut rather for definite, particular commodities. For him, the commodity he owns is not a use value, and its exchange should provide him
with the use value he requires. The commodity owner therefore would
like to treat his own commodity like a general equivalent that can he directly exchanged for all other commodities. But since every commodity
owner wants this from his commodity, no commodity is a general equivalent. For this reason, the commodity owners in the process of exchange
are apparently faced with an irresolvahle problem. Marx summarizes the
actual solution rather incisively:
In their difficulties our commodity-owners think like Faust: "In the beginning was the deed." ("Im Anfang war die Ta"-Goethe, Faust, Part l,
Scene 3.) They have therefore already acted before thinking. The natural
laws of the commodity have manifested themselves in the natural instinct
of the owners of commodities. They can only bring their commodities
into relation as values, and therefore as commodities, by bringing them
into an opposing relation with some one other commodity, which serves
as the universal equivalent. We have already reached that result by our
analysis of a commodity. [The form analysis undertaken by Marx in the
first chapter that we dealt with in the previous section. -M.H.] But only
the action of society can turn a particular commodity into the universal

equivalent. The social action of all other commodities, therefore, sets
apart the particular commodity in which they all represent their values.
The natural form of this commodity thereby becomes the socially recog-
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nized equivalent form. Through the agency of the social process it becomes the specific social function of the commodity which has been set
apart to be the universal equivalent. It thus becomes-money. (Capital,
1:180-81; emphasis added)

The analysis of the commodity revealed the necessity of the general
equivalent form. In order to behave toward things as commodities, that is,
to relate things to each other as values, the owners of commodities must
relate their commodities to a general equivalent. Their "social act" must
make a commodity into a general equivalent and thus real "money."
The people engaged in exchange are "free" in their activity, hut as commodity owners they must follow the laws imposed by the nature of commodities. As Marx already observed in the preface to Capital, individuals only
enter the stage insofar as they are "personifications of economic categories"
( l :92). If the analysis begins by considering the activity and consciousness
of commodity owners, then the social context that needs to be explained has
been taken for granted. This is the reason why it was necessary for Marx to
distinguish between the form determinants of the commodity and the activity of commodity owners, and initially depict the form determinants as such,
since they are the given preconditions for the activity and considerations of
the commodity owners-who then continually reproduce these conditions
through their own activity (see section 3.2 above).
Really existing money is a result of the activity of commodity owners, but in no way rests upon a silent contract, as John Locke, one of the
most important philosophers of the early bourgeois era, thought. Money
is not simply introduced with deliberate consideration in one go, which
is what economists who argue that money is used as a means of simplifying exchange assume. Commodity owners, emphasized Marx, "already
acted before thinking"; their activity necessarily brings about money as
a result-otherwise, it is not at all possible to relate commodities to one
another as values. 14
So money is in no way merely a helpful means of simplifying exchange on the practical level and an appendage of value theory on the
theoretical level. Marx's value theory is rather a monetary theory of value:
without the value form, commodities cannot he related to one another
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as values, and only with the money form does an adequate form of value
exist. "Substantialist" conceptions of value, which attempt to establish
the existence of value within individual objects, are pre-monetary theories
of value. They attempt to develop a theory of value without reference to
money. Both the labor theory of value of classical political economy and
the theory of marginal utility of neoclassical economics are pre-monetary
theories of value. The usual "Marxist" value theory that alleges that value
is already completely determined by "socially necessary labor-time" is
also a pre-monetary value theory. 15

3. 7 The Functions ofMoney, the Money Commodity, and the
Contemporary Monetary System
Marx distinguishes between three fundamental functions of money that
arise from the "simple circulation" of commodities and money. If one
considers the total process of capitalist production and reproduction,
there are additional functions of money (see chapter 8 below).
The first function of money consists of serving as the general measure
of value; the value of every commodity is expressed as a specific quantity of
money.
Commodities are values as "crystals" of their common substance,
abstract labor. So it is not money that makes commodities commensurable but the common reference to abstract labor. Marx therefore notes:
"Money as a measure of value is the necessary form of appearance of the
measure of value which is intrinsic to commodities, namely labour-time"
(Capital, 1:188).
But with this, the question is also posed as to why value cannot be immediately expressed in labor-time, or why money does not directly represent labor-time. Marx very briefly deals with this question in Capital
in a footnote and refers to his earlier text of 1859, A Contribution to the
Critique ofPolitical Economy. In this text he wrote:
Commodities are the direct products of isolated independent individual
kinds oflabour [vereinzelter unabhiinr;iger Privatarbeiten], and through
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their alienation [Entiiu}Jerung] in the course of individual exchange they
must prove that they are general social labour, in other words, on the
basis of commodity production, labour becomes social labour only as a
result of the universal alienation [Entiiu}Jerung] of individual kinds of
labour. (MECW, 29:321-22; emphasis added)

That which can be measured by a clock is always just the individual
private lab or expended before the act of exchange. As noted in the section
concerning abstract lab or, only with exchange can it be shown how much
of this privately expended lab or was actually value-constituting and thus
valid as an element of sociallabor-time. Value-constituting lab or-time (or
the magnitude of abstract labor) cannot be measured before, only during
exchange-and when the values of all commodities are set into relation
with one another, then this act of measuring can only be conducted by
means of money. For that reason, Marx can speak of money as the "necessary" form of appearance of the immanent value measurement by labortime: value-constituting labor-time cannot be otherwise measured except
through money. 16
The expression of the value of a commodity in money terms is its
price. To specify the price of a commodity there must be a clear understanding of what functions as money (gold, silver, a paper note), but the
money must not necessarily be at hand, it merely serves here in an "imaginary or ideal capacity" (Capital, 1: 190).
The magnitude of value of a commodity is expressed in its price-and
this is the only possibility for the magnitude of value to be expressed. If the
magnitude of a commodity's value changes, if there is a new relationship
of the individually expended lab or to the totallabor of society, then the
price of the commodity also changes. However, the reverse is not the case:
not every price is the expression of a specific magnitude of value, nor does
every change in price indicate a change in the magnitude of value.
Things "without value," meaning those things that are not products
of "abstract lab or," can also have a price. That can be the case for both
economically irrelevant issues (for example, the price of a noble title) and
for quite important ones (for example, the price of a stock option, that is,
the price of the right to buy a stock under guaranteed conditions).
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The change in price of a single commodity can also indicate a change
in its magnitude of value, but it can also be a sign of especially fortunate
or unfortunate circumstances (momentary shifts in supply and demand)
under which the commodity is sold. The simultaneous change in the
price of all commodities, that is, a change in the price level, generally does
not indicate a change in all magnitudes of value, but rather a change in
the value of money: the devaluation of money is reflected in a general rise
in prices (inflation), while a rise in money's value is reflected in a general
decline in prices (deflation).
In what follows, it is mostly assumed that commodities are exchanged
"at their true values." This means that we disregard momentary fluctuation and the prices of commodities are assumed to be adequate expressions of their value. However, in section 7.2 we will see that under normal capitalist conditions, commodities are not exchanged at their values,
meaning that normal prices are not solely the expression of the magnitude of value of commodities.
The second function of money is as a means of circulation, which mediates the actual exchange of commodities. In exchange, the owner of
Commodity A (for example, a weaver who produces linen), whose commodity does not represent a use value to him, wants to transform it into
Commodity B (for example, a chair) whose use value is of interest to him.
He sells the linen for 20 euros and subsequently purchases a chair with
these 20 euros. Marx describes this process as the "metamorpho sis of the
commodity" (for the weaver, the linen has been transformed into a chair).
The material substance of this metamorphosis is the substitution of
one use value by another. Marx also speaks of the "social metabolism."
The result is the same as that of a simple act of swapping linen for a chair.
However, the form of this process is completely different, and this difference of form is precisely the point here.
As distinct from a simple swap, the metamorphos is of the commodity
is mediated by money; the process has the form Commodity -MoneyCommodity (C-M-C), or concretely from the standpoint of the weaver,
linen-mone y-chair.
What is for the weaver the first act of the process, C-M, the transformation of the linen into money, is for the possessor of the money who
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buys the linen the conclusion of the metamorphosis of his original commodity. The purchase of the chair presents itself to the weaver as the conclusion of his commodity's metamorphos is, and in contrast, for the carpenter who sells the chair, this act is the beginning of the metamorphos is
of the commodity.
The metamorphos es of commodities are labyrinthine and neverending: in their totality they constitute the circulation of commodities.
The simple exchange of products-us e value for use value-is in contrast
merely a two-sided affair, which is exhausted in the individual act of exchange. The circulation of commodities and the exchange of products
are thus fundamentally different.
The fact that the interrelation of various individual acts is established through money in the circulation of commodities (as opposed to
mere exchange of products), also means reciprocally that the intervention of money also contains the possibility of the interruption of this
cohesion. If the weaver sells his linen, but holds on to the money without buying anything, then not only is the metamorpho sis of his own
commodity, the linen, interrupted, but so is the metamorpho sis of other
commodities (for example, the chair). The possibility of interruption
and therefore of crisis is inherent to the mediation of the social circulation of matter through money. But for the mere possibility of crisis to
become an actual crisis, a series of further circumstance s must come
into play (discussed in chapter 9).
The metamorphos is of the commodity, C-M-C, begins with one
commodity and ends with a different commodity of the same value but
a different use value. The commodity emanates from a particular commodity owner and returns to him in a different physical form. To that
extent, the commodity is part of an act of circulation. The money that
mediates this circulation, on the other hand, traces an orbit: during the
first act, C-M, the commodity owner receives money, but only in order
to spend it again (under normally functioning circumstances of commodity circulation) and complete the subsequent act of M-C. In its function
as a means of circulation, money constantly remains within the sphere of
circulation. However, merely symbolic money is sufficient for circulation,
since the commodity owners are only concerned with the commodities
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that they can buy with it, and money can he substitute d for mere "symbols of value" that are themselves without value (such as paper hills).
Only with its third function does money ultimately function as real
money; as the mag;nitude of value money does not actually have to he
present, and ideal money is sufficient; as a means of circulation money
has to he present, hut symbolic money is sufficient. Only as a unity of
magnitude of value and means of circulation is money really money, that
is, an independent embodiment of value, and this implies a series of new
determinations.
Whereas the various commodities in their material existence represent particular use values and their value ("abstract wealth") can only be
imagined, real money is the "material being of abstract wealth" (MECW,
29:358, corrected translation). Whatever material object functions as
money counts as a thing of value in its immediate material existence. As a
thing of value, it can he exchanged at any time for any other commodity,
and can thus he transformed into any use value. Real money is therefore
"the material symbol of physical wealth" (MECW, 29:358).
Real money, meaning money as an independ ent manifestation of
value, has very specific functions. It functions as a hoard, as a means of
payment, and as universal money.
As a hoard, money is withdraw n from circulation. It no longer mediates
the circulation of commodities, but instead serves as an independ ent
manifestation of value outside the process of circulation. In order to
hoard, a commodi ty owner sells commodities without engaging in a
subseque nt act of purchase. The goal of the sale is to hold on to money
as an independ ent manifestation of value. Every commodi ty producer,
in order not to postpone his own purchases until his commodities are
sold (or in order to ensure against his failure to sell a commodity), is
dependen t upon a smaller or greater hoard of money.
In its function as a means of payment, money also acts as an
independ ent manifestation of value. If a commodity is not paid for at
the moment of purchase hut later, then the buyer becomes a debtor, and
the seller becomes a creditor. Money does not function here as a means
of circulation that mediates a purchase hut as a means of payment that
concludes a purchase that has already happened . (The phrase "means of
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payment" is used by Marx only in this sense; in contempo rary everyday
usage, as well as in contempo rary economics, any money used to pay
for purchase is described as a means of payment, regardless of whether
payment is made immediately or later.) If money is used as a means of
circulation, then the commodi ty owner initially engages in an act of sale,
C-M. He then subsequently makes a purchase, and consummates M-C.
In the case of money being used as a means of payment, the sequence is
reversed: first the commodity owner makes a purchase, then he engages
in a sales act to obtain the money for meeting his payment obligations.
Acquiring money as the independ ent manifestation of value is now the
function of the sale.
Finally, money functions as world money on the world market. On
the world market, money can be used as a means of circulation in order
to mediate a sale, as a means of payment, for concluding a sale, or as
"the universally recognized social materialization of wealth" (Capital,
1:24) when not used for sale or payment, but to transfer wealth from one
country to another (for example, after a war).
In Capital, Marx assumes that money always has to be linked to a
particular commodity. During Marx's time, gold played the role of this
"money commodity." But even back then, it was hardly the- case that
pieces of gold were widely used in everyday commerce; small sums
were paid with silver or copper coins, larger sums with "hanknot es."
Banknotes were originally issued by individual hanks, which promised
to honor the notes in gold. Ultimately, hanknotes were only issued by
state central banks, which also promised to honor the notes in gold.
As a rule, the central banks of individual countries were not allowed to
print an arbitrary amount of hanknotes, hut rather had to ensure that
the banknote s were covered by a proportio nate amount of gold reserves.
Gold was hardly circulated, but the paper money in circulation acted as
a representation of gold.
At the end of the Second World War, at a conference in Bretton Woods,
New Hampshi re, an international currency system was agreed upon that
was still based upon a gold standard. But only the U.S. dollar was covered
by gold, thirty-five dollars correspon ding to an ounce of gold. All other
currencies had a fixed exchange rate to the dollar. However, the obligation
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to honor dollars in gold was not valid for private individuals, only for
state central banks. At the end of the 1960s, it had become clear that the
massive amount of dollars in circulation had rendered the coupling of the
dollar to gold a fiction. At the beginning of the 1970s, the gold standard
was formally abolished, as were fixed currency exchange rates.
Since then, there is no longer any commodity that functions at a
national or international level as a money commodity. Now, money is
essentially the paper money issued by the state central banks, and there
is nothing for which this paper money can be redeemed. Of course, one
can still buy gold with this paper money, but now gold is just another
commodity like silver or iron, and no longer plays the special role of a
money commodity, neither legally nor by default.
Marx could not imagine a capitalist money system existing without a
money commodity, but the existence of such a commodity is in no way
a necessary consequence of his analysis of the commodity and money.
Within the framework ofthe analysis ofthe commodity form, he developed
the form-determinations of the general equivalent, and the analysis of the
exchange process yields the result that commodity owners do in fact have
to relate their commodities to a general equivalent. But that the general
equivalent must be a specific commodity was not proven by Marx, merely
assumed. That which serves as a general equivalent (whether an actual
physical commodity or merely paper money) cannot be determined at
the level of simple commodity circulation (for a more extensive analysis,
see Heinrich 1999, 233). Only when the capitalist credit system is taken
into consideration (see section 8.2 below) does it become clear that the
existence of a money commodity is merely a historically transitional state
of affairs, but does not correspond to "the capitalist mode of production,
in its ideal average" that Marx sought to analyze (see section 2.1 above).

3. 8 The Secret of the Fetishism of Commodities and Money
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always used and understood in a way referring to phenomena dealt with
by Marx. Marx did not use the term "commodity fetish" to describe how
people in capitalism place an undue importance upon the consumption
of commodities, or that they make a fetish out of particular commodities
that serve as status symbols. The term also does not refer to making a
fetish of brand names. There is no "secret" behind possessing expensive
commodities as status symbols that needs to be deciphered.
It is often the case that the commodity fetish is characterized solely as
a state of affairs in which the social relationships between people appear
as social relationships between things (the relationships of those engaged
in exchange appear as a value relationship between the products being
exchanged), so that social relationships become the property of things.
But if we leave it at that, then fetishism appears to be merely a mistake:
people ascribe false properties to the products of their labor and fail
to see that "in reality" a social relationship between people lies behind
the relationship between things. Fetishism would therefore be a form of
17
"false consciousnes s" that merely conceals the "real conditions." If that
were the case, then this false consciousness must disappear once the real
conditions have been explained. In this reductionist conception of the
commodity fetish, important points of Marx's analysis are lost. We will
therefore deal with Marx's argumentation in great detail. To offer a better
overview, the following is divided into lettered sections.

18

a. One must first pose the question, where can we pinpoint the "secret"
that Marx speaks of in the section heading and that he seeks to decipher? Marx commences with the following:
A commodity appears at first sight an extremely obvious, trivial thing.
But its analysis brings out that it is a very strange thing, abounding in
metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties. (Capital, 1:163, emphasis added)

The final section of the first chapter of Capital is titled "The Fetishism
of the Commodity and Its Secret." The term "commodity fetish" has
enjoyed a certain amount of propagation since Marx's time, but is not

The commodity is thus only a "very strange" and mysterious thing
not in terms of everyday perception, but as a result of the analysis
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(as rendered thus far). A table, for example, is "an ordinary, sensous
thing. But as soon as it emerges as a commodity, it changes into a
thing, which transcends sensuousness" (Capital, 1: 163). This translation is wrong, Marx literally writes that as a commodity it is changed
"into a sensuous extrasensory thing" (sinnlich iibersinnliches Ding).
To our everyday perception, a table is above all a particular use
value. As a commodity, it also has a particular value. Both aspects are
not at all mysterious to our spontaneous, everyday consciousness.
And the notion that the magnitude of value depends upon the volume of expended labor-time may be accepted or contested, but the
circumstance itself is in no way mysterious. The "sensuous extrasensory" character of the commodity is first made clear by analysis: the
analysis shows that the value-objectivity of the commodity cannot be
expressed within the commodity itself (and is therefore "extrasensory," that is, a "spectral objectivity") but only in another commodity
that effectively acts as a direct embodiment of value. The substance
of value, abstract labor, was demonstrated to be just as elusive as the
objectivity of value. The analysis has thus unearthed a number of disconcerting findings.
b. Marx then asks, "Whence, then, arises the enigmatic character of the
product oflabour, as soon as it assumes the form of commodities?,"
and formulates the following answer:
Clearly it arises from this form itself. The equality of the kinds of human
labour takes on a physical form in the equal objectivity of the products of
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of these things. Hence it also reflects the social relation of the producers to
the sum total of labour as a social relation, which exists apart from and
outside the producers. (Capital, l: 164-65; emphasis added)

In every social form of production characterized by a division of
labor, people stand in a particular social relationship to one another.
In commodity production, this social relationship between people
appears as a relationship between things: it is no longer people who
stand in a specific relationship with one another, but commodities.
People's social relationships therefore appear to them as "socio-natural properties" of the products of labor: what Marx means can be
demonstrated using the example of value: on the one hand it is clear
that "value" is not a natural property of things like weight or color,
but on the other, for the people in a commodity-producing society,
it seems as if things in a social context automatically possess "value"
and therefore automatically follow their own objective laws to which
humans must submit. Under the conditions of commodity production, things take on a life of their own, for which Marx only finds a
suitable comparison in the "misty realm of religion": in religion, it
is the products of the human mind that take on a life of their own,
whereas in the world of commodities it is the "products of men's
hands" that do so:
I call this the Fetishism which attaches itself to the products oflabour, as
soon as they are produced as commodities, and is therefore inseparable
from the production of commodities. (Capital, l: 165)

labour as values; the measure of the expenditure of human labour-power
by its duration takes on the form of the magnitude of the value of the
products oflabour; and finally the relationships between the producers,
within which the social characteristics of their labours are manifested,
take on the form of a social relation between the products oflabour.
The mysterious character of the commodity-form consists therefore
simply in the fact, that the commodity reflects the social characteristics of
men's own labour as objective characteristics ofthe products oflabour themselves, as the socio-naturalproperties {gesellschaftliche Natureigenschaften]

c. If fetishism "attaches itself" to commodities, then it must be something more than simply a case of false consciousness; the fetishism
must also express an actual situation. And, under the conditions of
commodity production, producers do not relate to one another in a
direct, social way; they first enter into a relationship with one another
during the act of exchange-through the products of their labor.
That their social relationship to one another appears as a social relationship between things is therefore not at all an illusion. To those
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engaged in exchange, writes Marx, "the social relations between their
private labours appear as what they are, i.e. they do not appear as
direct social relations between persons in their work, but rather as
material [dinglich J relations between persons and social relations
between things" (Capital, l: 166, emphasis added).
That things have social characteristics under the conditions of commodity production is in no way wrong. What is wrong is the assumption that they possess these social characteristics automatically, in
every social context. Fetishism does not consist of products of lab or
being regarded as objects of value-in bourgeois society, products
of labor that are exchanged are in fact objects of value-but this
objectivity of value is considered a "self-evident and nature-imposed
necessity" (Capital, 1: l 75).
d. What must interest commodity owners first and foremost is the value
of their commodities. These values are the objective expression of a
social connection produced by humans, but not transparent to them.
Men do not therefore bring the products of their labour into relation
with each other as values because they see these objects merely as the
material integuments of homogeneous human labour. The reverse is
true: by equating their different products to each other in exchange as
values, they equate their different kinds oflabour as human labour. They
do this without being aware of it. (Capital, l: 166, emphasis added)

Commodity producers produce their social connection precisely
not as a result of a particular awareness concerning the connection
between value and labor, but independent of such awareness. It would
therefore be completely wrong to understand Marx's theory of value
as claiming that people exchange their commodities according to
their values because they know how much labor is contained within
the individual products. It is Marx's intent to show that humans act
without being aware of the conditions of their action.
e. This unconsciously produced fetishism is not simply a state of false
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consciousness, but rather possesses material force. Whether my individually expended labor is recognized as a component of the total
labor of society, and to what degree, is not information provided to
me directly by society, but by the value of my commodity in exchange.
And my prosperity or misfortune depends upon this information. But
the magnitudes of value of commodities
vary continually, independently of the will, foreknowledge and actions of

the exchangers. Their own movement within society has for them the form
of a movement made by things, which far from being under their control,
in fact control them. (Capital, 1:169-70; emphasis added)

The value of commodities is an expression of an overwhelming social
interaction that cannot be controlled by individuals. In a commodityproducing society, people (all of them!) are under the control of things,
and the decisive relations of domination are not personal but "objective" (sachlich). This impersonal, objective domination, submission to
"inherent necessities," does not exist because things themselves possess characteristics that generate such domination, or because social
activity necessitates this mediation through things, but only because
people relate to things in a particular way-as commodities.
f. That this objective domination (sachliche Herrschaft) and the objectification of social relationships to properties of things is a result of a
specific behavior ofhumans is not transparent to everyday consciousness. For this spontaneous consciousness, "forms which stamp products as commodities ... possess the fixed quality of natural forms of
social life" (Capital, 1: 168; emphasis added). In addition to everyday
consciousness, classical political economy (and modern neoclassical economics) labors under the delusion of these forms. However,
this delusion is not the result of the subjective delusion of individual
economists. Marx emphasizes that this delusion is itselfbased upon a
specific objectivity and therefore has a certain necessity:
The categories of bourgeois economics consist precisely of forms of this
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kind. They are forms of thought which are socially valid, and therefore
objective [gesellschaftlich ~ltige, also objektive Gedankenformen ],for the

relations of production belonging to this historically determined mode
of social production, i.e. commodity production. (Capital, 1:169; emphasis added)
These "objective forms of thought" constitute what individual
economists perceive as a matter of course to be the immediate, obvious object of political economy. In this passage it becomes clear what
Marx meant by "critical expose of the system of the bourgeois economy" in his letter to Lassalle (quoted in section 2.2): the critique of
bourgeois categories is not an abstract exercise in the philosophy of
science, but is rather inseparable from it.
The various schools of political economy do not engage in debate
concerning the form-determinations of their subject matter, but rather
concerning the content of these form-determinations. In contrast,
Marx renders a fundamental critique, a critique applied to the foundations ofbourgeois economics: Marx criticizes forms that are always
presupposed by bourgeois economics:
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foundations for a critique of consciousness and the fields of knowledge, he makes clear that social relationships must in no way remain
the way they are: the rule of value over humans is not a natural law of
society, but the result of a very specific behavior by humans, and this
behavior can-at least in principle-be changed. A society without
commodities and money is conceivable.
g. Fetishism is not limited to the commodity. It is also inherent to money.
Money as an independent manifestation of value possesses a special
form of value: it exists in the form of the general equivalent; all other
commodities do not. The special commodity (or piece of paper) that
functions as money can only function as money because all other commodities relate to it as money. However, the form of money appears to
be a "socio-natural property" of this commodity.
What appears to happen is not that a particular commodity becomes
money because all other commodities express their values in it, but, on
the contrary, that all other commodities universally express their values
in a particular commodity, because it is money. The movement through
which this process has been mediated vanishes in its own result, leaving no

Political economy has indeed analysed value and its magnitude, however incompletely, and has uncovered the content concealed within these
forms. But it has never once asked the question why this content has
assumed that particular form, that is to say, why labour is expressed in
value, and why the measurement oflabour by its duration is expressed in
the magnitude of the value of the product. (Capital, 1:173-74)
Because value-objectivity ( Wertgegenstiindlichkeit) is a result of very
specific behavior by human beings, namely producing things privately
and exchanging them, this correlation is not apparent to either spontaneous, everyday consciousness or to political economists. Both see
in the commodity form a "socio-natural property" (gesellschajtliche
Natureigenschaft). In this respect, both everyday consciousness and
the science of economics remain imprisoned within this fetishism.
As Marx makes this fetishism recognizable, he not only provides the

trace behind. Without any initiative on their part, the commodities find
their own value-configuration ready to hand, in the form of a physical
commodity existing outside but also alongside them. (Capital, 1:187;
emphasis added)

What applies to the commodity also applies to money: only as
a result of the specific behavior of commodity owners does money
possess its specific properties. But this mediation is no longer visible,
it "vanishes." For that reason, it seems as if money possesses these
properties in and of itself. In the case of money, whether it is a money
commodity or a piece of paper, a social relationship appears as an
objective property of a thing. And just as with the commodity, social
actors do not have to be aware of the mediating relation in order to
act: "Anyone can use money as money without necessarily understanding what money is" (Theories ofSurplus Value, MECW 32:348).
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h. The "absurdity " [ Verriicktheit] (Capital, l: 169) of this reification of
social relationships is increased in the case of money. If products of
labor are turned into commodities, they acquire a value-objectivity in
addition to their physical objectivity as use values. This value-objectivity, as illustrated above, is a "spectral objectivity," apparently just as
objective as use value but nonetheless not tangible or visible within
the individual object. But money now counts as an independent manifestation of value. Whereas commodities are useful objects that additionally have the objective status of being values, money is directly a
"value-thing" (Wertding). In the first edition ofvolume l of Capital,
Marx makes this point clear using a nice example:
It is as if, in addition to lions, tigers, hares and all other really existing
animals which together constitute the various families, species, subspecies, etc. of the animal kingdom, the animal would also exist, the
individual incarnation of the entire animal_kingdom. (MEGA U.5:37;
emphasis in original)

That "the animal" walks about among the various concrete animals
is not only factually impossible, it is also logical nonsense: the abstract
category is placed at the same level as the individuals from which the
abstract category is derived. But money is the real existence of this
absurdity.
1.

In bourgeois society, people's spontaneou s consciousness succumbs
to the fetishism of the commodity and money. The rationality of their
behavior is always a sort of rationality within the framework set by
commodity production. If the intentions of social actors (that which
they "know") are made the point of departure of analysis (as is the
case in neoclassical economics and various sociological theories),
then that which individuals "don't know," the framework that preconditions their thought and activity, is blanked out of the analysis
from the very start. Proceeding from this consideration, not only can
we criticize a considerable portion of the foundations of bourgeois
economics and sociology but also a popular argument of worldview
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Marxism: namely that there exists a social subject (the working class),
which, on the basis of its particular position in bourgeois society,
possesses a special ability to see through social relationships. Many
representatives of traditional Marxism expressed the need to "take
the standpoint of the working class" in order to understand capitalism. But in doing so, they overlooked the fact that workers (just like
capitalists) in their spontaneou s consciousness are also subject to the
delusions of the commodity fetish. In the next few chapters, we'll see
that the capitalist mode of production brings forth other inversions
and absurdities to which both workers and capitalists succumb. One
cannot therefore speak of a privileged position of perception occupied by the working class-but one also cannot make the claim that
fetishism is in principle impenetrable.

4. Capital, Surplus Value, and Exploitation
4.1 The Market Economy and Capital:
The "Transition from Money to Capital"

In the first three chapters of Capital, Marx deals with the commodity and
money, and is explicit that capital does not yet enter the picture. This has
led some authors to the understanding that these chapters depict, at a
very high level of abstraction, a precapitalist society of"simple commodity production," a mode of production in which commodity- and moneyrelations dominate, but with no, or only a very undeveloped, capital. This
notion presupposes that commodities are exchanged according to their
(lab or-) values because the producers are aware of the quantity of their
own labor expenditure and that of their partners in exchange. The most
prominent representative of this view was Friedrich Engels, who, a few
years after Marx's death, formulated it in his appendix to the third volume of Capital and therefore influenced many Marxists. 19 But this idea is
problematic in many respects:
As a historical assertion: exchange has been practiced for thousands
of years, and coin money has existed at least since 500 B.C.E., but commodity- and money-relations in precapitalist eras were always "embedded" in other relations of production; they were never comprehensive,
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and the economy was not dominated by them. This is only the case with
the spread of the capitalist mode of production.
As a theoretical concept: it is precisely Marx's intent to show that the
determination of exchange through value does not rest upon a conscious
appraisal of the labor-time expended, that those engaged in exchange do
not know what they're doing, but rather their social cohesion is consummated "behind their backs" (See section 3.8, d and e above).
As an explanation of the first three chapters of Capital this misunderstands what it is that Marx depicts: "simple circulation." By this Marx
understands the circulation of commodity and money as a form of social
interaction dominating the entire economy-but from a qualified and restricted viewpoint: Marx abstracts from the existence of capital. Marx
is not analyzing precapitalist relations that existed at some time in the
past, but rather capitalist, contemporary conditions (the first sentence of
Capital points this out, as emphasized above), while disregarding capital.
That capital is disregarded is not an arbitrary whim of the theoretician,
and it is also not a didactic consideration. A specific aspect of reality is
expressed in this abstraction: simple circulation appears "as that which
is immediately present on the surface of bourgeois society" ( Grundrisse,
MECW, 28:186); the economy, for all intents and purposes, seems to
consist only of acts of buying and selling.
At first glance, the economy seems to fall into three large, separate
domains:
1. The sphere of production: at the respective level of technological
possibility, goods are produced and services rendered;
2. The sphere of circulation: goods and services are exchanged, usually
not directly, but for money;
3. The sphere of consumption: goods and services are consumed,
either by individuals for the purpose of immediate survival (such
as groceries, clothing, etc.) or within the process of production as
a means of production (such as machines or raw materials) to make
more products.
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In the process, the perception emerges that the sphere of consumption has solely to do with the needs of consumers and the sphere of production with purely technical possibilities, so that only circulation remains as the actual sphere of economic activity.
The reduction of the economy to the sphere of circulation has considerable consequences. The sphere of circulation is only concerned
with buying and selling, with transactions, therefore, in which-at least
in principle-people face each other as free and equal partners, and in
which, insofar as the commodities exchanged have the same value, nobody is fleeced, robbed, or exploited. If the people are in fact not so
equal, because, for example, one person owns a lot and the other person owns very little, then that may be a regrettable circumstance, but it
does not count against the "market economy." Disparities in ownership
have no real theoretical relevance in the many liberal theories that sing
the praises of the market economy. They appear to be as extraneous to
the process of buying and selling, and therefore to the market economy
as, for example, the physical infirmities of the participants in exchange.
From this perspective, the "market" appears to be a neutral entity for
the distribution of goods and the satisfaction of needs, as an efficient
(and completely non-bureaucratic) institution for the transmission of
information concerning what is needed, where, and in what quantity.
According to this perspective, if the institution called "the market" does
not function so well, this can only be the result of unfortunate marginal
conditions or external disturbances that have to be removed by the state.
Not only is such market euphoria presented as incontrovertible truth in
(almost) every economics textbook, university economics departments,
and the business sections of the large daily newspapers; after 1989, it
was also adopted in different variations by many former leftists. The
market and capital were sometimes even juxtaposed as downright opposing forces, and political conclusions drawn accordingly: whether
in the form of the demand to curb the power of large corporations to
help implement the beneficial effects of "the market" or in the form of
"market socialism," in which capitalist businesses would be replaced by
workers' cooperatives that would then briskly compete with one another
"on the market."
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So whether the market and capital merely exist in an external loose
relationship, or whether there is an intrinsic, necessary connection between the two, is therefore not merely an academic question. Rather, the
answer has direct political consequences.
If the circulation of commodities and money depicted in the first
three chapters of Capital is not something self-contained and independent of capital (as expressed by Marx in his use of the phrase "surface"
to describe simple circulation), then this dependenc e must already make
itself felt. Rather similar to the relationship between the commodity and
money, an intrinsic, necessary connection between money and capital
must be revealed.
Let us shortly recapitulate three essential steps in the course of depiction of the commodity and money:
1. The commodity was analyzed. It presents itself as having a twofold
nature: as a use value and as value. Its value-objectivity turns out to
be something special: it is a purely social characteristic, which is not
inherent to an individual commodity, but only exists as a common
property of commodities that are exchanged (hence the "spectral"
character of value).
2. For this spectral value to become tangible, it requires an independent
manifestation. It obtains this in money. Money is therefore not supplemental to the world of commodities or a mere expedient; money
is necessary to express the value of commodities, to comprehensively
relate commodities to one another as values (hence the characterization of Marx's theory of value as a "monetary theory of value"). This
also means that commodity production and money are inseparable.
One cannot, as some socialists thought, abolish money while retaining private commodity production .
3. Money is an independe nt manifestation of value, but as the measure
of values and as the means of circulation it does not appear as such;
money serves here as a mere expedient. Only as a unity of the magnitude of value and means of circulation ("money as money") does
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money become an independe nt manifestation of value. It is not only
an intermediary that constantly disappears (in the case of the means
of circulation) or that doesn't even have to be physically present (as in
the case of the measure of values), it now becomes an end in itself: not
just value, but the independent and constant manifestation of value,
money, is to be retained and multiplied.
However, as the case of hoarding shows, the independen ce and imperishability of money is limited: if money is withdrawn from circulation
to be hoarded, it ultimately becomes a useless object. But if it is thrown
into circulation, meaning if it is used to purchase commodities, the independent manifestation of value is lost.
Within simple circulation, money is an independe nt and durable
manifestation of value, but this independen ce and durability is nowhere
to be seen; it cannot really exist at the level of simple circulation. If it
is therefore correct that within simple circulation, the existence of commodities necessitates the existence of an independe nt expression of value (money), but this independen ce of value cannot exist within simple
circulation, it thus follows that simple circulation cannot be something
independen t. Rather, it must exist as a moment within and result of an
underlying process-na mely the capitalist process of valorization, as will
soon be shown.
If money is in fact an independe nt and durable expression of value,
then it must enter into the process of circulation, it cannot exist separately-but at the same time, it cannot lose its independen ce and durability, as is the case with the act of simple purchase M-C, with the
subsequen t consumpti on of the commodity. The independen ce and durability of value is only assured when money consummates the movement
M-C-M. But this movement -the purchase of a commodity and the
subsequen t sale of this commodity for the identical sum of money-do es
not yield any advantage. An advantage is only gained with the movement M-C-M' , where M' is greater than M. In this movement (Marx
describes it as "the general formula for capital") money not only retains
its independe nt form, it also increases itself, so that it really does become
the aim of the whole process. Only as capital does the independe nt form
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of value finally find its adequate and appropriate expression, or, to put it
another way, the permanent existence of value, encompassing the entire
economy, is only possible when value executes the movement of capital,
M-C-M'. With the movement M-C-M', however, we leave the realm
of simple circulation; now we have to examine the substance and necessary conditions of this movement. 20

4.2 The "Occult Quality" of Value: M-C-M/
Let's first take a look once again at the sequence C-M-C, which commanded our attention in part 2.2 during the discussion of money's diffe~ent func~ons. The commodity producer has produced commodity C
With a particular use value, he sells this commodity and uses the money
thus obtained to buy a different commodity with a different use value.
The money is definitely spent; the aim of the process is the consumption
of the second commodity. The measure of the whole process is set by the
needs of the producers, and the process is concluded with the satisfaction of these needs.
Now let's take a look at the sequence M-C-M. The sequence consists of the same elements, M-C and C-M, as the sequence C-M-C,
only the order differs: now a commodity is purchased in order to sell it afterward. Money is the starting point and endpoint of the process. Amounts
of money can only differ from one another quantitatively, not qualitatively.
The figure of circulation only yields an advantage if the amount of money
a~ th: end of the sequence is greater than the amount of money at the begmmng of the sequence, when it is therefore a case of M-C-M', where
M' is greater than M. Now the point of the whole process is the quantita~~e ~ncrease of the original amount of money. The money is not spent (as
It Is I~ the case ofC-M-C); rather, the money is advanced. It is given out
only m order to take in a larger amount afterward.
A sum of value that performs this movement is capital. A mere sum
of value in and of itself, whether in the form of money or a commodity, is
not y~t capital. A single act of exchange also does not make capital out of
a particular sum of value. Only the linking of various exchange processes
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with the purpose of increasing the initial sum of value yields the typical
movement ofcapital: capital is not merely value, but rather self-valorizing
value, meaning a sum of value that performs the movement M-C-M'.
The increase in value obtained with the movement of capital, the difference between M and M', is what Marx calls surplus value. In classical
political economy, and in modern economic theory, this concept does not
exist. As we shall see later, surplus value is not merely a different name
for profit or gains, but rather something different. However, at this time,
there is no need to concern ourselves with this difference (on the exact
meaning of profit, see chapter 7; on the meaning of profit of enterprise,
see chapter 8).
The only aim of the movement of capital is the increase of the sum
of value that is initially advanced. But this purely quantitative increase
knows neither measure (why should a 10 percent increase be deemed insufficient while considering a 20 percent increase as sufficient?) nor limit
(why should the process end after a singular movement, or even ten such
movements?). Unlike the simple commodity circulation of C-M-C,
which has an aim outside of the sphere of circulation (the acquisition of
use values for the purpose of satisfYing needs) and that finds its measure
in the need and its limit in the satisfaction of that need, the movement of
capital is an end in itself, unlimited and ceaseless.
If one considers commodity production while abstracting from capital, one might get the idea that the aim of commodity production and
exchange is the general satisfaction of need. Everyone satisfies his or her
own needs by producing a commodity that satisfies the needs of others.
This commodity is then exchanged for money in order to use this money
to purchase a commodity that satisfies one's needs. Bourgeois economics (both classical political economy as well as modern neoclassical economic theory) understands commodity production in this way.
Capitalist commodity production (the generalization of commodity
production first occurs historically under capitalist conditions) is, however, not geared toward the satisfaction of needs, but to the valorization
of value. The satisfaction of needs only occurs as a by-product, insofar as
it coincides with the valorization of capital. The aim of capitalist production is surplus value and not the satisfaction of needs.
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Up till now, we have spoken of capital, but not yet of capitalists.
Someon e who possesse s a large sum of value is not yet a capitalist;
someone is only a capitalist when he or she actually disposes of this
sum of value as capital, making the movement of capital as an end in
itself a subjective aim:
It is only insofar as the appropria tion of ever more wealth in the abstract
is the sole motive behind his operations, that he functions as a capitalist, i.e., as capital personifi ed and endowed with consciousness and a

will. Use-values must therefore never be treated as the immediate aim of
the capitalist; nor must the profit on any single transaction. His aim is
rather the unceasing movement of profit-making. (Capital, 1:254; emphasis added)

A person is therefore a "capitalist" only when he or she is "capital
personified," meaning that his or her activity follows the logic of capital
(limitless and ceaseless valorization), and for this it is not necessary that
this person be the owner of capital. And only in this sense, capitalists as
capital personified, is the term capitalist used in the following chapters.
Capitalists are "personifications of economic relations" or "econom ic
character masks" (Capital, 1:179). 21 This is similar to what we observed
with regard to the activity of commod ity owners (see sections 3.2 and
3.6): a person behaves like a commod ity owner or capitalist insofar as his
or her behavior follows a specific rationality. This rationality is a result
of the form-determination of the economic process (the economic formdetermination of the commod ity or capital, respectively). As people's
behavior conforms to this specific rationality, they reprodu ce the preconditioned economic form-determinant. In Mani:'s presenta tion, the economic form-determination must be analyzed first, before the behavior of
people is addresse d.
An actual owner of money might pursue other goals besides the valorization of capital, but then he no longer operates exclusively as a "capitalist." The fact that the individual capitalist constantly attempts to increase
his profit is not rooted in any psychological trait like "greed." Rather,
such behavior is compelled by the competitive struggle among capitalists.
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The individual capitalist, insofar as he or she wishes to remain a capitalist, requires increasing returns not to satisfy an increase in personal consumptio n, which in the case oflarge capital constitutes a tiny fraction of
total returns, but primarily to modernize product ion facilities or produce
new product s when there is no longer demand for older ones. If a capitalist forgoes moderni zation or change, he or she will soon be bankrup t. In
section 5.2, we will return to these coercive laws of competition.
With the passage of time, the external form of appearance of the capitalist has undergo ne some changes. The "free entrepre neur" of the nineteenth century, who managed his business and not uncomm only founded
a family dynasty, was largely replaced in the twentieth century, at least in
the larger businesses, by the "manager," who often owned only a smaller
share of stock in the business he managed. Both are capitalists in Marx's
sense, that is, personifications of capital. They both dispose of a sum of
value as capital.
If the capitalist merely executes the logic of capital, then it is not he,
but rather capital, self-valorizing value, that is the "subject " of the process.
Marx refers to capital in this regard as the "automa tic subject" (Capital,
1:255 ), a phrase that makes the paradox clear: on the one hand, capital is
an automaton, somethi ng lifeless, but on the other, as the "subject," it is
the determin ing agent of the whole process.
As the "domina nt subject" (iibergreifendes Subjekt) (Capital, 1:255)
in the process of valorization, value needs an indepen dent form and
obtains it in money. Money is therefore the starting point and terminal
point of the valorization process.
Money was already the indepen dent, if inadequate, form of value within the process of simple circulation. As capital (to repeat: capital is neither
money nor commodity taken by itself, but rather the limitless and ceaseless movement of appreciation, M-C-M '), value not only possesses an
independent form, it is now "a self-moving substance, which passes through
a process of its own," a rather curious subject with extraordinary powers:
In truth, however, value is here the subject of a process, in which,
while constant ly assuming the form in turn of money and commod ities, it changes its own magnitud e .... By virtue of being value, it
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has acquired the occult quality to add value to itself. (Capital, l :255:
corrected translatio n)

It seems as if value is able to increase itself (some banks use the advertising slogan "let your money work for you," which is characteristic
of this illusion). Now let's examine what this "occult quality" rests upon.

4.3 Class Relations: The Worker "Free in the Double Sense"
So far, we have only formally determin ed what capital is: a sum of value
that valorizes itself, that executes the movement M-C-M '. But the
question remains, how is this movement at all possible, or to put it another
way, where does surplus value come from?
Within the sphere of circulation, valorization would only be possible
if commod ity C is purchas ed below its value or sold above its value. In
this case, the sum of value advanced can be increased, but one capitalist's
gain is only possible if another capitalist takes a loss of the same amount.
At the level of society as a whole, the sum of value has not changed; it has
simply been redistrib uted,jus t as if a simple act of theft had occurred .
Capitalist profit would therefore be explained as a violation of the
laws of commod ity producti on. If we assume the normal conditio ns of
commod ity product ion and circulation, then the "exchange of equivalents" applies: the commodities that are exchanged for one another have
the same magnitude of value, the price paid is an adequate expression of
the magnitu de of value of the commod ity and does not express a coincidentally greater or lesser magnitude; the commodities are exchanged "at
their true values." If surplus value is a normal phenom enon of capitalist
commod ity product ion and not just an exception, then its existence must
be explained under the presupp osition of an "exchange of equivalents,"
and this is exactly the question that Marx poses.
Marx's deliberations can be summarized as follows: if equivalent exchange is assumed, then surplus value cannot be constitu ted in circulation, not in the first act of circulation, M-C, nor in the second act,
C-M'. A change must take place between both acts. But outside of the
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sphere of circulation, the use value of the purchas ed commodity is merely
consumed. Thus the owner of money must find a commodity on the market whose use value possesses the quality of being a source of value, so that
the use of this commod ity creates value, and more value than the commodity itself costs.
Such a special commod ity exists. It is the commod ity called taborpower. The term labor-power refers to the ability of humans to perform
labor, and under the conditio ns of commod ity producti on, the expenditure of labor can be a source of value. If I sell my labor-power, then I
relinquish this ability to someone else for a specific period of time. In the
case of selling labor-power, the entire person is not sold (I do not become
a slave), but it is also not the case that labor is sold. Labor is the application oflabor-power. That only the ability to laborwas sold, and notlabo r
itself, is shown among other things by the situation where raw materials
are temporarily missing and the owner of money cannot use the lab orpower he has purchase d.
That the owner of money encount ers labor-po wer as a commodity on
the market is not a matter of course. Two conditions have to be satisfied
for this to be the case. First, there must be people who act as free proprietors of their own labor-power, who are therefore in a position to sell their
labor-power. A slave or a serf is therefore not in such a position , since the
sellers oflabor- power must be legally free people.
But if these people have means of product ion at their disposal and can
produce and sell their own commodities or can subsist from the products of their own lab or, then they will probably not sell their lab or-power.
They are only driven to sell their labor-power, and this is the second condition, if they do not own any means of product ion, if they are therefore
not only legally free but also free of substantive property. Then they actually treat their labor-power as a commodity. The existence of workers
who are "free" in this double sense is an indispensable social precond ition of capitalist producti on.
Thus a specific relationship between social classes underlies the capitalist mode of producti on: on the one hand, there must exist a class of
property owners (owners of money and means of producti on), and on the
other hand there must exist a class of largely property less, but legally free
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workers. This relationship between social classes is usually what is meant
when Marx speaks not of capital, but of the capital-relation.
When Marx deals with "classes," he is doing so without developing a
full "class-theory."22 The term refers simply to positions within the social
process of production, in our case to owners of means of production and
those who are excluded from this ownership, respectively. However, with
regard to these classes defined by their social position, Marx does not assume that the individual members of a class automatically possess a common "class consciousness" or even that they exhibit a common "class
activity." At this level of depiction, "class" is in the first instance a purely
structural category; whether class means anything more has to be examined in each respective concrete context. When modern sociologyagainst Marx-claim s to discover the end of class society within capitalism, then it usually cites as evidence the lack of class consciousness, on
the basis of possibilities for upward mobility or the "individualization" of
society. 23 It therefore makes use of a criterion that Marx does not at all apply to the structural concept of class predominant in Capital. However,
traditional Worldview Marxism often drew the conclusion of a common
consciousness arising from a structurally common social position and
tended toward assuming a common social agency. Thus, instead of conceiving "class rule" as a structural relationship between social classes, it
was conceived as an intentional relationship, where one class imposes its
will upon another class.
The sheer existence of this class relationship -owners of money
and means of production on the one hand, propertyless but legally free
workers on the other-is in no way "natural," but the result of a historical development. This historical development belongs to the prehistory
of capitalism. In order to continue with the analysis of the fundamental
structures of capitalism, it is sufficient to take the results of this prehistory as given. For that reason, the historical process of emergence of the
worker as "free" in a double sense is sketched at the end of the first volume of Capital under the title "The So-Called Primitive Accumulation."
Using England as an example, Marx shows that this was an extremely
violent and bloody process, which resulted in no way "from the market"
but was actively assisted by the state (we already hinted at this process in
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sections 1.1 and 1.2). However, "primitive accumulation" is not a historically singular process: in the course of the global spread of capitalism,
similar developments occur.

4. 4 The Value of the Commodity Labor-Power,
Surplus Value, and Exploitation
To understand the emergence of surplus value-in spite of the
exchange of equivalents- we have to concern ourselves in greater detail
with the commodity called labor-power. Like all other commodities ,
labor-power has a use value and a value. The use value oflabor-pow er
consists of its application, that is to say, lab or itself. Lab or expenditure
creates new value, which prior to the act of exchange can only be estimated. The extent to which the labor expenditure was actually valueconstituting is revealed on the basis of the reduction that occurs in
exchange (see section 3.3 above).
Marx views the value of labor-power as being "determined, as in
the case of every other commodity, by the labour-time necessary for the
production, and consequently also the reproduction , of this ·special article." Every individual requires for his or her own maintenance a range of
means of subsistence in the broadest sense, not just food, but also clothing, shelter, etc. Marx then concludes: "Therefore the labour-time necessary for the production oflabour-pow er is the same as that necessary for
the production of those means of subsistence; in other words, the value
of labour-power is the value of the means of subsistence necessary for the
maintenance of its owner" (Capital, 1:27 4; emphasis added).
Since the continued existence of the capital-relation requires that
labor-power is continuously offered for sale on the market, the value of
labor-power must also cover the costs that are necessary for a worker's
entire family, including the costs of education for the worker's offspring.
If the traditional nuclear family, in which the male hires himself out as a
wage laborer while the woman takes over the reproductive lab or, is socially
predominant , the value of the (male) labor-power has to cover the costs of
reproduction. If, in contrast, the usual case is one in which two people are
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employed, this also influences the value oflabor-power: the costs of reproduction rise, since a part of the reproductive lab or no longer occurs in the
household, and corresponding products and services have to instead be
purchased or provided by the state, which in the latter case then have to be
financed by higher taxes. The costs of reproduction for a family must no
longer be covered by a single lab or-power, but by the sum of value of both
labor-powers, so that the value of individuallabor-power-despite rising
costs of reproduction-will tend to sink.
As with every commodity (see section 3. 7 above), price changes for
the commodity labor-power do not always express a change in value,
but might also reflect the momentarily favorable or unfavorable situation
for the sale of this commodity (a temporary scarcity or a temporary surplus oflabor-power). Actual changes in value oflabor-power can result
from two sources: from a change in the value of the means of subsistence
necessary for the reproduction of the laborer or from a change in the
extent of the amount of means of subsistence necessary for the reproduction of the laborer. The extent of "necessary means of subsistence"
differs among the various countries and historical periods, and depends
upon what is normally counted among the necessary requirements of
life, as well as which claims workers are able to assert. Since it is not necessarily the case that capitalists willingly concede such claims, it is the
class struggle between workers and capitalists that determines the value
oflabor-power, as specific claims are imposed-or not. In this context,
Marx speaks of a "historical and moral element" (Capital, 1:275) that
enters into the determination of the value oflabor-power, which is not
the case with other commodities. 24
However, there is a further difference between the commodity oflabor-power and other commodities, which Marx does not address. The
value of means of production used to produce a normal commodity
forms part of its value, as well as the new value added by the lab or that
creates the finished product from these means of production. This is not
the case with the commodity labor-power: its value is determined solely
by the value of the means of subsistence that have to be purchased on
the market. Reproductive lab or carried out in the household (housework,
childrearing), primarily by women, does not form a part of the value of
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labor-power. Feminist authors have levied the accusation at Marx that
the critique of political economy has a "blind spot" (for example, the
programmatic essay by Claudia von Werlhof, 1978). However, it is not
Marx's determination of the value of the commodity labor-power that is
wrong-he gives an account of how its determination appears in capitalism-what is wrong is that he does not emphasize the distinctiveness of
this determination of value, but instead attempts to prove its consistency
with the determination of the value of all other commodities.
Within capitalism, the particular detennination of value of the commodity of labor-power is necessary: if workers would receive considerably more than the value of the means of subsistence that they have to
buy on the market, then they would in the long term no longer be without
property, and would be able to at least partially free themselves from the
compulsion to sell their labor-power. The restriction of the value oflaborpower to the costs of reproduction is a functional necessity of capitalism,
but the achievement of this restriction is in no way a matter of course. It
is entirely conceivable that a well-organized working class would be able
to impose correspondingly high wages by means oflabor struggles. How
this restriction of the value oflabor-power is nonetheless imposed "automatically" in the course of the capitalist process of accumulation will be
shown in section 5.6.
The difference between the (daily) value oflabor-power (the sum of
value required on average by labor-power for its own daily reproduction)
and the new value that the individual worker is able to produce in one
day under normal conditions accounts exactly for the surplus value referred to above in the case of the formula M-C-M'. The fact that the
daily value oflabor-power (the value required for its own reproduction) is
lower than the value that can be created in a day by the use oflabor-power
(through expenditure of labor-power) is the foundation of the "occult
quality" of value to create new value.
The (daily) value oflabor-power thus constitutes only a portion of the
value newly created through the (daily) use oflabor-power. For example,
if a particular sum of value is created through the expenditure of laborpower during an eight-hour workday/ 5 then this newly created value can
be formally divided into the value oflabor-power and the surplus value.
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If the daily value oflabor-power amounts to 3/8 of the value created over
the course of an eight-hour workday, then one can formally state that the
value oflabor-power was produced in three hours and the surplus value
was produced in five hours. Marx therefore refers to the first three hours
as "necessary" labor-time (labor-time required to reproduce the value of
labor-power) and the remaining five hours as surplus labor-time (labortime performed by the worker beyond that necessary to reproduce his
or her own labor-power). Since the workers in our example receive the
value produced in three hours as payment, Marx refers to the necessary
labor-time as "paid labor" and the surplus labor-time that the capitalist
receives in the form of surplus value as "unpaid labor."
The fact that the individual worker receives a lesser value from the capitalist than the value he produced through his labor is referred to by Marx
as "exploitation"-a term that can be misunderstood in various respects.
The term exploitation is not meant to allude to especially low wages
or especially bad working conditions. Exploitation refers solely and exclusively to the fact that the producer only receives a portion of the newly
produced value that he or she creates-regardless of whether wages are
high or low or working conditions good or bad.
Exploitation-contrary to a widespread notion and despite corresponding statements by many "Marxists"-is also not meant to be a
moral category. The point is not that something is taken away from workers that "actually" belongs to them, and that this act of taking is something morally reprehensible. The reference to "paid" and "unpaid" labor
is also not intended to argue for the compensation of "all" of the labor
expended. 26 On the contrary: Marx emphasizes that-according to the
laws of commodity exchange-the seller of the commodity labor-power
receives exactly the value ofhis or her commodity. The fact that the buyer
obtains a particular advantage from the use value of the commodity is no
longer of any concern for the seller. Marx compares this to the example of
an oil dealer: the dealer obtains the value of oil as payment, but does not
receive anything in addition for the use value of the oil (Capital, 1:301 ).
"Exploitation" and the existence of "unpaid labor" are not the result of
an infringement of the laws of commodity exchange, but are rather in
compliance with them. If one wishes to abolish exploitation, then this
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cannot be accomplished through a reform of the relations of exchange
within capitalism, but only through the abolition of capitalism.

4. 5 The Value ofLabor-An "Imaginary Expression"
Valorization rests upon the appropriation of "unpaid labor-time": the
capitalist does not pay the value of the product created by workers, but
pays the value oflabor power. But according to everyday consciousness,
wages are regarded as payment for the labor performed: exploitation as
the normal state of capitalist production is not visible. Exploitation only
seems to occur if a wage is "too low." It seems as if the wage does not
express the value of lab or power, but rather the value of labor.
Marx refers to the term "value of labor" as an "imaginary" and "irrational" expression (Capital, 1:677, 679). Labor-more precisely, abstract
labor-is the substance and immanent measure of value. Labor creates value, but does not itself have value. If one speaks of the "value oflabor" and
asks how large the value of a workday of eight hours is, then one would
have to answer: the eight-hour workday has a value of eight hours oflabor,
a statement that Marx rightly describes as "absurd" (Capital, 1':67 5).
However, the phrase "value oflabor" is not just an absurd expression.
Marx maintains that "imaginary expressions" like value oflabor or value
ofland "arise, nevertheless, from the relations of production themselves.
They are categories for the forms of appearance of essential relations"
(Capital, 1:677).
The essential relation is the value of the commodity labor-power, but
it appears in the form of the wage as the value oflabor. Such forms of appearance "are reproduced directly and spontaneously, as current modes
of thought," whereas the essential relations "must first be discovered by
science" (Capital, 1:682).
The "value of labor" is an inverted and incorrect conception, not
brought about through conscious manipulation, but rather emerging
from social relations. It is one of the "objective forms of thought" (objektive Gedankenformen) (Capital, 1:169; see sec. 3.8,part f) that structures
the consciousness of people caught up within the conditions of capital-
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ISm. From the viewpoint of the worker, an
eigh t-hou r workday has to be
fulfilled in orde r to obtain a parti cular wage
amo unt. The wage seems
to be the paym ent for this labor, an illusion
furth er stren gthe ned by the
usual forms of wages, the "tim e rate" (pay
ment acco rding to hour s of
work) and the "piec e rate" (payment acco
rding to the num ber of articles
prod uced ). In the former case, it appears
as if the labo r perfo rmed durin g
a particular unit of time is com pens ated ,
and in the latter case, the lab or
perfo rmed for the prod uctio n of a single
article.
Capitalists also succ umb to this illusion.
It is a "spo ntan eous ly"
emerging inversion of reality to whic h
all participants (as well as the
majority of economists) submit. As the wage
is unde rstoo d as paym ent
for the "value of lab or," allla bor seems to
be paid labor. Surp lus lab or,
unpa id labor, does not seem to exist. This
inversion of reality has farreaching consequences:
All the notions ofjustice held by both worker
and the capitalist, all the
mystifications of the capitalistic mode of prod
uction, all capitalism's illusions about freedom, all the apologetic tricks
of vulgar economics, have
as their basis the form of appearance discussed
above, which makes the
actual relation invisible, and indeed presents
to the eye the precise opposite of that relation. (Capital, l :680)
The wage form constitutes the foundatio
n for all furth er "mystifications " of the capital-relation, whic h culm
inate in the "Trin ity Formula"
(see chap ter 10). But at the pres ent poin
t we mus t note that just as the
spon tane ous consciousness of all mem bers
ofbo urge ois society is subordina ted to the fetish character of the com
mod ity and mon ey (see secti on
3.8), both workers and capitalists are equa
lly subo rdina te to the mystification of the wage form Y The inversion
s generated by the capitalist
mod e of prod uctio n do not stop at the door
step of the ruling class (the
insight of this class into social relations is
therefore also limited), nor does
the ruled and exploited class enjoy a privi
leged posi tion from whic h it
is able to see throu gh these inve rsion s-the
"stan dpoi nt of the working
class" muc h vaun ted by traditional Marxists
is of no furth er help here.

5. Th e Ca pit ali st Pro ces s of Pro du cti on
5.1 Cons tant Capi tal and Variable Capi
tal,
the Rate of Surp lus Value, the Workday

In the third chapter, the dual character
of com mod ity-p rodu cing labo r
was demonstrated: concrete, use valu e-pro
duci ng labo r and abstract,
value-constituting labor. The capi talis t
process of production also has
such a dual character: it is the unity of the
lab or process (which prod uces
a specific use value) and the valorization
process.
. . .
Inde pend ent of social form-determination
s, a distm ctwn c~n ~e
mad e amo ng functional activity (labor),
the object of labo r (which IS
modified by labor), and the means of labo
r (the tools with whic h this
process of modification is mad e possible)
as elements of the labo r process. The labo r process occurs betw een
hum ans and nature. Hum ans
act upon natu re, changing themselves at
the same time, developing their
own capabilities. However, the labo r proc
ess never exists in a pure fo.rm
as such. It always occurs with a socially dete
rmin ed form: as a productiOn
process base d upon slave lab or, as a prod uctio
n process of feu~al serfs, as
a prod uctio n proc ess of inde pend ent artis
ans, or as a productiOn process
of wage-laborers in capitalismY
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Within the capitalist process of production, the labor process exhibits two distinctive characteristics: first, it proceeds under the control
of the capitalist (as capital personified), and second, the product of the
labor process is the property of the capitalist and not of the direct producer. The capitalist has purchased the lab or-power and means of production (objects oflabor and means oflahor). The lab or process is thus a
process occurring between things belonging to the capitalist. As a result,
the product oflabor also belongs to the capitalist. This product is a use
value. But in the capitalist production process, this use value is only produced insofar as it embodies value and surplus value.
We will now examine this determinate capitalist process of production
in more detail. But first, let's introduce a few fundamental concepts that are
of central importance not only in this chapter, hut also in those that follow.
The expression M-C-M' is described above as "the general formula for capital." Let's take a closer look at it. Valorization is only possible
because a particular commodity is purchased and consumed: lahor-power. But in order to "consume" this commodity, the means of production
(raw materials, machines, etc.) are necessary. As a result of the process of
production, a new mass of commodities is created with a value greater
than that of the capital advanced, which will be sold for M'.
With regard to the value of the newly produced commodities, the
means of production and lahor-power play completely different roles.
The value of the means of production consumed in the creation of a commodity constitutes part of the value of the newly produced commodity. If
means ofproduction are completely used up in the process ofproduction,
then the value of these means of production is completely transferred to
the newly produced mass of commodities. BJlt if means of production
such as tools or machines are not completely used up, then only a part
of their value is transferred. If for example a particular machine has a life
span of ten years, then one-tenth of its value is transferred to the mass of
commodities produced within a year. 29 The portion of capital laid out
in means of production will, under normal conditions, not change value
during the production process, hut a portion of its value will constitute a
portion of the value of the commodities produced. Marx calls this portion of capital constant capital, or c for short.
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Things are different with lahor-power. The value of lahor-power is
not all transferred to the commodities produced. The value newry generated by the "consumption" oflabor-power, that is, by labor expenditure,
is what is transferred to the value of the newly created commodities. The
different roles played by means of production and labor-power in the
composition of value is illustrated by the following: if the value of the
means of production changes, then there is a corresponding change in
the value of the product. A change in the value oflabor-power hardly has
any effect upon the value of the product. How much value the worker
adds to the product of labor does not depend upon the value of laborpower, hut upon the extent to which the labor expended counts as valuecreating, abstract labor.
The difference between the newly added value and the value oflahorpower is the surplus value, or s. Or to put it differently, the newly added
value is equal to the sum of the value oflabor-power and surplus value.
Marx calls the portion of capital used to pay wages variable capital, or
v for short. This portion of capital changes value during the production process; the workers are paid with v, but produce new value in the
amount of v + s. 30
The value of a mass of commodities produced within a specific period of time (a day or even a year) can therefore he expressed as:
c + v +s

Here c indicates the value of the constant capital consumed, that is,
the value of the raw materials and the proportionate share of the value of
tools and machines, insofar as they are used.
The valorization of capital results solely from its variable component.
The level of valorization can therefore he measured by relating the surplus value to the variable capital: Marx calls the quantity sjv the rate of
surplus value. It is simultaneously also the measure of the exploitation of
labor-power. The rate of surplus value is usually given as a percentage.
For example, ifs= 40 and v = 40, then one does not speak of a rate of
surplus value of l, but rather of a rate of surplus value of l 00 percent. If
s = 20 and v = 40, than the rate of surplus value amounts to 50 percent.
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The rate of surplus value is an analytical category that owes its existence to the scientific understanding of the valorization process; it is
preconditioned upon our knowing how valorization is achieved. But for
the practical consciousness of the capitalists it is irrelevant: capitalists
calculate that an advance of capital in the amount of c + v is necessary in
order to realize a profit of s, regardless of how this profit is created (or as
the case may he, the profit is regarded as the "fruit of capital"). The capitalist's measure of valorization is the rate of profit: s j (c + v). Profit and
ra~e of profit, which play such a decisive role in the everyday life of capitalism, are dealt with by Marx in the third volume of Capital (see chapter
7). This is one reason among others why the reader should absolutely
take all three volumes of Capital into consideration.
The length of the workday is given by the sum of necessary labor-time
(in which the value oflabor-power vis produced) and surplus lab or-time
(in which the value of surplus-value s is produced). If the value oflaborpower within a particular society at a specific point in time is given, then
the amount of necessary labor-time is also given-but not yet the amount
of surplus labor-time.
In every society based upon class divisions, a distinction can be made
between "necessary labor-time" (in which those products are produced
that are necessary for the reproduction of the exploited class) and "surplus labor-time" (in which the surplus product is produced, that is, the
portion of the total social product appropriated by the ruling class). Marx
calls attention to a crucial difference between precapitalist and capitalist
societies: "It is however clear that in any economic formation of society,
whe~e the use-value rather than the exchange value of the product predommates, surplus labour will be restricted by a more or less confined set
of needs, and that no boundless thirst for surplus labour will arise from
the character of production itself" (Capital, 1:345).
But this "boundless thirst of surplus labour" that characterizes the
capitalist mode of production is not used by Marx as a moral reproach
against individual capitalists. Although this need for surplus labor implies-since it knows no limits-that capital "takes no account of the
health and the length oflife of the worker" (Capital, l :381 ), and therefore
also implicitly accepts the destruction oflabor-power, this is not a moral
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failure of individual capitalists, but the logical consequence of capitalist
commodity production.
If the capitalist has purchased labor-power at its daily value, then the
capitalist has the right to apply labor-power over the course of a day. But
the length of a workday is indeterminate: it has to be shorter than twentyfour hours so that time remains for the physical and psychic regeneration
of the workers, but how much shorter than twenty-four hours is not clearly determined. If the capitalist attempts to lengthen the workday, then he
is merely attempting, like all other commodity buyers, to make the most
of the use value of the commodity,just as one attempts to squeeze the last
bit of toothpaste from the tube. The competition among capitalists compels the individual capitalist to make ample use of his right as a buyer of
maximum utilization of the commodity he has purchased.
Workers also behave according to the logic of buying and selling
when they attempt to shorten the length of the workday. In order to sell
their labor-power anew, they have to dispose of it in its regular condition.
But if the present workday is too long, then that isn't the case.
The capitalist with his attempts to prolong the workday, as well as the
workers with their attempt to shorten it, can both invoke the laws of commodity exchange; a limit to the workday cannot be derived from these
laws, and this means there is therefore
an antinomy, of right against right, both equally bearing the seal of the
law of exchange. Between equal rights, force decides. Hence, in the history of capitalist production, the establishment of a norm for the working
day presents itself as a struggle between collective capital, i.e. the class of
capitalists, and collective labour, i.e. the working class. (Capital, l :344)

Wherever wage laborers are not in a position to confront capital with
sufficient resistance, and there is enough of a fresh supply to replace destroyed labor-power, capital strives to extend labor-time beyond all physical limits. The struggle for the normal workday, which Marx describes
extensively in Capital, led in the nineteenth century in England and then
in other countries to a legal limit of daily labor-time. We will address the
specific role of the state in this process in chapter ll.
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5.2 Absolute and Relative Surplus Value,
the Iron Law of Competition
Capital, self-valorizing value, has no intrinsic limits to valorization,
and for that reason no rate of valorization, once reached, is sufficient.
With s/v as the measure of valorization, there arise two basic possibilities for increasing the valorization of capital, which Marx refers
to as the production of absolute surplus value and the production of
relative surplus value, respectively. (When we take into account the
rate of profit as a measure of valorization in chapter 7, we will encounter a few further possibilities).
At a given value of labor-power, sjv will rise ifs is increased. The
quantity of surplus value produced by a single labor-power can be raised
by a lengthening of the surplus labor-time, and surplus labor-time is
lengthened by lengthening the workday. Marx refers to this increasing of
surplus value and the rate of surplus value by lengthening the workday as
the production of absolute surplus-value.
With the setting of a (legal) normal workday, the production of absolute surplus value does not yet reach its limit. A lengthening of the
workday does not just occur when the number of daily working hours in
increased, but also when those hours are used more efficiently: through
the shortening ofbreak times or by no longer counting certain job preparations as part of the working time. Furthermore, an increase in the level
of intensity oflabor (that is, a speed-up of the lab or process) has the same
effect as a lengthening oflahor-time. An intensified workday yields a larger value product than a normal workday, just as if the workday had been
lengthened. Conflicts around the use oflabor-time and the intensification
oflabor are part of everyday business life even today.
But surplus labor-time can also be increased without changing the
length of the workday or by more efficient use of lab or-time: when the
necessary lahor-time is reduced, meaning when the value oflabor-power
decreases. If previously, in the case of an eight-hour workday, four hours
were required in order to produce the daily value of labor-power, then
four hours of surplus labor remain. If three hours now suffice for the production of the value oflabor-power, then five hours of surplus labor-time
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remain. Marx refers to the enlargement of surplus value and the rate of
surplus value through a decrease of necessary lab or-time as the production of relative surplus value.
The necessary labor-time must suffice to produce the value of the
means of subsistence required by labor-power for its own reproduction.
If the value oflabor-power is to be fully compensated (and this must be
assumed if"normal" capitalist relations are being considered), then a reduction in necessary labor-time is only possible when either the quality and quantity of the means of subsistence considered necessary is
reduced (meaning the "normal" standard of living of the working class
is lowered, which is difficult to implement and which cannot happen permanently) or-and this is the typical case dealt with here-if the value of
these means of subsistence decreases.
The latter is the case when either the productivity oflabor increases
in those branches that produce means of subsistence (understood in the
broadest sense, not just foodstuffs), or when the productivity increases in
those branches that deliver raw materials or machines for the branches
that produce means of subsistence: with cheaper means of production,
the value of the means of subsistence also sinks. The production of relative surplus value implies, through an increase in the productivity oflabor, a reduction in the value of means of subsistence and therefore a decrease in the value oflabor-power.
Lengthening of labor-time and increasing productivity are thus the
two fundamental possibilities for raising the rate ofvalorization of capital.
But these two possibilities can only be realized through the activity of
individual capitalists.
The idea that capitalists have an interest in the prolongation oflabortime is intuitively plausible: at a given level of the value of labor-power,
every hour of the prolonged workday directly raises the surplus value
obtained by the individual capitalist.
The case is different with the increase in the productivity oflabor. If,
for example, a producer of wooden tables increases productivity, then
tables become cheaper. However, only to the extent that the value of tables is a component of the value of labor-power does this also cheapen
the value of labor-power. The effect is minimal, and in most cases also
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temporally delayed. As an individua l motive for increasing productivity,
this small and uncertain advantage is hardly sufficient.
Somethin g completely different motivates individua l capitalists to
increase productivity. The extent to which individually expended labor-time counts as value-creating labor depends (among other things)
upon whether the "socially necessary labor-tim e" (that is, the labortime necessary at a specific socially conventio nal level of the productiv ity and intensity oflabor: see section 3 .l) was expended or not. If, for
example, the socially necessary lab or-time required for the productio n
of a specific type of table amounts to ten hours, and if a particula r producer is able to produce this table in eight hours, then he has produced
the same value in eight hours that other producer s do in ten hours. He
can therefore sell a product of eight hours oflabor as if it was the product of ten hours oflabor.
This is exactly the case if a capitalist is the first to increase the productivity oflabor within a particular process of productio n. Let's assume that
for the productio n of a specific good, say a particular computer, constant
capital c with a value of 200 is used. In addition, a workday of eight hours
of direct labor is necessary to assemble the computer from its components. The daily value oflabor-p ower is 80, and the rate of surplus value
is 100 percent, so that the surplus value produced daily by an individual
labor-power is also 80. The value of the product is therefore:
C

+ V + S = 200 + 80 + 80 = 360

Now let's assume that a particular capitalist (initially as an individual)
succeeds in reducing the direct labor-time required for the productio n of
the computer from eight hours to four hours. The value of the computer
still conforms to socially average conditions and initially remains at 360.
Our smart capitalist, however, no longer has to expend variable capital
in the amount of 80, but rather merely in the amount of 40. His costs are
therefore that of
200 (constant capital)+ 40 (variable capital)= 240
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If he sells the product for 360, there then remains for him a surplus
value ofl20. So in addition to the socially conventional surplus value of
80 per computer, our capitalist realizes an extra surplus value of 40 and
a rate of surplus value of 300 percent instead of 100 percent. This extra
surplus value or as the case may be extra profit (see the remarks on profit
in section 5.1 )-and not the future cheapening of labor-po wer-is the
capitalist's motivation for increasing the productivity oflabor.
This extra surplus value remains for the capitalist as long as the new
method of productio n has not yet become generalized. But if the method has caught on, it means that the socially necessary labor-time for the
productio n of a computer has decreased. If in the meantime everything
else has remained constant (the value oflabor-power, the value of the elements of constant capital, etc.), then the new value would be:
C

+ V + S = 200 + 40 + 40 = 280

The extra surplus value for our capitalist disappears, and his rate of
surplus value is once again 100 percent.
But let us remain with the capitalist who was the first to introduce
the productivity increase. He no longer requires the same amount of immediate labor-time to produce the same mass of products. He can either
continue to produce the same amount as before but with fewer workers, or produce a larger amount of products with the same amount of
labor-time and workers. The first possibility is usually not realistic for
the capitalist, since the increase in the productivity oflabor is often only
possible when the volume of productio n increases at the same time (we
will return to this interrelationship in the next section). We can assume
that the increase in productivity is usually accompan ied by an increase in
the number of products. The simplest way of selling the larger amount of
products consists in sinking prices: the individual product is sold below
its previous value. Even if our innovative capitalist sells below the previous value, he still does not have to completely forgo the extra surplus
value. If, in the example above, he sells the computer (with costs of240)
for only 350 instead of 360, then he realizes a total surplus value of 110,
which compared to the usual surplus value of 80 is still an extra surplus
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value of30. But the increased turnover for our capitalist means-if nothing else in the economy changes to bring about an increased total demand-that other capitalists who offer the same product will sell less and
in extreme cases go bankrupt. If they want to defend their market share
they also have to sell at a lower price. If the method of production re~
mains the same, this would lead to a reduction in their surplus value. The
other capitalists thus have no other choice than to raise the productivity
oflabor and reduce costs to keep up in the price competition.
Thus does competition compel capitalists (always have in mind,
"capitalist" refers not necessarily to an owner of capital hut to capital personified: see section 4.2) to join in the increase in productivity initiated
by another capitalist, even if at an individual level they have no interest in
an increasing valorization of capital. The intrinsic laws of capital, such
as the tendency toward lengthening the workday and the development
of productivity, are independent of the volition of individual capitalists.
These laws impose themselves as iron laws ofcompetition. Since each individual capitalist is familiar with this pressure, he normally does not wait
until it is imposed upon him by his competitors, hut instead attempts to
he the first to increase productivity so that he can at least have some of
the extra surplus value, instead ofjust minimizing his losses. As a result,
every capitalist puts the screws on all other capitalists,just as he himself
is subject to the same pressure. And they all do this by following a blind
"inherent necessity." However frugal the individual capitalist, he cannot
~stain from the hunt for perpetually increasing profit-as long as he
Wishes to remain a capitalist.

5. 3 The Methods ofProducing Relative Surplus Value:
Cooperation, the Division ofLab or, Machinery

Capitalist production begins when a large number of workers,
brought together under the command of a capitalist, work together for
the production of the same type of commodity. An owner of money who
barely succeeds in employing two or three workers, hut who still must
contribute to the labor process to secure his livelihood, is not a capitalist
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in the strict sense, hut rather a "small master." He becomes a capitalist
when he can operate as capital personified, meaning that he can devote
all his time to the organization and control of the capitalist process of
production and the sale of products.
The cooperation ofmany workers brings about, even without a change
to the technical conditions of production, a reduction in value of products. There are two reasons for this. One is that many means of production are used in common, so that they contribute a smaller share of
value to the product ( l 00 workers might produce ten times more than
10 workers, but they won't need, for example, ten times as many buildings). The other reason is that new power emerges from the cooperation
of many individuallahor-powers: a large tree trunk cannot he moved by
an individual worker, regardless of how much time he is granted to accomplish the task, hut four workers can move the trunk instantly. Ten
people arranged in a chain can transport a load considerably faster than if
each individual covers the distance on his own, and so forth.
A further increase in the productivity oflabor is achieved through the
division oflabor. A complex labor process is broken down into a number
of simple sub functions. This task can usually he executed faster when individually performed rather than performed within the framework of the
overall process. Through corresponding practice and experience, with
the support of special tools adapted to these special tasks, the individual
worker specializing in a particular task can become even faster. The flip
side is that the individuallaborer becomes a largely dependent detail laborer, and the monotonous strain can lead to physical and nervous impairment. An operation in which the production process is based upon
an extensive division oflabor, hut in which no or hardly any machines are
used, is referred to as manufacture.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the division of labor was
carried to the extremes in Taylorism, named after the engineer F. W.
Taylor. Taylor broke the movements of the lahor process down into the
smallest elements, in order to assign an individual worker a small number of movements. Time wasting and secret breaks would he minimized
by this system. Such concepts were applied primarily in assembly-line
production. However, this extreme form of the division of lab or did not
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only bring advantages for capital. In the case of complex production
concerned with a high level of quality, an overly strong division oflabor
proved to be rather obstructive, since it produced too much waste. In
the course of the development of the capitalist production process in the
twentieth century, Taylorism therefore experienced both dissemination
and curtailment.
The decisive heightening of the productivity of labor is achieved
through the use of machinery. A machine is not merely a large tool. What
is essential is that the tool is no longer a tool in the hands of an individual,
but that it is the tool of a mechanism. The number of tools that can be
simultaneously operated by a machine is freed from human constraints.
A further increase in productivity is achieved when individual machines
are combined to form a system of machinery that the object oflabor passes
through. An enterprise based upon machine production is called a factory.
In a mechanized factory, aside from activities that are not yet mechanized, the remaining task left to humans is that of monitoring the machines, repairing the machines, standing by, and eliminating mistakes
caused by the machines. This is not fundamentally altered by the deployment of computer technology. A number of monitoring and control tasks
are automated, but the controlling computer has to be monitored and its
programming adapted to changing requirements.
The division of labor in manufacture proceeds from the artisanal
skills of the lab or force. Capital remains reliant upon this subjective skill,
even if it is reduced to "detail dexterity." Factory-based machine production fundamentally changes thus:
This subjective principle of the division of labour no longer exists in
production by machinery. Here, the total process is examined objectively, viewed in and for itself, and analysed into its constitutive phases.
The problem of how to execute each particular process, and to bind the
different partial processes together into a whole, is solved by the aid of
machines, chemistry, etc. (Capital, 1:501-2)

With machine production, capital can detach itself from the special
skill of individual labor-power. Individual laborers are no longer just
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reduced to the function of detaillaborers. Rather, with the presence of
a developed, well-functioning system of machine production, laborers
are mere appendages of this system. The domination of capital over the
workers materializes, so to speak, in the machine system:
Every kind of capitalist production, in so far as it is not only a labour process but also capital's process of valorization, has this in common, but it
is not the worker who employs the conditions of his work, but rather the
reverse, the conditions of work employ the worker. However, it is only
with the coming of machinery that this inversion first acquires a technical and palpable reality. By means of its conversion into an automaton,
the instrument oflabour confronts the labourer, during the labour-process, in the shape of capital, of dead labour, that dominates, and pumps
dry, living labour-power. (Capital, 1:548)

Cooperation, the division of lab or, and the use of machinery bring
about a rise in the productive power oflabor: with the same amount of
labor expenditure, a larger number of products can be produced, so
the value of the individual product sinks. This raised productivity of
labor appears under capitalist conditions of production as the productive power of capital. This is already the case with simple cooperation:
since individuallabor-powers do not dispose of the additional productive power arising from their cooperation as individuals, and only cooperate under the command of capital, the additional productive power
seems to be a productive power belonging to capital. This impression
intensifies in manufacture and in the factory. Individual labor-power
is reduced to a subfunction that is almost completely useless outside
of manufacture and the factory. The fact that workers can do anything
at all with their abilities seems to be a result brought about by capital.
This appearance of capital as a power endowed with its own productive power can be referred to as the fetishism of capital. Just as with the
fetishism of commodities, the fetishism of capital is not merely false
consciousness or a simple misapprehension. Its foundation is the capitalist organization of the production process:
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The possibility of an intelligent direction of production expands in one
direction, because it vanishes in many others. What is lost by special-
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20. If3 hours oflabor are saved, so that instead of8 only 5 hours are necessary, then the value of the machine-produced product adds up to:

ized workers is concentrated in the capital which confronts them. It is a
result of the division oflabour in manufacture that the worker is brought

50 (raw materials)+ 20 (machine)+ 50 (labor-time) = 120

face to face with the intellectual potentialities of the material process of
production as the property of another and as a power which rules over
him. This process of separation starts in simple cooperation, where the
capitalist represents to the individual workers the unity and the will of
the whole body of social labour. It is developed in manufacture, which
mutilates the worker, turning him into a fragment of himself. It is completed in large-scale industry, which makes science a potentiality for production which is distinct from labour and presses it into the service of
capital. (Capital, 1:482)31

In one respect, increasing productivity by means of implementing
machinery is fundamentally distinct from increasing productivity by
means of cooperation or the division oflabor. The introduction of machinery costs the capitalist something, and since the machine is used in
the capitalist process of production, it transfers its value to the product.
This means that instead of cheapening the product, the use of machinery leads initially to an increase in the value of the product. All in all, a
cheapening of the product only occurs when the increase in value caused
by the transfer of value from the machine is overcompensated through an
accompanying reduction of immediate labor-time.
Let's assume that during the production of a particular product raw
materials having a value of 50 are used, as well as 8 hours oflabor-time
that under normal conditions produce a value of80. Then the following
applies for the value of the product:

The product has been reduced in value by 10 units, the 20 additional
units of value resulting from the use of machinery have been overcompensated by cutting down on three labor hours. If only one labor hour
had been saved, then the value of the machine-produced product would
have risen; the machine would not have contributed to raising productivity and cheapening the product.
But for the capitalist use of machinery, it is not sufficient that the use
of machines generally cheapens the product. The capitalist is not interested in the value of a product, but rather in surplus value or profit, as the
case may be. (See remarks in section 5.1.) As demonstrated in the previous section, the capitalist introduces an increase in productivity so that
his individual costs are lower than the social average, so that he not only
obtains the normal surplus value, but an extra surplus value (extra profit).
Now let's assume a rate of surplus value of 100 percent for the example
above. The worker who labors for eight hours and creates a value of 80
receives a wage of 40. The remaining 40 is the surplus value obtained
by our capitalist per product. Before the introduction of machinery, our
capitalist has costs of:
50 (raw materials)+ 40 (wages for 8 hours)= 90
After the introduction of machinery, the capitalist has costs of:
50 (raw materials)+ 20 (machine)+ 25 (wages for 5 hours)= 95

50 (raw materials)+ 80 (labor-time) = 130
Now let's assume that the product is made with the help of a machine.
The machine has a value of20,000 and can be used to produce 1,000 pieces until it is used up. A value of 20 is transferred to each individual piece.
The individual, machine-produced product initially increases in value by.

Although the machine reduces the total expenditure of lab or for the
product concerned, it will not be introduced, since it does not also reduce
the cost for our capitalist. These costs will first be reduced when more is
saved in wages (per product) than the value transferred by the machine to
the individual product. If in our example the value transferred by the ma-
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chine is 20, then more than four hours oflabor have to be saved in order
for the implementation of the machine to be worthwhile. Or expressed
another way, the additiona l constant capital c, which is expended on the
individual product during machine productio n, has to be less than the
variable capital v which is cut down through the reduction in labor-time.
So the capitalist will not arbitrarily expend a lot of additional constant
capital per article, but maximally expend as much as he is able to save in
variable capital per article.
Whether or not a particular machine (which transfers a specific portion of its value to the individual product) is introduce d therefore depends upon how much variable capital is saved. But the variable capital
saved does not solely depend upon the labor hours saved, but also upon
the level of wages. In our example above, the workers received a wage of
40 for an 8-hour workday, which amounts to 5 per hour. The lab or hours
saved add up to a saving of variable capital in the amount of 15, so that
the introduct ion of the machine was not advantageous for the capitalist.
If wages had been higher, for example 8 per hour, then the three labor
hours saved would result in a total savings of 24. At this level of wages,
the additional constant capital (20) would have been compensa ted by
the saved variable capital, and our capitalist's costs would have been reduced. The same machine that at a low-wage level brings no savings in
cost for the capitalist is therefore not introduce d. However, at a high level
of wages, it reduces costs and is introduce d.

5. 4 The Destructive Potential of the Capitalis t Developm ent
of the Forces ofProduction
The cooperative lab or process requires coordinat ion. In the capitalist
process of productio n, the capitalist assumes this coordinat or function.
However, direction by the capitalist does not just fulfill technical-organizational functions; it is also the organization of exploitation and is therefore condition ed by the antagonism between exploiter and exploited,
which leads Marx to the conclusion that capitalist direction "in form it is
purely despotic" (Capital, l :450). With a large number of workers, there
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is a need for-simil ar to the military- industria l commissioned officers
and petty officers, who command in capital's name.
The form of managerial hierarchy has undergon e somewhat farreaching changes in the twentieth century. Capitalist despotism has experienced constraints through legal regulations on the one hand, and trade
union bargaining procedur es on the other. During the last decade in a
number of industries there has been a tendency by capital to strengthe n
the autonomy of employees over the labor process. However, througho ut
all of these changes, the aim of capitalist producti on-the valorization of
capital, the productio n of surplus value-wa s not called into question.
These various changes still served solely to accomplish this aim. And in
the case of skilled trades, it frequently proved to be more advantageous to
motivate employees to voluntarily bring in their experiences and performance capabilities through a high level of autonomy, rather than forcing
them to do so through constant pressure and supervision. But the consequences of this autonomy for employees are usually just as destructive as
the old despotic forms, except that this destructio n is now self-organized.
The destructive (for labor-power) tendencies of capitalist increases in
productivity are immediately visible in the tendency toward extension, and
recently, "flexibilization" oflabor-time. Raising productivity means that the
same amount of products can be made in a shorter period of time, but under capitalist conditions, a rise in productivity does not lead to a shortening
oflabor-time. Particularly when the rise in productivity is achieved by the
introduction of machinery, the result is a lengthening oflabor-time as well
as shift- and night-work in order to accomplish the longest possible run
time for the machine. There are many reasons for this.
As long as the new machine has not yet become the social standard,
the capitalist who employs it in productio n realizes an extra surplus value. The more products he produces and sells in this exceptional situation, the greater this extra surplus value. If the use of the machine later
becomes part of the socially average condition s of productio n, a long run
time for the machine is still an advantage. How long the machine can
be profitably used depends not only upon physical wear and tear, but
also upon whether a newer, better machine is on the market. The faster a
machine transfers its value to the products it helps to produce, the lower
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the risk that it has to be replaced by a newer, better machine before it
has transferred its total value. If the lengthenin g of the workday runs up
against limits set by law or collective bargaining, then the capitalist usually attempts to impose an intensification of work, such as through a higher
machine speed.
Since the production process is detached from the limitations of individuallab or-power and becomes the object of scientific examination as
an objective process, modern industry "never views or treats the existing form of a production process as the definite one. Its technical basis
is therefore revolutionary, whereas all earlier modes of production were
essentially conservative" (Capital, 1:617). The technical foundations of
production are constantly revolutionized, the productivity oflabor constantly increased. Increasing profit is the sole motivating factor for this. In
the course of this process, massive investments are made to acquire new
machines or construct new production facilities. Insofar as this investment serves to reduce the cost of the product, they count as necessary.
Investments that serve to make working conditions for employees more
comfortable or even just to minimize dangers to health and safety constitute deductions from profit and are avoided. Even today one can observe
in many sectors:
The economical use of the social means of production, matured and
forced as in a hothouse by the factory system, is turned, in the hands
of capital, into systematic robbery of what is necessary for the life of the
worker while he is at work, i.e. space, light, air and protection against
the dangerous or the unhealthy concomitants of the production process,
not to mention the theft of appliances for the comfort of the worker.
(Capital, 1:552-3)

Legal coercion or the decisive resistance of employees is constantly necessary in order to impose even the simplest improvements in working conditions. The following statement by Marx is of contemporary relevance:
What could be more characteristic of the capitalist mode of production than the fact that it is necessary, by Act of Parliament, to force upon
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the capitalists the simplest appliances for maintaining cleanliness and
health? (Capital, l :611)

The sole aim of capitalist production is the constant production of
surplus value. Competitio n forces the individual capitalist, on pain ofhis
ruin as a capitalist, to make the hunt for increasing surplus value the aim
of his activity. Nature,jus t like labor-power, is merely an instrument for
attaining this goal. In accordance with its intrinsic logic, capital is just
as indifferent toward the destruction of the natural foundations of life
(through waste runoff and exhaust fumes, through the destruction and
poisoning of entire regions) as it is toward the destruction of individual
labor-power. Today, an industrial mode of production based upon the
combustion of fossil fuels is maintained and expanded, even though local
as well as global ecological degradatio n as a result of climate change are
foreseeable.
This destructive potential of the capitalist development of the forces
of production can only be restrained "from outside," through the resistance of workers or the power of the state. If such restraints are not in
place, or if they are weakened, this destructive potential immediately asserts itself again, stronger than before. It is still true that
capitalist production, therefore, only develops the techniques and the
degree of combination of the social process of production by simultaneously underminin g the original sources of all wealth-the soil and the
worker. (Capital, 1:638)

In the face of the scale of environmental destruction and danger to
health emanating from the industrial method of production , a vigorous debate occurred during the last third of the twentieth century as to
whether this destruction is intrinsic to the material conditions of industrial production , or whether it is the capitalist conditions that first bring
forth such acts of destruction.
There is no explicit discussion of this problem in Marx's work.
However, he emphasized that a distinction must be made "between the
increased productivity which is due to the development of the social pro-
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cess of production, and that which is due to the capitalist exploitation by
the capitalists of that development" (Capital, 1:547). Thus Marx was often accused of regarding the industrial production process "itself" positively and criticizing only its capitalist shell. This was also the position of
Marxism-Leninism. Accordingly, in the Soviet Union capitalist methods
of production were to some extent adopted completely uncritically (as
a critic of the corresponding interpretation ofMarx, seejacobs, 1997).
Today it is far clearer than in Marx's time that not every industrial
process of production simply has to be detached from its capitalist application to suddenly develop its purely beneficial effects. Some lines
of development of industrialization are not just destructive as a result of
their capitalist application: if atomic energy were put to use in a socialist
society, then the risks would still be enormous, and the widespread use of
fossil fuels would still lead to climate change. The destructive potential of
capital does not just assert itself in the way a technology is applied, but in
the choice of particular technical-industrial paths ofdevelopment.

5.5 Formal and Real Subsumption, Fordism,
Productive and Unproductive Lab or
In the case of an already existing labor process being subordinated
to capital, Marx speaks of the formal subsumption of lab or under capital.
The sole difference from pre-capitalist conditions consists in the fact that
laborers work for a capitalist rather than for themselves. The coercive
relation of capital expresses itself simply: the laborer works longer than
is necessary for his own self-preservation, and the capitalist appropriates
the surplus value thereby generated. On the basis offormal subsumption,
only the production of absolute surplus value is possible.
If the labor process is transformed in order to increase productivity,
Marx speaks of the real subsumption of labor under capital. The labor
process under the command of capital is not only formally distinct from
the pre-capitalist labor process, it is distinct in its entire organization and
structure: the capitalist mode of production creates the material guise of
production corresponding to its social form. Real subsumption is pos-
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sible on the basis of formal subsumption. With the real subsumption of
labor under capital, the production of relative surplus value is possible.
Up till now, when considering relative surplus value we have assumed
that the quantitative amount of means of subsistence necessary to reproduce labor-power (or the family of the laborer, as the case may be) remains constant, that the standard ofliving for the working class does not
change. But this is not necessarily the case.
Let's assume an 8-hour workday and a rate of surplus value of 100
percent. Then the workday breaks down into four hours of necessary
labor-time used to reproduce the value oflabor-power, and four hours of
surplus labor-time in which surplus value is produced. Let's assume further that the monetary expression of the value created in eight hours under normal conditions is 160 euros, the daily value oflabor-power is 80
euros, and the amount of surplus value produced daily is also 80 euros.
Now let's say the productivity oflabor in all branches of the economy
doubles. 32 Then all goods can be produced in half the time previously
required, and their value is reduced by a half. The daily value of laborpower is then already produced in two hours rather than four; it falls
from 80 to 40 euros. Two additional hours remain for the production
of surplus value, its magnitude is raised from four to six hours, and the
surplus value rises 80 to 120 euros. The value oflabor-power has been
reduced by a half from 80 to 40 euros, but for 40 euros just as many
means of subsistence can be purchased as previously for 80 euros, and
the standard of living for the worker's family has remained constant.
Now let's assume further that workers succeed-as a result of labor
struggles or a tight labor market, for example-in obtaining as wages not
just the value created in two hours, but the value created in three, 60 euros
instead of 40 euros. In this case, the value oflabor-power would have still
declined (from 80 euros to 60 euros), the surplus labor would have still
increased by an hour (from four to five hours, the surplus value now being 100 euros), but now the standard of living for the worker's family has
increased. Since the value of means of subsistence has been reduced by
half as a result of the doubling of productivity, the working-class household
now has at its disposal not just half, but three-fourths of the previous wage.
If our working-class household can buy just as many means of subsistence
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for 40 euros as it could before for 80 euros, but has 60 euros at its disposal,
than it can increase the volume of means of subsistence by 50 percent. Or
to express this in terms that are conventional today: nominal wages (meaning wages expressed in money) have fallen by 25 percent (from 80 to 60
euros), but real wages (wages expressed as purchasing power) have risen
by 50 percent (50 percent more goods can be purchased).
As an effect of the increase in productivity, a rise in the standard ofliving of the working class has accompan ied an increase of the surplus value
appropriated by the capitalist. A decline in the value of lab or-power simultaneous to an increase of the surplus value produced by individual
labor-pow er means that the rate of surplus value sjv, and with it the exploitation oflabor-power, has increased. Increased exploitation (meaning
that a greater portion of the workday consists of surplus labor) and an
increased standard of livingfor the working class are therefore not mutually exclusive.
Finally, in our example, a shortenin g of labor-time is also possible.
Let's assume that the daily labor-time is reduced from 8 hours to 7.5. If
labor-pow er still receives 60 euros (the value created in three hours), 4.5
hours remain as surplus labor-time (half an hour more than before the
productiv ity increase), the surplus value would be 90 euros (10 euros
more than before the productiv ity increase). 33
The example just outlined correspo nds-not in terms of an exact
quantitative relationship, but in terms of its tendency -to the course of
development in the advanced capitalist countries. The fact that the working class in these countries has a higher standard ofliving than it did fifty
or a hundred years ago in no way means-a s is constantly alleged-t hat
exploitation has receded or even disappear ed. In the previous chapter,
we already noted that exploitation does not mean a particularly bad or
miserable state of affairs, but that workers create a larger sum of value
than that which they receive as wages. The rate of exploitation is not measured by the standard ofliving, but by the rate of surplus value. It is quite
possible that a rise in the standard of living and shortenin g oflabor-ti me
accompanies an increase in surplus value and the rate of surplus value.
The dynamic emanating from the productio n of relative surplus value
outlined above (accelerated technical development, a rising standard of
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living of the working class simultaneous to rising profit) is subject, however, to a precondit ion not hitherto addressed: the majority of means of
subsistence consumed in the working-class househol d have to be capitalistically produced . As long as working-class househol ds still produce
a large portion of their means of subsistence themselves, or obtain them
from independ ent farmers and artisans, the productiv ity increase in capitalist enterprises leads to a short-term extra surplus value, but only to
a small decline in the value oflabor-p ower. Only over the course of the
twentieth century was a state of development reached where the bulk of
goods consumed by working-class househol ds were produced capitalistically. So-called Fordism played a decisive role: drawing upon Taylor's
breakdow n of the labor process, Henry Ford with his auto factories succeeded around 1914-15 in producin g the Model T as a standardi zed
mass product on the assembly line, considerably reducing the cost of the
product and making it into a consumer good for broad sections of the
populatio n. At the same time, Ford raised wages (at least for a certain
segment ofhis workforce: white, full-time productio n workers) far above
the average for that time, in order to reduce turnover in the labor force.
After the Second World War, Fordism was established across the board:
consumer goods such as cars, refrigerators, washing machines, and televisions were constantly cheapene d through Taylorism and assembly-line
productio n, but real wages increased. Since the value of labor-power declined despite rising real wages, a rise in profit was still possible.
Standardi zed mass productio n, an expansion of mass consumpt ion, and
rising profit went hand-in-h and for just about two decades and were an
importan t, if not the sole basis for the Wirtschaftswunder (Economic
Miracle) of the postwar era in Germany and some other countries in
Western Europe and North America.
The aim of the labor process, considere d independ ently from its
economic form-determination, consists in the productio n of a specific
use-value. From the standpoin t of the lab or process, the labor that creates this use value (or is involved in its creation) is productiv e labor. The
aim of the capitalist productio n process consists in the productio n of
surplus value. From the standpoin t of the capitalist productio n process,
only labor that produces surplus value is productive labor. When in what
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follows we discuss productive lahor, this capitalist meaning is intended,
unless otherwise specified.
Whether a specific type of lab or expenditure is productive lab or in
the capitalist sense does not depend upon the concrete character of the
labor, but upon the concrete economic circumstances in which it occurs.
If I bake a pizza in order to eat it myself or offer it to my friends, then I
have created a use value, but not a commodity (the pizza isn't sold), and
for that reason I have also not produced any value or surplus value. But
ifi am hired as a cook in a capitalist restaurant, and ifi bake a pizza that
is eaten by paying guests, then I have not only produced value but also
surplus value, and in this respect my lab or was "productive."
Whether my labor is productive is not dependent upon the character
of the use value produced, but upon whether I produce a commodity
that also contains surplus value. As pointed out in section 3.1, not only
material products but services, insofar as they are sold, are commodities.
In a capitalist theater, the actors are therefore just as much "productive
laborers" as steelworkers who work in a capitalist steel mill. Whether or
not a particular article is "really" useful for the reproduction of society
also does not play any role in determining its character as a commodity.
A luxury yacht, a video commercial, or tanks are all commodities if they
find a buyer. And if these are produced under capitalist conditions, the
lab or expended during their production is "productive labor."
In order to perform productive labor in a capitalist sense, I have to be
a wage-laborer. However, the opposite is not necessarily the case. Not every wage-laborer is automatically a "productive laborer." Let's stay with the
pizza example above: ifi'm a cook in a capitalist restaurant, my labor is productive. But now let's assume the owner of the restaurant is able to afford a
private cook and I switch from working in the restaurant to working in the
household of the restaurant owner. I remain a wage-laborer, but I no longer
produce any commodities, only use values: the pizza that I prepare in the
household kitchen of the restaurant owner is not sold, but is consumed by
the restaurant owner and his friends. I have produced neither value nor
surplus value, and am therefore an "unproductive" wage-laborer.
Here the meaning of the distinction between productive and unproductive lab or can be made perfectly clear: ifi am employed as a cook in a
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restaurant, then the restaurant owner has to lay out money for my wages
as well as the foodstuffs I work with,just as he would if I were employed
as his private cook. But the money he expends for his restaurant business
is only advanced; if things go well for the restaurant business, the money
returns to the owner, increased by the amount of surplus value. The money paid to me as a private cook is spent; the restaurant owner receives a
use value in return, but no money. In order to spend money for a private
cook, the restaurant owner needs the surplus value produced by a cook
in the restaurant. The amount of unproductive lab or that the restaurant
owner can afford is limited by the amount of surplus value produced by
the productive laborers in the restaurant.

5. 6 Accumulation, the Industrial Reserve Army, Immiseration
If at the end of the capitalist production process the product is successfully sold, the capitalist obtains not only the originally advanced sum
of capital but an additional surplus value. This surplus value is the aim of
capitalist production. However, it does not exist to serve the consumption of the capitalist-then the aim of production would only be the mass
of use values that can be bought with the surplus value-but rather the
further valorization of capital: the valorization of capital is an end in itself(see section 4.2). At the end of the valorization process M-C-M',
money is once again advanced as capital, and not as the initial sum of
value M, but rather a sum of value increased by the amount of surplus
value (minus the consumption expenditures of the capitalist), that under otherwise stable conditions yields in turn an increased surplus value.
The transformation of surplus value into capital is called accumulation.
Competition drives the individual capitalist to accumulate. He
must participate in the race for a constant increase in productivity to
keep up in the price competition. Increasing productivity through the
introduction of machinery is generally expensive. Frequently, it is not
sufficient to invest the same sum of value in other machines; a higher
sum of value is often needed, so that accumulation is imposed upon
the individual capitalist.
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The extent of accumulation can turn out very differently for individual capitals. In the case oflarge investments, when entire productio n facilities have to be renovated, there comes a point when the previously created surplus value is insufficient. In such a case, the extent of accumulation
can be enhanced by credit. On the other hand, there can also be cases in
which the entire surplus value is not required for accumulation, so that
the rest of the surplus value can be invested as interest-bearing capital at
hanks or in the financial markets. In both cases, the rate of interest is a
decisive quantity. The examination of interest-bearing capital, credit, and
so on, presuppo ses a few intermediate steps, and is carried out by Marx
in the third volume of Capital (see chapter 8). His depiction of the accumulation process in the first volume (upon which this section is based) is
therefore not complete by far-whic h again indicates the necessity of not
restraining one's reading of Capital to the first volume.
At the beginning of this chapter, the distinction between constant capital, c (that portion of capital advanced for machines, raw materials, etc.),
and variable capital, v (capital advanced for wages), was introduce d.
Marx refers to this ratio of constant to variable capital, cjv, as the valuecomposition of capital. Insofar as the value-composition of capital is determined by technological composition, Marx refers to it as the organic
composition of capital (Capital, 1:762). Thus, this organic composit ion
only accounts for such changes of value-composition that result from
changes in technical condition s (such as when a new, expensive machine
is introduce d), but not those that result from a change in value of the
means of productio n used. For example, if coal becomes more expensive,
then the constant capital c in a steel mill increases, and cjv also increases,
without any change in the condition s of productio n. In this case, the value-compo sition would have increased, but not the organic composition.
When we write below about the composit ion of capital, then we mean the
value-composition and not the organic composition. 34
If capital is accumulated under constant condition s, especially in the
case of a constant value-composition, constant value oflabor-p ower and
constant length of the workday, then the demand for labor-pow er grows
just as strongly as capital. For example, if so much surplus value is transformed into capital that the sum of value advanced as capital rises by 20
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percent, then 20 percent more labor-power is also required. The rising
demand for labor-power initially improves the condition s under which
labor-power is sold, so that the current price of labor-power can rise
above its value. This also diminishes surplus value, which slows further
accumulation, puts a brake on the demand for lab or-power, and therefore
also any further rise in wages.
If wages rise, then this also has consequences for the introduct ion of
labor-saving machines. As explained in section 5.3, a capitalist will only
introduce a machine if the increase in productio n costs (as a result of
the value transferred from machine to product) is less than the reduction
of the costs of variable capital. However, the amount of variable capital
the capitalist saves when he reduces labor-time by a specific quantity depends upon the level of wages. Hence, in the case of the existence of high
wages, machines are introduce d that would have brought no cost advantage at a low level of wages. Rising wages thus lead to an accelerated introductio n of lab or-saving machines. The typical accumulation process
does not take place under constant conditions, but under an increasing
value-composition of capital: consequently, even in the case of a continuous accumulation process, the demand for labor-pow er and a rise in wages can be limited. As already mentione d in section 4.4, the capitalist accumulation process itself ensures that wages on average are limited to the
value of labor-power and that this value, although historically variable,
cannot climb so high that it seriously impairs the valorization of capital.
The mass of workers who are willing (or impelled) to sell their laborpower but who don't find any buyers are referred to by Marx as the industrial reserve army. The size of this industria l reserve army depends
upon two opposing effects. On the one hand, accumula tion of capital,
and therefore an extension of productio n, occurs, which-a t a constant
level of value-co mpositio n-require s more labor-pow er (employm ent
effect of accumula tion). On the other hand, an increase in productiv ity
of lab or that expresses itself in an increasin g value-com position leads,
at a constant level of productio n output, to less labor-pow er being required (labor redundan cy effect of rising productiv ity). Whether the
demand for labor-pow er rises or falls depends upon which of these two
effects is preponde rant.
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If we assume that the productivity of lab or doubles, only half of the
labor-power is necessary for the production of a particular quantity of
products. If so much surplus value is transformed into new capital that
the production will double, then the number of employed laborers remains the same. If less capital is accumulated, then the volume of goods
produced increases, but the larger volume of goods is produced by a
smaller number of workers.
Marx assumed that capital tends to bring forth an increasingly growing industrial reserve army. At a roughly constant number of forces of
labor, this is only possible when the redundancy effect of the rise in
productivity outbalances the employment effect of accumulation. If one
takes an individual capital into consideration, one cannot generally predict which effect is stronger. However, Marx argues that there are two
possibilities of growth for individual capitals. One occurs due to the
transformation of surplus value into capital; Marx refers to this type of
growth as the concentration of capital; the other occurs due to the aggregation of different individual capitals (whether in a "peaceful" fusion or
a "hostile" takeover), which he calls the centralization of capital. 35 In the
case of centralization, the individual capital grows considerably, which
is then usually also expressed in an accelerated technical revolution (the
increased capital has more possibilities for investment at its disposal,
it can acquire machines for which the means of the smaller capital was
not sufficient, etc.), without a growth in total capital. In this respect productivity increases with significant redundancy effects as a result of the
centralization, without any opposing employment effect as a result of accumulation. This thought is quite plausible; but whether an employment
effect or redundancy effect occurs in the whole economy depends upon
the frequency of such centralization processes and the relation between
the redundancy effects resulting from them to the employment effects of
the remaining capitals.
The tendency of a growing industrial reserve army assumed by Marx
cannot be strictly substantiated as a claim. However, it is at least clear that
the industrial reserve army in capitalism cannot disappear in the long run.
Capitalism with full employment is always an exception: full employment
allows workers to impose higher wages, which leads to a slowdown in
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the accumulation process and/or the implementation oflabor-saving machines, so that an industrial reserve army emerges once again.
For the individual capitalist, the existence of this industrial reserve
army offers a double advantage. For one thing, the unemployed forces of
lab or exert a downward pressure on the wages of the employed, and for
another, they really do constitute a "reserve" for volatile expansions of
accumulation: a quick expansion of production, for example, on the basis
of new sales potentials in foreign countries, is not possible in the case of
full employment. For that reason, appeals to business to do something to
help reduce unemployment are always off base. A critique of capitalism
that accuses capitalism of producing unemployment is also wrong, however: the sole aim of capital is valorization, not the creation of full employment or even a good life for the majority of the population.
Subsequent to the examination of the reserve army of lab or, in the
twenty-third chapter of the first volume of Capital one finds various
statements that are interpreted as a theory of "immiseration." In the
1920s, this theory ofimmiseration was understood as a theory of revolution: in capitalism the masses are impoverished, so that they inevitably
realize that they have no other option than the revolutionary abolition of
capitalism. However, the example of fascism (but not only this example)
shows that the most "impoverished" sectors of the population in no way
automatically move to the left; they can just as well turn toward rightwing, nationalist, and fascist movements.
During the time of the "economic miracle" (Wirtschaftswunder) in
West Germany and the period of postwar prosperity in general in the
1960s and 1970s, exponents of capitalism eagerly pointed out that
Marx's immiseration theory had obviously been refuted by full employment and the constantly rising standard of living of workers, which was
then expanded to a fundamental argument against Marx's critique of
political economy. The alleged false prediction concerning capitalism's
development proved how totally wrong Marx's analysis had been.
Marxists did not accept this judgment and made a distinction (not explicitly present in Marx's work) between "absolute immiseration"-the
absolute decline in the standard ofliving of the working class-and "relative immiseration": there might be a rise in the standard ofliving, but the
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share that the working class has of the total wealth of society declines
relative to that of the capitalists.
Substantially (although not with this notion), Marx advanced a theory of absolute immiseration in the Communis t Manifesto of 1848, but
in the first volume of Capital, published nineteen years later, there is no
longer any mention of it. In Capital, Marx emphasizes that it is precisely
the production of relative surplus value (which, if one wishes to, can be
understood as a theory of"relative immiseration") that allows an increase
in the standard ofliving of the working class concurrent with an increase
in surplus value (see section 5.5).
However, in the much-discussed passage in chapter 25 of Capital, vol.
1, Marx's primary concern is not at all a particular distribution of income.
Marx writes, in reference to the production of relative surplus value,
that within the capitalist system all methods for raising the social productivity oflabour are put into effect at the cost of the individual worker
'
that all means for the developmen t of production undergo an inversion36
so that they become means of domination over, and exploitation of the
producers; they distort the worker into a fragment of a man, they degrade him to the level of an appendage of a machine, they destroy the actual content of his labour by turning it into a torment; they alienate [entfremden] from him the intellectual potentialities of the labour process in
the same proportion as science is incorporate d in it as an independen t
power; they deform the conditions under which he works, subject him
during the labour process to a despotism the more hateful for its meanness; they transform his life-time into working-time, and drag his wife
and child beneath the wheels of the juggernaut of capital. But all methods for the production of surplus value are at the same time methods of
accumulation, and every extension of accumulation becomes, conversely, a means for the developmen t of those methods. It follows therefore
that in proportion as capital accumulates, the situation of the worker, be
his payment high or low, must grow worse. (Capital, 1:799)

The fact that Marx is not primarily concerned with the development
of income or living standards is made clear by the last sentence. The
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"worsening " of the situation of the worker refers to the totality of his or
her working and living conditions, as the following statement also makes
clear:
Accumulatio n of wealth at one pole is, therefore, at the same time accumulation of misery, the torment of labour, slavery, ignorance, brutalization and moral degradation at the opposite pole. (Capital, 1:799)

Marx's critique of capitalism cannot be reduced to a question of income or wealth distribution. This distribution can be changed to some
extent within capitalism, and it is quite in capital's interest that workers
do not sink into total poverty, since the quality of their labor-power also
suffers as a result. Even the unemploye d, the "industrial reserve army,"
at least in the so-called developed countries, should not be reduced to a
vegetative state, since their labor-power, required by capital in the case
of a renewed surge of accumulation, would no longer be deployable (see
chapter 11 below).
What Marx criticizes is not a specific distributio n of goods or income, but the "miserable " working and living conditions , in a comprehensive sense, which he characterizes with terms such as "endless
drudgery and toil," "ignorance ," and "brutalizat ion." Marx wants to
make clear that the basic structures of such conditions are not just
maladies characteris tic of capitalism's infancy, they remain throughou t
the developme nt of capitalism -regardles s of changes to their concrete
appearance . Since the sole aim of the capitalist process is valorization
and an increasingly improved valorization, and humans and nature are
treated as mere instrument s of valorization, this process possesses an
intrinsic destructive ness toward humans and nature that constantly
produces these miserable living conditions in newer forms, even in the
case of an increased standard of living.
Marx does not hurl any moral accusations at individual capitalists as a
result of his analysis, but simply concludes: if one is actually interested in
changing these miserable conditions, then one has no other option than the
abolition of capitalism. Marx's critique does not consist of a moral remonstrance, but rather provides evidence of how capitalism actually functions.

6. The Circulation of Capital
With the valorization process, capital alternately adopts the forms of
commodity and money. As evident in the "general formula of capital,"
M-C-M', the valorization process encompasses both acts of production and acts of circulation. The previous chapter only dealt with the
production process of capital, a process depicted by Marx in the first
volume of Capital. Marx examines the circulation process of capital in
the second volume. In this chapter, we will illuminate a few key concepts
from Marx's analysis that are necessary for an understanding of the content of the third volume.

6.1 The Circuit of Capital: Costs of Circulation,
Industrial Capital, Merchant Capital
The formula M-C-M' is an abstract depiction of the circuit of capital.
This breaks down into three stages:
The capitalist appears as a buyer on the market,
and converts his money capital M into a commodity C. Money is the independent form of value; money capital is the money form of capital. What
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makes this act of purchase into an episode in the circulation of capital is
the context in which it occurs: the capitalist purchases a commodity in
order to produce new commodities that are to be sold for a profit. This is
made possible by the special material content of the purchased commodity: t~e capitalist buys means of production (MP) and labor-power (L),
meanmg he transforms money capital M into productive capital P.
THE. SEC ~ N D sTAGE:

The circulation process is interrupted: productive capital P is expended in the process of production. Productive
capital consists of means of production and labor-power, but this does
not mean they were always productive capital. Means of production and
Iab_or-po~er are always the factors of the production process, regardless
of Its social form; they are productive capital only within the capitalist
Process of pr~duction. The result of the capitalist production process is
a new_ quanti~ of commodities; as a form of existence of valorized capital, this quantity of commodities is commodity capital C'. It consists not
only of q~~itatively different commodities than the original quantity of
commodities C (means of production and labor-power), it should also
possess, in the case of sale, a higher value than C.
The circulation process is continued as the
capi~~ist e~ters th~ mark~t as a seller. He sells the new quantity ~f commodities C for M , that Is, he transforms commodity capital back into
~oney ca~ital, but the latter is now valorized, that is, it is money capital
m creased m value by the amount of surplus value.
THE THIRD sTAGE:

As a diagram, we obtain the following (the dots indicate that the circulation process is interrupted by the production process):
MP

I
M-C ... P ... C'-M'

\
L
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In its circuit, capital assumes the successive forms of money capital,
productive capital, and commodity capital. These forms are not independent varieties of capital, but rather individual phases of the circuit of capital.
The time spent by capital in the production process is the time of
production; the time spent by capital in the circulation process, whether
in the form of money capital seeking commodity sellers, or as commodity
capital-seeking buyers, is capital's turnover time. The time of production is longer than pure labor-time: if machines remain idle overnight, or
if supplies are kept in storage, then capital is still located within the production process, even if temporarily outside oflabor-time. However, it is
only during labor-time that value and surplus value are produced, so that
the capitalist attempts to keep excesses of production time and turnover
time beyond the actuallabor process as low as possible.
Costs of circulation arise from the circulation process. However, a
distinction must be made between the costs of productive activities that
increase the use value and value of the product and thus a continuation
of the production process during circulation and pure costs of circulation that do not add to the use value and therefore not to the value of the
product, as they originate solely from the change ofform of money into
commodity or commodity into money, respectively.
The most notable example of the first sort of costs of circulation is
transportation costs. A product only has a use value for me when I have
access to it at the location in which I wish to consume it. For example,
the transportation of a bicycle from the factory to the consumer is just as
necessary as the fitting of its tires and therefore also contributes to the
value of the bicycle.
In contrast, the mere change of form of commodity and money has
nothing to do with the use value of the commodity, and therefore nothing
to do with its value. Pure agents of circulation (such as cashiers) can also
be wage laborers who perform surplus labor comparable to other wage
laborers insofar as they work, for example, eight hours while their wage
constitutes a sum of value that under normal conditions is produced in
four hours. However, these agents of circulation have not themselves produced any value or surplus value. Their labor is labor that is necessary
under capitalist conditions, but is nonetheless "unproductive," meaning
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that it does not create surplus value. The wage for this labor (and the
value of the means of production used by it) is a deduction from the surplus value created by productive laborers. The fact that unproductive
laborers perform surplus labor and are therefore also exploited does not
contribute to surplus value, though the exploitation of the unproductive
laborers diminishes the deduction from surplus value.
What was just said with regard to the costs of pure agents of circulation is generally valid for the pure costs of circulation: the costs constitute
a deduction from surplus value. If these costs decrease, the remaining
surplus value increases. For this reason, it appears as if the valorization of
capital results not from the exploitation oflabor-power in the production
process but independently from the production process in the circulation process of capital. The capital fetish dealt with in the examination
of the production process (see section 5.3) is further reinforced in the
process of circulation.
Marx refers to capital that passes through the three forms of money
capital, productive capital, and commodity capital as industrial capital.
This term is not intended to underscore the material character of this
capital (such as the use oflarge production facilities), but is a distinctive
feature from the perspective of value:
Industrial capital is the only mode of existence of capital in which not
only the appropriation of surplus-value or surplus-product, but also its
creation, is a function of capital. (Capital, 2: 135-36)

Capital invested in service enterprises also belongs to the category of
industrial capital in this sense. The sole difference consists of the fact that
the finished product (whether a theater performance or an act of transportation) is not a material object acting as independent commodity-capital; it
can only be consumed simultaneously with its process of production, so
that the diagram of its circuit appears as follows:
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But the value of such a service, like the value of any other commodity
produced under capitalism, is determined by the sum of the value of the
means of production used in its production c and the value newly created
throu,.h the expenditure oflabor-power (v + s).
In°contrast, pure merchant capital (trading capital, commercial capital) and interest-bearing capital do not belong to the category ofindus:rial capital. Both appropriate a share of surplus value, but the productiOn
of this surplus value does not belong to their capital function.
Pure merchant capital is only involved with the purchase and sale of
commodities; the laborers employed by merchant capital perform unproductive labor that does not yield any surplus value. 37 The industrial capitalist saves on the monetary expenditures for this unproductive labor (the
actual costs of circulation) and also cuts the circulation time for his own
capital by selling to merchants instead of consumers. He sells the commodities produced by his own capital under their value to the merchant, who
then sells them at their value. In this way, the industrial capitalist shares the
surplus value produced by his capital with the merchant capitalist.

6. 2 The Turnover of Capital, Fixed Capital,
and Circulating Capital
If the circuit of capital is not considered as a single occurrence, but as a
periodical process, one speaks of the turnover of capital. The turno~er
time is the sum of production time and circulation time; it is that penod
of time for which a capitalist must advance capital before he obtains it
.
again as a valorized sum.
A part of the means of production, such as buildings and machmes,
are only worn out after numerous production periods. In accordance
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with their average wear and tear, buildings and machines transfer only a
portion of their value to the value of the product: if, for example, a particular machine can be used through twenty production periods, it then
transfers a twentieth ofits value to the product in each production period.
Whereas the value of this machine partially enters the sphere of circulation,. the machine in its physical form remains within the sphere of productiOn. The components of constant capital with this characteristic are
refe~red to. as fixed capital. Opposite to fixed capital is fluid or circulating
capztal: th1s refers to those components of capital that are physically used
up within a single production period, whose natural form therefore disappears. Belonging to the category of circulating capital are, on the one
hand,. the non-fixed parts of constant capital, such as raw and auxiliary
matenals, energy, and so on, and, on the other, variable capital.
The difference between fixed and circulating capital is not a material
one (such as that between animate and inanimate objects), but a difference in the circulation of value, which is of enormous practical significan:e f~r the capitalist. Under normal conditions, the value of circulating
cap1tal1s usually replaced after a single turnover and must be immediately advanced for the next production period. The value of fixed capital is
only fully transferred to the product in the course of multiple production
periods, and therefore only a part of it is returned after a single turnover.
These returns are not immediately needed, but only when the material
elements of fixed capital actually have to be replaced, such as when a new
machine has to be purchased. Then the entire amount of fixed capital has
to be advanced in one fell swoop. Until then, the returns of fixed capital
constitute a sinking fund.
The distinction between fixed and circulating capital as well as that
between constant and variable capital are both distinctions of productive
capital, of the capital-value transformed into means of production and
labor-power. The distinction between constant and variable capital refers
to the constitution of value: constant capital c merely transfers its value to
the product, whereas variable capital creates new value in the amount of
v + s. In contrast, the distinction between fixed and circulating capital refers. to the circulation of value, the point in time when the corresponding
capital-value returns once again to the capitalist.
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The distinction between constant and variable capital presupposes a
series of theoretical insights into the process of value creation (concerning the connection between value and lab or, the difference between lab or
and labor-power, the recognition that "wage" as compensation for labor
is an "imaginary expression," etc.). These insights are not a matter of
course in everyday consciousness, not even for the capitalist (concerning everyday consciousness, see chapter 10). In contrast, the distinction
between fixed and circulating capital is, on the basis of its practical significance, immediately apparent for the capitalist and a foundation of his
calculations. As this distinction subsumes variable capital and a portion
of constant capital under the label of circulating capital, the distinction
between constant and variable capital is obscured even further.

6.3 The Reproduction of the Total Social Capital
The circuits of individual capitals are intertwined and presuppose one
another: the circuit of one capital necessitates that it encounters on the
market the products of other capitals, both means of production as well
as means of subsistence consumed by the labor-power it employs. If the
individual capital has produced commodities, it is dependent upon its
own commodities entering the circuits of other capitals as means of production or subsistence. The reproduction of an individual capital cannot
therefore be considered in isolation; it is only possible as a moment in
the reproduction of the total social capital, which is constituted by the
entirety of individual capitals.
So that the total social capital can be reproduced, the total product
must have a certain material proportioning: on the one hand, a certain
amount of means of production have to be produced as are required by
individual capitals as a whole, and on the other, so many means of subsistence have to be produced as are consumed by workers and capitalists.
But since means of production and subsistence are not merely allocated,
but rather exchanged, the determinate material portion of the total social
product must also have a certain value proportion, so that the means of
production and subsistence can also be paid for.
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We can make this propo rtioni ng clear using an extrem
ely simplified
example. Let's assume an econo my in which there
are only workers and
capitalists and in which all produ ction is organized
capitalistically. Let
us also disregard fixed capital, meaning that we assum
e that the entire
const ant capital is used up within the perio d under
consi derati on-sa y, a
year- and transfers its value to the produ ct.
In this economy, there are thous ands of different branc
hes (steel industry, chemical industry, foodstuffs manufacturers,
clothing industry,
etc.), and most of these branc hes can be further divide
d into a numb er
of sub-branches. For our purpo ses, we will only
distinguish between
two large depar tment s of produ ction: Depa rtmen t
I produ ces means of
produ ction, and Depa rtmen t U means of consu mptio
n in the broadest
sense. The difference between the two depar tment s
lies in the use of their
produ cts: produ cts from Depa rtmen t I enter into
further produ ction
processes, while produ cts from Depa rtmen t II flow
into the consumption of working-class and capitalist house holds . A series
of produ cts, for
example automobiles, are adequ ate for both purpo ses.
From our simplified viewpoint, let us further assume that automobiles
used as means of
produ ction are produ ced in Depa rtmen t I, whereas
automobiles used as
means of consu mptio n are produ ced in Depa rtmen
t II.
So that the total social capital can be repro duced
, the produ cts of
both depar tment s canno t exist in an arbitrary relatio
nship of quantity
and value. We will initially examine their necessary
propo rtioni ng under
the preco nditio n of simple reproduction, meaning
that we disregard accumulation and therefore assume that the entire surplu
s value flows into
the consu mptio n of the capitalists.
If c1 and v1 are the const ant and variable capital for Depa
rtmen t I and
s1 the surplu s value produ ced in that depar tment (with
cJI' vII' and s11 the
corres pondi ng values for Depa rtmen t II), then the
following is valid for
the total produ ct value:
In Depa rtmen t I c + v + s
1
1
1
In Depa rtmen t U c + v + s
11

11

11
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The produ ct of Depa rtmen t I consists materially of
means of produ ction. If simple repro ductio n is to be possible, then
this produ ct must replace the means of produ ction used in both department
s. There fore the
following value relation must be valid:

The produ ct of Depa rtmen t II consists of means of
consu mptio n. It
must cover the consu mptio n of the workers and capita
lists in both departments. Thus the following must be valid:

From both equations (subtracting the comm on eleme
nts on both
sides) it follows that:

Thus the value of the constant capital used in Depar
tment II must be
equivalent to the value of variable capital and surplus value
in Department I.
But individual capitals plan their produ ction indep
enden t of one another and for that reason the condi tions formulated
above can only come
abou; coincidentally. Normally, a certain dispro portio
n between the individual depar tment s will always occur.
Ifwe now consider the expansion ofreproduction, thus
assuming the existence of accumulation, meaning the transformation
of a portion of surplus
value into new capital, then we can in principle make
the same assertion:
the produ ct ofDep artme nt I must now not only suffice
to replace the means
of produ ction used in Departments I and II, but must
also produ ce ~ore
means of produ ction to make accumulation in both depar
tments possible.
The same is true for Department II: now enough
means of subsistence
have to be produ ced not only to cover the consumptio
n of workers ~nd
capitalists but as additional means of subsistence to cover
the consumptiOn
of the additionally employed labor-power.
In order to make accumulation possible, both depar
tments must produce more than was previously used: the accumulatio
n of one individual
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capital presupposes the accumulation of other capitals, in two regards:
though our accumulating individual capital must encounter more products on the market than before, it itself produces a larger quantity of commodities, which can only be sold when other individual capitals also accumulate. In this case, the correct proportions can also only be maintained
by coincidence, and disproportions between departments are the rule.
In the history of Marxist debates, the reproduction schemas illustrated
above played an important role at the beginning of the twentieth century;
inspiring discussion over whether a crisis-free capitalism was possible at
least in principle and what developmental perspectives existed for capitalism in underdeveloped countries such as Russia (see Rosdolsky, 1968b;
MiliosjEconomakis, 2003). But these debates burdened these schemas
with too much explanatory power. Though they offer a broad overview of
capitalist production and circulation, they are a long way from being an
exact depiction of capitalist reproduction as it exists in empirical reality.
Rather, the unity of the production and circulation process expressed in
the reproduction schemas constitutes the initial foundation upon which
categories in which concrete relations are expressed, such as profit, interest, enterprise profit, capital stock, etc., can be meaningfully considered.

7. Profit, Average Profit, and the
"Law of the Tendency of the
Rate of Profit to Fall"
In chapters 7 through 10 we will deal with themes from the third volume
of Capital. With this volume, we encounter those categories that express
the "empirical" reality of capitalist relations, meaning the way the capitalist mode of production appears to our immediate perception. Marx characterizes the continuity of the three volumes of Capital in the following
way at the beginning of the third volume:
In Volume I we investigated the phenomena exhibited by the process
of capitalist production taken by itself, i.e. the immediate production

process, in which connection all secondary influences external to this
process were left out of account. But this immediate production process
does not exhaust the life cycle of capital. In the world as it actually is, it
is supplemented by the process of circulation, and this formed our object
of investigation in the second volume. Here we showed, particularly in
Part Three, where we considered the circulation process as it mediates
the process of social reproduction, that the capitalist production pro-
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cess, taken as a whole, is a unity of the production and circulation processes. It cannot be the purpose of the present, third volume simply to
make general reflections on this unity. Our concern is rather to discover
and present the concrete forms which grow out of the process ofcapital's
movement considered as a whole. In their actual movement, capitals con-

front one another in certain concrete forms, and, in relation to these,
both the shape capital assumes in the immediate production process
and its shape in the process of circulation appears merely as particular
moments. The configurations of capital, as developed in this volume,
thus approach step by step the form in which they appear on the surface
of society, in the action of different capitals on one another, i.e. in competition, and in the everyday consciousness of the agents of production
themselves. (Capital, 3: 117)

7.1 Cost Price, Profit, and the Rate ofProfitCategories and Everyday Mystifications

The value of every capitalistically produced commodity can be depicted
as c + v + s, where c denotes the value of the means of production used
and v + s the value newly created by the expenditure of living lab or. For
the capitalist, c + v is the essential quantity: it indicates what the commodity costs the capitalist. Marx refers to this quantity as the cost price
of the commodity.
As far as the creation of the commodity's value is concerned, c and v
play completely different roles: the value of the means ofproduction used
is transferred to the product, while the value oflabor-power has nothing
to do with the value of the product, since a new value, based upon the exp~nditure ofl~or-power, is transferred to the product. Mathematically,
this new value IS equal to v + s (see section 5.1).
However, the different roles played by c and v in the creation of value
are not immediately apparent. To wit: in the form of the wage, all lab or
appears to be paid lab or. With v, lab or's contribution of value to the finished product seems to be compensated, just as in the case of c the value
contributed by the means of production is to be paid. A fundamental
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difference between both components of capital is not apparent. The sole
difference noticeable to the capitalist is that between fixed and circulating
capital, even though the difference between fixed and circ~lating ~apital
has nothing to do with the creation of value, but rather With the time of
the return of value (see section 6.2).
Surplus value s is initially just a surplus of the commodity's value
above its cost price, which is to say above the value spent on its production. The capitalist is aware that this surplus has its origin in the productive procedures that occur with his capital. However, since the capitalist
perceives no difference-with regard to the creation of value-between
the contribution of individual capital portions, this surplus seems to emanate from all portions of capital equally (from constant and variable capitaljust as much as from fixed and circulating capital). 38
Surplus value as the fruit of the total capital advanced is profit. In the
case of profit, the same quantity is set in relation to the value of the tot~
capital advanced rather than just the value oflabor-power. But profit IS
not just another word for surplus value. It is important to note that profit
is linked to a completely different notion, one that mystifies the actual
conditions. Surplus value is the surplus of new value, created by living
labor, above the value oflabor-power; the expenditure ofliving labor is
(under capitalist conditions) the source of surplus value. Profit, on ~e
other hand, is the surplus of the commodity's value above the portwn
of capital advanced that is used in the commodity's production; here,
capital appears as the cause of profit. Marx summarizes the difference
between surplus value and profit as follows:
In surplus-value, the relationship between capital and labour is laid bare.
In the relationship between capital and profit, i.e. between capital and
surplus-value as it appears on the one hand as an excess over the cost
price of commodity realized in the circulation process and on the other
hand as an excess determined more precisely by its relationship to the
total capital, capital appears as a relationship to itself, a relationship in
which it is distinguished, as an original sum of value, from another new
value that it posits. It is in consciousness that capital generates this new
value in the course of its movement through the production and circula-
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tion processes. But how this happens is now mystified, and seems to

the rate of surplus value decreases slightly, but on the basis of the enormous savings of constant capital the rate of profit nonetheless increases.
At a constant volume of production, savings in constant capital can be
achieved by a more rational use of raw materials and energy, but also at
the cost of the laborers if cutting back on safety measures or by accepting lahor processes that are dangerous to workers' health. We al_rea~y
addressed the economization in the application of constant capital m
section 5.3, but only as something that reduces the cost of the product.
Now it is clear that this also increases the rate of profit.

derive from hidden qualities that are inherent in capital itsel£ (Capital,
3:139, last two sentences in corrected translation)

Profit's mystification of actual relations has another mystification as
a presupposition, namely, the conception of the wage as the payment of
labor: only because the wage is not viewed as payment of the value of
labor-power, hut rather as the payment of the value oflahor, can surplus
value appear as profit, that is, as the fruit of capital.
Surplus value in the form of profit is not just a conception that mystifies actual relations; this conception is of practical relevance, since the individual capitalist is only interested in profit as a surplus of the commodity's value above the value of capital required for its production. Thus, the
measure of valorization for the capitalist is not the rate of surplus value
sjv, but rather the rate of profit sj(c + v). Every time capital is advanced,
the capitalist has an interest in the highest possible rate of profit; this
quantity is decisive for the practical activity of the capitalist.
The rate of profit can he raised-under otherwise constant conditions-by an increase in the rate of surplus value (see chapter 5 on the
production of absolute and relative surplus value). But the rate of profit
can also he increased under a constant (and even falling) rate of surplus
value. Fundamentally, there are three possibilities.
The elements of constant capital are dealt with sparingly. Such savings can
arise from an extension of the volume of production: production that is
increased twofold does not necessarily require double the amount of
energy, buildings, etc. This is especially the case when the extension
of production is achieved through an extension of the workday: in a
two-shift workplace, one can produce twice as much with the same
machines and buildings as in a one-shift workplace. Only the raw materials have to he doubled. At a constant rate of surplus value, surplus
value and variable capital double, hut the constant capital increases by
far less, so that the rate of profit increases enormously. Hence the capitalist can afford to pay overtime and night-shift bonuses. Due to this
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2. ECONOMIZATION

IN THE

PRODUCTION

OF CONSTANT

If the value of the elements of constant capital decreases,
then the value of constant capital also decreases, without necessitating any change in the concrete method of production. T~e increa~e
in the rate of profit in one sphere is thus a result of an mcrease m
productivity in another sphere.
cApITAL.

s.

ACCELERATION OF THE TURNOVER OF CAPITAL. lfanindividual capital turns over twice in a year, then twice as much surp~us
value is produced than in the case of a capital which, under otherwise
identical conditions, only turns over once in a year. The rate of profit
of the first capital would thus be twice as high as that of the second.
Acceleration in the turnover of capital increases the rate of profit.

1 . E C 0 N 0 MY IN THE USE 0 F C 0 N S TAN T CAPITAL.

7. 2 Average Profit and Prices ofProduction
One thing becomes obvious in light of the method described above for
raising the rate of profit under an otherwise constant rate of surplus
value: two capitals that produce with the same rate of surplus value have
different rates of profit if they exhibit a different composition ofcapital cjv
at an otherwise equal turnover time or if they exhibit different turnover
times in the case of an otherwise equal composition of capital.
For clarification's sake, let's use a numerical example, assuming the
rate of surplus value is a uniform 100 percent, while disregarding fixed
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capital. The two capitals A and B shal
l have the same turnover time of
one year. For capital A, c = 90 and v
= 10; for capital B, c = 60 and v =
40. The n capital A shou ld prod uce
a surplus value s = 10, capital A's
rate of profit amounts to 10/( 90 + 10)
= 10 perc ent. Capital B prod uces
a surplus value of s = 40, the rate of
profit here amo unts to 40/( 60 + 40)
= 40 perc ent. The uneq ual com posi
tion of capital leads to different rates
of profit: the high er the com posi tion
of value, the lower the rate of profit.
Now let's take a look at capital C, whi
ch has the same com posi tion of
value as capital A, but a turnover time
of twice a year. Its surplus value
is therefore 2 x 10 = 20, and its rate
of profit amounts to 20/( 90 + 10) =
20 perc ent, whereas capital A only achi
eves a rate of profit of 10 percent.
The shor ter the turn over time, the high
er is the (annual) rate of profit.
However, the com posi tion of value
and the turnover time of capital cann ot be arbitrarily selected by
the capitalists, but are bou nd by
the concrete conditions within indi
vidual branches: in a steel mill, for
example, considerably more cons tant
capital in prop ortio n to variable
capital is employed than in the clot
hing industry. If commodities were
sold "at their values," that is, if the
norm al prices of commodities were
an adeq uate expression of the value
of commodities, then there mus t be
completely different rates of profits amo
ng the individual bran ches , even
if the rate of surplus value, the expl
oitation of lab or-power, is the same
everywhere. The sole aim of capital
is valorization. The sole interest of
the owner of capital, insofar as he or
she behaves like a capitalist, that is
to say as capital personified, consists
in achieving the greatest possible
valorization of his or her advanced capi
tal. If different bran ches offer different rates of profit, then capitalists
will try to pull their capital out of
branches with low rates of profit and
invest their capital in bran ches with
~gher rates of profit. If the mov
ement of capital between bran ches is
possible (and not, for example, imp eded
by legal restrictions), then more
and mor e capital will flow into bran ches
with high rates of profit and out
of bran ches with lower rates of profit.
This leads to the amo unt of available commodities increasing in bran
ches with high rates of profit and
decreasing in bran ches with low rates
of profit. Due to the competition
between capitalists, the increasing supp
ly in the bran ches with initially
high rates of profit will on the one han
d lead to decreasing sales prices
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and ultimately declining profit rates,
whereas on the othe r han d the declining supp ly in the bran ches with
initially low rates of pro~t leads to a
rise in pric es and ultimately increasi
ng rates of profit. The different rates
of profit equalize into an average or gene
ral rate of profit.
The average profit attained by an indi
vidual capital is equal to the
cost-price of a com mod ity (the costs
of means of prod ucti on and w~ges
per com mod ity unit) multiplied by the
average rate of profit. The pnc es
of prod ucti on result from the sum of
the cost-price a~d the average rate
of profit.sg If the disbursements for mea
ns of productiOn a~ount to lOO
euros, for wages 20 euros, and if the
average rate of profit IS l 0 perc ent,
then the cost-price of the commodity
is 120 euros, the average profit 12
euros and the prod ucti on pric e is 132
euros.
To the individual capitalist, this aver
age profit appears to be a premiu m add ed to the cost-price. For him
, the level of his individual profit
appears to dep end upo n two quantitie
s: the sales price '_'set by the market," that is, the pric e at whi ch he can
sell the com mod ity and the level
of the cost-price. Ifhe can keep the cost
-price dow n, such as thro ugh the
incr ease d use of machinery and the
decreased use of labor-power (see
section 5.2 on the prod ucti on of relat
ive surplus value), then he can add
more than the average profit to the pric
e-th us obtaining an extra pro fitand still sell the com mod ity at its mar
ket price.
The actual profit of an individual capi
tal, whi ch can deviate from the
average profit, thus seems on the one
han d to dep end upo n ob~ect~ve
conditions (market prices) and on
the othe r han d upo n the subjective
skill of the capitalist in prod ucin g at
a low cost of prod ucti on. The fact
that profit rests upo n the appr opri atio
n of surp lus labo r is not appa~ent.
Qui te the contrary: if the individual
capitalist manages to prod uce With a
decreased amo unt ofla bor, then usua
lly his profit will increase.
But in fact average profit is also depe nden
t upo n surplus value: not the
surplus value of the indi vidu al unit of
capital, but rather from the surplus
value prod uced in the economy as a who
le, that is, from the surplus value of
the total social capital. The equalization
of rates of profit to a general rate of
profit means noth ing other than a redi
stribution of the total social su~l~s
value. If commodities were to exchange
at their values, then every capitalist
wou ld receive the surplus value prod
uced with the help of his individual
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capital, a~~ the profit rates of various capitalists
would diverge widely. If
co~m~dities ~re exchanged according to
prices of production, then every
capitalist ~btams a profit that on average is propo
rtional to the magnitude
of the capital he has advanced, meaning that each
capital achieves on aver~ge the same rate of profit. The capitalists
behave toward the average profit
like shareholders in a corporation: the proportiona
l profit is the same for
eve~one; each shareholder obtains a share
of the business's profits proportionate to the magnitude ofhis investment.
_In the third volume of Capital, Marx sketched
out a simple quantitatzve meth od ~f calculation to arrive from a system
of value (meaning
that for the vano us branc hes, c, v, and s are given
s, and shoul d be the
sa~e for all capitals withi n a branc h)
at a system of produ ction prices.
This meth od of calculation, however, has prove
n to be wrong. The fact
that it contains an error was also noted by Marx
(Capital, 3:265 ), but
he unde restim ated the effects of this error. The
"transformation problem," the quest ion as to how (and whether) magn
itudes of value can be
transformed into produ ction prices, was discussed
intensively in the last
centu ry (I deal extensively with this debate in Hein
rich, 1999).
But within the framework of a monetary theory
of value, there can be
no point to any sort of proce dure for calculating
produ ction prices from
valueS. 40 Rather, the "tran sform ation of values into
price s of produ ction "
represents a conceptual advancement of the formdetermination of the
commodity.
One can only speak of an exchange of values as
long as the sole determining mom ent of exchange is the relation of
individually expe nded
lab or to the totall abor of society. For the individual
ly expe nded lab or to
const itute _value, the three acts of reduc tion consu
mma ted in exchange
must be given (see sectio n 3.3). The comm odity
in this case (that is,
the comm odity as dealt with in chapt er 3) is a
capitalistically produ ced
commodity, but the examination of the comm
odity abstracts from the
existence of capital.
The co~cepts thus gaine d-val ue, magn itude
of value, money,
etc.- cons titute the categorical prem ise neces
sary for the depic tion of
the produ ction and circu lation proce sses of capit
al (see chapt ers 5 and
6). But capital as dealt with in these analyses
is still not capital as it
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exists in its empirical, individual manifestations.
Only after capital_ is
depic ted as the unity of produ ction and circu lation
are w~ ~t the po.mt
where we can deal with the funda ment al prope
rties of empr ncall y existing indiv idual capitals.
The transition from value and surplus value to
production price and
average profit is not a historical or even a temp
oral sequence, but rathe r
a transition betwe en different levels of description
. At the level of value
and surplus value, the capitalist socialization via
excha~ge i~ c~n.ceived
abstracdy, and exchange is deter mine d by the relati
onship of mdmdu~ly
expen ded labor to the total labor of society; at
the level o~ pro~uctron
price and average profit, exchange is deter mine d
by the relauons~Ip of an
individual capital to the total social capital. Here
it becomes manifest that
exchange is not merely the socialization of comm
odity produ cers, but the
socialization of capitalist comm odity produ cersY

7.3 The "Law of the Tendency of the Rate of Profi
t to Fall":
A Critique

In the late eighteenth and in the nineteenth centu
ry, the notion that the
average rate of profit in the developed capitalist
countries has a tende ncy
to fall was consi dered an indis putab le empirical
fact, although the reasons for the fall of the rate of profit were subject
to dispute. Ther e can be
many different causes for a fall in the rate of profit
, rising wages, for example or a rise in the price of raw materials. But those
causes are of a rather
coi~cidental and temporary nature: wages can once again declin
e, and
raw materials can becom e cheaper, so that the rate
of profit rises again.
Wha t Marx inten ded to show unde r the rubri
c "law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall" was that, indep enden
t of such temp orary
causes there is a tende ncy for the rate of profit
to fall "deriving from
the na;ur e of the capitalist mode of produ ction
itself" (Capital, 3:319).
That is, disregarding all particular circumstances,
the general prope rties
of capitalist development shoul d bring abou t
a tendency of the r~t~ of
profit to fall. Whet her or not Marx managed to
provide proo f of this IS a
topic ofhea ted debate.
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At the beginning of this chapter, it was pointed out that the rate of
profit can be raised through the economization of constant capital or
through the acceleration of capital turnover, but that the actual source
of valorization is the exploitation of labor-power. In chapter 5 it was
made cle~r t~at there are two fundamental possibilities for increasing
t~e explOitatiOn of labor-power: lengthening of labor-time ("productiOn of absolute surplus value") and reducing the value oflabor-power
through an increase in the productivity oflabor ("production of relative
s~rplus. v~lue.") .. The lengthening of labor-time is, however, only possible ~It~m ~Imits, thus the typically capitalist method for increasing
expl.Oitatwn Is t~e prod~ction of "relative surplus value," and through
the ImplementatiOn of mcreasingly expensive machines at that. The
constant revolution of production and the increasing displacement of
human labor through the introduction of newer and more efficient mac~ines-this is the picture given by the capitalist mode of production
smce the late eighteenth century. Such an accelerated development of
the forces of production did not exist in any other mode of production
preceding capitalism.

have shown that a falling rate of profit belongs to the "essence" of capitalism. We will now take a detailed look at Marx's argumentation.
If the average rate of profit falls, the individual rates of profit for all
capital units do not necessarily have to fall. However, this must be the case
for most of the largest individual capitals. If the falling rate of profit is in
fact a typical tendency, then it must demonstrate itself in the case of a typical individual capital. Marx's arguments refer to such a typical individual
capital. Just as Marx did, we will remain in the following at the level of value (production prices entail additional complications), disregarding fixed
capital and assuming a constant turnover time of one year. The product
thus has a value of c + v +sand the rate of profit amounts to s / (c + v).
As discussed in chapter 5, as a consequence of increasing productivity via the implementation of machinery, the rate of surplus value sjv
increases, as does the value-composition of capital cjv. The quantitative
development of these two magnitudes is decisive for the movement of the
rate of profit. If one divides the numerator and denominator in the above
formula for the profit rate by v (we are merely abbreviating the fraction by
v, thus not changing the numeric value of the fraction), then we obtain the

In chapter 5.2, it was shown that the individual capitalists introduce
productivity increases in order to achieve an extra-surplus value (or
rather, as we ~an now say, an extra profit above the average profit). This
extra profit disappears when the increase in productivity is generalized.
Then the value and the production price of the commodity respectively
~ecrease. Insofar as the commodity enters into the consumption ofworkmg-class households, then the value of labor-power also decreases, so
that as a result the rate of surplus value increases.

following expression for the rate of profit:

.Marx intends to prove that the average rate of profit falls due to this
typically capitalist method of increasing productivity: as a result of the
ceaseless drive for extra profit, not only should there be a decreased value
(or productio~.price) of the commodity as a result of the generalization of
the n~w condi~on~ ~f production, but also (behind the backs and against
the wills of the mdlV!dual capitalists) a decline in the average rate of profit.
For Marx, the tendency for the rate of profit to fall and capitalist development of the forces of production are two sides of the same coin. If
Marx had been able to conclusively prove the connection, then he would

s

sjv

sjv

C +V

cjv + vjv

cjv + 1

Here, the rate of surplus value and the value-composition of capital
are visible as determinants of the rate of profit.
Marx bases his arguments for the tendency of the rate of profit to fall
upon a rise in cjv. If sjv were to remain constant, then a rise in cjv would
automatically lead to a decline in the rate of profit (the numerator of our
fraction remains constant, the denominator increases, and thus the value
of the fraction decreases). However, Marx claims that the rate of profit
also falls in the case of an increasing rate of surplus value.
If both the rate of surplus value sjv and the value-composition of capiincrease, then the profit rate only falls if cjv + l (the denominator of
cjv
tal
our fraction) increases faster than sjv (the numerator). In order to prove
that the rate of profit necessarily falls, it is not sufficient to prove that
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cjv increases ..~ne ~ust also sho
w that cjv increases by a certain
degree
that the con diti on JUSt nam ed
is fulfilled. And her e lies the fun
damental difficulty for every pro of of
the "law of the tendency of the
rate of
profit to fall": a general stateme
nt abo ut the degree ofincrease for
cjv
is not
possible. In one case, a specific
increase in pro duc tivi ty can be
ach
ieve
d
thro ugh a small qua ntit y of add
itional constant capital; cjv thus
incr
ease
s
only a little bit, whi ch can lead
to the rate of profit rising, not
falli
ng,
as
a result of the increasing rate of
surplus value. In ano ther case,
the same
p~~portional increase in
productivity may require a larg
e
amo
unt of additional con stan t capital; cjv thus
increases strongly, and the rate
of profit
eventually declines.
Ma rx also does not atte mpt to
directly prove that cjv always
rises
to suc h a degree that the rate
of profit falls. Inst ead , he starts
wit
h
the
amo unt of surplus value (the mas
s of surp lus value). The total
surp
lus
value of a capital results from the
average per capita surplus valu
e
mul
tiplie d ~y the num ber N of workers
, where the average per capita
surp
lus
val~e IS equal to the rate
of surp lus value sjv multiplied by
the average per
capita wage Vk. Thu s, for the tota
l surplus value:
s =sj v

X vk X

N

. If the num ber of workers dec
lines, then the surp lus value pro
duc ed
IS red uce d. But if the rate of surp
lus value increases at the sam
e
time
then the decline in the num ber
of workers can be com pen sate
d
for
and
the same mass of surplus value
is pro duc ed; this is only the case
wit
hin
certain limits, however, since the
surplus value per capita can not
be
arbitra:ily large. Thi s can be dem
ons trat ed using a simple exampl
e (see
Capztal, 3:.356). If we assume
that 24 workers per form two hou
rs
of
surplus labo r every day, then the tota
l amo unt of surp lus labo r is 48
hou
rs.
But if the num ber of workers dec
lines to two, then these two wor
kers
are
not able to per form 48 hou rs of
surp lus labo r per day, regardless
of how
large the rate of surp lus value
is. Thi s conclusion can be gen
eral
ized: if
the num ber of employees decline
s bey ond a certain critical mass,
then
at
some poi nt the amo unt of surp
lus value pro duc ed also decline
s,
rega
rdless of how stro ng the rate of surp
lus value increases.
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Ma rx tho ugh t he had sufficiently
pro ven the law of the tendency
of
the rate of profit to fall using this
consideration. But th~t was not
the
case
.
A declining mass of surplus valu
es only indicates a fall m the rate
of
~rof
it
with certainty whe n the total cap
ital c + v req uire d for the pro duc
twn of
this surp lus value has not also
fallen, but has at least remained
con
stan.t.
And Ma rx implicitly assumes this
pre con diti on in his example. ~ut
this
assumption is not unproblematic
. If, to stay with our example,
ms~ea~
of 24 workers only two are emp
loyed, then the amo unt of wag
es
pm d IS
correspondingly smaller. If the
value of labo r-po wer remains
cons
~ant,
variable capital wou ld be red uce
d to 1/1 2 of its previous value.
But smce
the rate of surp lus value increase
s enormously, the value ofla bor
-po wer
is also drastically red uce d, and
the two remaining workers wou
ld
exp
e~d
mu ch less than 1/1 2 of the prev
ious variable capital. For the tota
l
cap
ital
to remain the same it is not suff
icient for the constant capital c to
incr
ease
,
rather, it mus t increase by a cert
ain amo unt ; namely, it mus t incr
ease by
the same 3.lllount that the vari
able capital has bee n red uce d.
Wh
eth er
or not this is the profit fall can
not be answered at suc h a gen
eral
leve
l:
we don 't kno w whe ther the pro
ductivity increase has bee n imp
lemented
wit h a lot or a little additional con
stan t capital.
If con stan t capital does not incr
ease strongly eno ugh to compe~
sate
the red ucti on of variable capital,
than the to tal capital advanced
dec
line
s.
In this case we have a declining
mass of surp lus value and declini
ng
cap
ital. Wheth~r the rate of profit falls
dep end s upo n wha t falls quicker,
the
mass of surp lus value or the adv
anced capital. If the mass of su~
lus ~alue
falls quicker than the advanced
capital, then the profit rate declme
s; If the
advanced capital declines quicke
r than the surplus value, then the
rate of
profit increases despite the red
ucti on in the mass of surplus valu
e.
In con tras t to Ma rx, we can not
assume a "law of the tend enc y
of the
rate of profit to fall." Thi s doe
sn't mean that the rate of profit
can
't fall,
whi ch may very well be the case
. However, the rate of profit can
also
ris: ·
A long-lasting tendency for the
rate of profit to fall. canno~ be :ub
stan
tlated at the general level of argume
4
ntation by Ma rx m C~~ztal. ·
Now the que stio n is whe the r Ma
rx's critique of political econom
y really loses anything wit hou t the
"law of the tendency of the. rate
of
pro
fit
to fall." Many Marxists regarded
this "law " as the fou nda twn ofM
arx 's
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crisis theory, which is one reason why the debates were conducte d with
such vehemence. As we will see in chapter 9, Marx's crisis theory does
not require this "law."
For Marx, the law expressed something more general, namely
that the capitalist mode of productio n comes up against a barrier to the
developme nt of the productive forces which has nothing to do with the
productio n of wealth as such; but this characteristic barrier in fact testifies to the restrictiveness and the solely historical and transitory character of the capitalist mode of production . (Capital, 3:350)

Even without this, the limitations of the capitalist mode of production are already manifest in the fact that the development of the forces
of productio n and the productio n of wealth are subordina te to the valorization of value, and this narrow goal unleashes a glut of destructive
forces against humanity and nature. Whether the expression of value in
the terms of capitalists and accountants rises or falls, it does not alter the
fundamentally blinkered character of the capitalist mode of productio n.

8. Interest, Credit, and "Fictitious Capital"
8.1 Interest-bearing Capital, Interest, and Profit ofEnterpri sethe Consummation of the Capital Fetish

For as long as money has existed, it has probably been lent at interest.
Interest-bearing capital existed long before the entire economy was organized on a capitalist basis; we find it in the most diverse social formations,
in the slaveholding societies of antiquity as well as in the feudal societies of the Middle Ages. In pre-bourgeois societies, kings and princes
incurred debt as a means of financing their luxury consump tion and
wars; outstandi ng debts and interest were then paid back with money
raised through taxes and conquest. But peasants and artisans experiencing financial hardship would go into debt; they had to pay back the debt
by working, which in light of their penury and interest rates of 20 or 30
percent or more was often not possible. As a result, they lost their homes
and farmlands. Expropria tion by "usurers" was a widespre ad phenomenon. Lenders were perceived as "bloodsuc kers," and hatred for usurers
was the conseque nce.
Under capitalist relations of productio n, that is, when productio n is
also organized capitalistically, lending money occurs under completely
different conditions. On the basis of capitalist productio n, a sum of mon-
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ey can be transformed into capital, and one can expect that this capital
will yield an average profit. Money is not, as it was under simple circulation, an indepen dent expression of value and therefore exchangeable
with every other commodity. Money is now potentia l capital:
In this capacity ofpotential capital, as a means to the productio n ofprofit, it
becomes a commodity, but a commodi ty of a special kind. Or what comes
to the same thing, capital becomes a commodity. (Capital, 3:459-60 )
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capitalist contains a profit (in the case of successful valoriza~on), and the
return to the lender contains interest, which is paid from this profit.
The fact that interest is paid out of profit does not yet say anything
about the rate of interest. Under "normal " capitalist conditions, the rate
of interest will lie above zero (otherwise the lender of money would have
no reason to lend it), but under the average rate of profit (otherwise, the
industrial capitalist would not demand additional capital)Y The rate of
interest at any given time will depend upon the levels of supply and demand· a "natural " interest rate or a "natural " relationship between the
•

The sale of this unique commodity has a unique form: money is lent.
What is "sold" is its ability (under capitalist conditions) to yield a profit
within a specific period of time. The "price" paid for this unique commodity is interest. This interest is paid from the profit that was made with
the help of the money.
Non-cap italists- such as wage laborers -also borrow money, whether as a result of financial difficulties or in order to finance consumption.
These loans must then be paid back out of wages. Such "consum er credits" are quite meaningful and also play an importa nt role in the course of
the accumulation process, since they contribu te to the stabilization of demand. But what is new in capitalism is that a large number ofloans serve
the enrichm ent of the debtors: they borrow money to use it as capital. This
form of credit, which only existed as an exception in pre-bourgeois societies, is the typical form of credit for capitalist enterprises, and dominates
all other forms. The special form of circulation of modern interest-bearing capital is therefore:
M-M- C-M'-M"
Modern interest-bearing capital (and in the following we refer only
to this type, and will therefore leave out the adjective "modern ") is thus
advanced twice: once by its owner to the industrial capitalist, and then by
the industrial capitalist to finance a profit-yielding product ion process.
There follows a double return: first to the industrial capitalist, and then
from the industrial capitalist to the lender. The return to the industrial
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rate of interest and the average rate of profit does not exist.
Marx refers to the capitalist who owns interest-bearing capital as
the money-capitalist, whereas the capitalist who borrows thi_s capit~l
is the function ing capitalist, in whose hands the interest- beanng capital becomes function ing capital within the reprodu ction process. Each
functioning capital yields a certain profit, the gross profit, the amou~t
of which can be above or below that of the average profit. Interest IS
paid from this gross profit, and what remains is the profit of enterprise
. .
( Unternehmergewinn) received by the functioning capitalist.
e IS
enterpns
of
profit
and
The division of gross profit into interest
initially just a quantita tive division. However, this quantitative division
consolidates into a qualitati ve one that even capitalists who don't borrow
.
.
capital include in their deliberations.
He recapital.
beanng
interestof
owner
the
is
The money-capitalist
Thus
others.
of
ceives interest for putting his property at the disposal
interest appears to be merely the fruit of the ownership of capital, capital
that seems to exist outside of the producti on process. In contrast, profit of

enterprise seems to be the result of capital function ing in the product~on
process. Interest and profit of enterprise therefore appear to .b~ qW:lzt~
tive0; different amounts, originating from different sources. This illuswn IS
strengthened by the fact that the rate of interest develo~s ~n the market as
a unifonn quantity, not depende nt upon individual capitalists, whereas the
rate of profit of an individual capital (and therefore also that of the res~ec
tive profit of enterprise as a surplus above the rate of interest) ea~ defimtely
be affected by measures taken by functioning capitalists (reduCI~g costs of
the means of producti on, shortening turnover time, etc.; see sectwn 7.2).
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The distinction between intere st and entrepreneu
rial profit is also
relevant for the capitalist who does not use borro wed
capital: he has the
choice oflen ding his capital and therefore obtaining
merely the interest,
or allowing it to function in the produ ction process.
However, the result
of this functioning appears for all intents and purpo
ses as profit of enterprise, and not as the total profit, since he would have
obtain ed the interest
anyway. The capitalist class as a whole is not able to
choose the mann er
in which it uses its capit al-wi thout functioning capita
lists, no interest at
all could he paid- but the individual capitalist defini
tely has the choice.
. Intere st is an expression of the valorization of capita
l, the exploitatJ~n ~flabor-po~er,_hut capital stand s in
antagonism to wage-labor only
WI_thm the e~pl~Itatwn process. In the case of intere
st-bearing capital,
this antagomsm IS no longer visible, because capital
is interest-bearing as
property, outside of the produ ction process. The mone
y-capitalist does
not confront the wage-laborer, but confronts the
functioning capitalist
~ho borro ws capital. Intere st expresses capita
l's capacity for appro priatmg the produ ct of extern allabo r, but it expresses this
capacity as a characte~istic of capital that inhere s to it outsid
e of the produ ction process
and mdep enden t of the determinate capitalist form
of produ ction.
But the functioning capitalist also seems not to stand
in an antagonistic relationship to the wage-laborer. The profit of enterp
rise gained by the
~nctioning c_apitalist appea rs to be indep
enden t of capital-property (this
IS already pa1d throu gh interest), and is regarded
as the result of functioning within the produ ction proce ss, a produ ction
process that seems
not to exhibit any capitalist determinations but appea
rs as a mere labor
process. Accor ding to this perce ption, the functioning
capitalist obtains
the profit of enterprise not as an owner, but rather
as a partic ular type
of work er-a worker responsible for the supervision
and administration
of the labor process. The work of exploitation and
exploited lab or both
count as labor. As a result:
The social form of capital devolves on interest, but expres
sed in a neutra l
and indifferent form; the economic function of capita
l devolves on profit
of enterp rise, but with the specifically capitalist charac
ter of this function
removed. (Capital, 3 :506)
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What is pecul iar to intere st-bea ring capital is not
intere st-thi s is
merely a partic ular expre ssion of the valorization
of capital-b~t the
seemingly unme diated form of this valorization
as expre ssed m the
equat ion M-M ': mone y appea rs to multi ply all by
itself. Marx_ therefore referr ed to intere st-bea ring capital as the "mos
t superficial and
fetishized form" (Capital, 3:515 ) of the relations
of capital (for how
the capital fetish emerges from the capitalist proce
ss of produ ction , see
sectio n 5.3), becau se
the social relation is consu mmate d in the relation
of a thing, money, to
itself. [ ... J Thus it becomes as completely the prope
rty of money to
create value, to yield interest, as it is the prope rty
of pear-trees to bear
pears. (Capital, 3:516)

Accompanying this "mos t fetish-like form" of the capita
l relation historically is a series of trunca ted critiques of capitalism
that all amou nt to
criticizing not the capital relation itself, but merely
the existence of ~n
terest, thus disregarding the conne ction between intere
st and the capital
relation. The collection of interest was, on the one
hand, contrasted to
"prod uctive " capital and criticized on moral groun ds
as a form ofi~come
that is not based upon one's own effort. On the other
hand, the existence
of interest was declared to be the root of all evil in societ
y: all of society is
enslaved in order to ultimately pay interest to the owner
s of money (see
conne ction to anti-Semitism, section 10.2).

8.2 Credit Money, Banks, and "Fictitious Capital"
In the previous section, we examined the form-determ
ination exhibited
by interest-bearing capital as distinct from industrial
capital, as well as
the inverted perce ptions arising from it. Now we must
conce rn ourselves
with the historically changing institutions that media
te the movement of
interest-bearing capital: the banks and capital marke 45
ts.
Banks are brokers of credit transactions. On the one hand,
they receive
deposits from owners of money, and, on the other, they
lend money. The
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deposit rate ofinterest paid by banks is smaller than the interest rate charged
by banks when they make loans. The bank's income comes from the difference. Whatever remains after deducting the costs is the banking profit.46
But banks are not just passive intermediaries that transpor t money
from one hand to another. Banks also "create" money: credit money.
Credit money is a promise to pay that itself performs functions of
money. Credit money already comes into being when person A borrows 100 euros from person B and signs a promiss ory note that remains
with B (if the note has a fixed, relatively short-term date of payment, one
speaks of a bill of exchange). This promiss ory note is a promise to pay
from A. If B now purchases a commod ity from person C and C accepts
this promiss ory note as a means of payment, then A's promise to pay has
functioned as money. Alongside the original 100 euros in cash (the "real
money" with which A can make purchase s), an addition al100 euros of
credit money (with which B makes a purchase ) is also in circulation. This
credit money emerges "from nothing" with the granting of a loan and
vanishes again "into nothing" with the redempt ion of the promise to pay.
The promiss ory note is wiped out.
As a rule, it is not only promises to pay by private individuals that
are circulated, but also those of banks or institutions similar to banks,
like credit card companies. If I pay for a purchas e with a check or credit
card, then the seller does not receive actual money from me, but rather a
promise to pay-nam ely, the formal guarantee that he or she will receive
money from the bank or credit card issuer upon presenta tion of the check
or sales draft, respectively. However, I am not the one who guarantees this
promise; the bank doesY
Credit money results from every deposit at a bank: if I deposit I 00
euros cash into my bank account, then the bank has 100 euros in its reserves (and can lend it, for example, to make a loan); at the same time my
account balance, which I may dispose of via check or bank transfer, increases by 100 euros. Thus, in addition to the 100 euros that was moved
from my pocket into the bank's reserves, 100 euros of credit money have
accrued to my bank account.
Now if the seller that I have paid by check uses the check to credit his
account, the credit money was merely transferred from my account to his
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and can continue to function as credit money. Only if the seller cashes
the check (that is to say, requests cash from the bank's reserves) is credit
money eliminated. In actual fact, the bank (barring legal regulations) only
has to keep on hand a small fraction of the I 00 euros I deposite d, in the
form of cash reserves (enough to satisfy average demand) , and the rest
can be used. But since most payments are cashless payments between
bank accounts (and since most loans are not made in cash, but as credit
money), the amount of money the bank has to keep on-hand is a small
fraction of the credit money it creates.
In order to make loans, banks are not solely depende nt upon deposits. They can also borrow money from state central banks. The central
banks are the only institutions allowed to print money. In an economy
no longer tied to a money commodity, central banks "create" real money
("real" as opposed to credit money, which is only a promise to pay money). The central bank is not bound by any formal limits concerning this
money creation.
As long as the money system was still tied to a money commod ity (for example, gold), banknot es were not real money, only stand-in s,
and the issuing of treasury notes by central banks was still restricte d
by regulations. The issuing of money had to be covered to- a certain
amount by the gold reserves of the central bank. If a demand was made
to convert notes into gold, gold reserves decrease d and the central bank
could only issue a smaller number of notes. Precisely in crisis situations, there was a run on gold at the same time the need for credit grew,
so that the banks required more banknot es. The run on gold made an
increase in the issue ofbankn otes impossib le without suspend ing regulations. The money commod ity proved to be an avoidable impedim ent
to capitalist reprodu ction. Since the monetar y system today is no longer tied to a money commod ity (see the conclusi on of section 3. 7), this
impedim ent no longer exists. Without a money commodity, the banking system can react more flexibly than before during crises-h owever,
this does not mean that crises themselves can be avoided (see chapter
9 regardin g this point).
Contrary to the position of Marx that the existence of a money commodity is unavoidable in capitalism, it is clear that a monetary system tied
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to a money commodity is in no way a property of capitalism at its "ideal
average" (for more on this point, see Heinrich, 1999, .302).
On the capital market, borrowers and lenders of money enter into a
direct credit relationship with one another. Borrowers, above all large enterprises and states, get money directly from money owners and promise
in return to pay a fixed annual interest as well as the principle at a fixed
date. In return for making the loan, lenders receive a security or bond in
which conditions are stipulated (because of the fixed interest rate, one
speaks of a fixed-interest security). Since the loan comes off without the
48
aid of any hank, lenders and borrowers can share among themselves the
difference between the rate of interest on bank deposits and the interest
rate for loans offered by the bank: the interest rate on securities is normally lower than the interest rate for loans offered by banks and higher than
the rate of interest on hank deposits. However, the lender now shoulders
the burden of risk entirely: if the enterprise to which he has lent money
goes bankrupt, he loses his money. For that reason usually only large enterprises assumed to remain solvent are in a position to issue bonds. On
the other hand, if an enterprise or individual borrowing from a bank goes
bankrupt, this reduces the hank's profits, but does not affect deposits as
long as the bank itself does not go bankrupt.
Securities are not the only means through which business can obtain money on the capital markets. They can also do so by issuing stocks.
Through the purchase of a stock, one acquires a share of the respective
enterprise, becoming a eo-owner. Similar to fixed-interest securities the
at
stock constitutes a claim: the owner of the stock is entitled to
shareholders' meetings and to a slice of the distributed earnings (called
dividends), both proportional to the individual's percentage of the entirety of shares. However, there is no entitlement to the repayment of the
price of the stock by the enterprise, and the level of distributed gains is
also not fixed, hut depends upon the course of business.

vo:e

Fixed-interest securities and stocks can be sold on the capital market. 49
They have a price, their respective market price or share price (one can
read the previous day's stock exchange quotations in the business pages of
major newspapers). However, these papers have no value, but constitute
mere claims on value (interest and dividends). What are traded are claims:
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after the sale the enterprise no longer pays interest or dividends to Person
A, but to Person B. In everyday life, as well as in the dominant economic
theories, no distinction is made between price and value: the market price
of the stock or fixed-interest security counts as its "value."
The amount the owner of a fixed-interest security obtains for its sale
(the market value) depends upon the current market interest rate. Le~'s
assume that A bought a security from business Y in the last year and pa1d
1,000 euros for the right to be paid 50 euros annually for ten years and
the original principle of 1,000 euros at the end of this ten-year period.
Person A has thus purchased a bond with the nominal value of 1,000
euros and an interest rate of 5 percent (relative to the principle). Now
let's further assume that in the next year, interest rates climb to 7 percent.
That means that for any new bond costing 1,000 euros, the annual interest payment is 70 euros. If A now wants to sell his bond, he won't find
anyone who will pay him 1,000 euros for it, since the interest payment is
fixed at 50 euros. Person A will only be able to sell the bond if he settles
for an amount less than 1,000 euros; the market value of the bond falls
below the nominal value when interest rates rise. In the case of falling
interest rates, the market value would rise above the nominal value. 5°
Likewise in the case of the sale of stocks: here the share prices are constantly changing. But their movement is not decided solely by the current
dividends, but also by the future profits of the business. Dividends play
only a secondary role, since only a tiny portion of the profit is doled out
to shareholders in the form of dividends-the greater portion is invested. However, the future profit is never a certainty, hut rather an expected
quantity. If the expectations of profits increase, then the share prices also
increase; if expectations decline or if there is great uncertainty concerning them, then the share prices decline. In this respect, the course of the
share price does not express contemporary developments, hut rather, expectations concerningfuture developments.
The circulation of securities and stocks constitutes an act of duplication similar to credit money. In the case of credit money, payment promises circulate alongside real money, whereas in the case of stocks and
bonds, we are dealing, on the one hand, with real capital flowing from
investors to a business and used by the latter, and on the other hand, a
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claim on interest or the paymen t of dividend s that is traded and circulated at fluctuating market prices.
Due to their specific "value determin ation" (meaning the determination of market value outlined above), Marx refers to these circulating claims, securities, and stocks as fictitious capital. This term does
not mean that these claims cannot be redeemed. Rather, it refers to the
fact that the real capital the owner originally possesse d in the form of
money has been advanced only once, during the purchas e of stocks and
bonds. After that, it is possesse d by the business and is advanced by it.
Securities, stocks, and bonds represen t mere claims to certain payments;
their "value" (the market price) has nothing to do with the amount of
value originally paid for these claims (now this amount of value exists in
the form of, for example, producti ve capital within an enterprise, or in
the case of government bonds, has been spent by the state). The "value"
of such claims is an arithmetic value, which, in the case of fixed-interest
securities, rests upon the relation between the interest rate of the security
and the current market rate of interest, and which in the case of stocks
rests upon profit expectations. 5 1 The extent to which this "value" is constant and leads to correspo nding payouts in the long term depends upon
the actual profits of the respective enterprise.
Since profit expectations can change quickly, the course of stocks can
also change quickly. For that reason, during a single trading day, billions
of euros in market value (that is, billions in fictitious capital) are destroyed
on the market in the case of rapidly declining share prices, and billions of
euros in market value are created in the case of strongly increasing share
prices. These amounts are not reserves that can be destroyed or newly
created and hypothetically invested for other purpose s, but rather are
arithmetic valuations of commercial papers. However, these fluctuations
are also not insignificant occurrences. If shares and bonds are used as
collateral for loans, then the collateral is devalued in the case of declining
market prices. The borrowe r then has to offer further collateral or pay
back the loan; if he can't do that, he goes bankrup t. If the bank experiences too many such defaults, it is also threaten ed with bankruptcy.
Expectations have a tendency to reinforce themselves over a period of
time: if share prices rise, many people want to hop on the bandwagon, the
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demand increases, share prices rise further, and even more money owners want to jump on the bandwagon; if share prices fall, then many people
want to get rid of their stocks, the supply increases, share prices further
decline, etc. Strong oscillations in performance are the consequence: a
bull market (strongly rising share prices) is followed by a bear market
(falling prices).

8.3 The Credit System as a Reg;ulating Instance
of the Capitalist Economy

We can sum things up by referring to banks and capital markets as the
credit system. The movement of interest-bearing capital mediate d by
this credit system is not a mere addition , a "superst ructure" resting atop
industrial capital. Althoug h, as will be made clear shortly, interest-bearing capital emanates from the circulation of industrial capital, the movement of industrial capital is not at all possible without credit.
In chapter 3, we emphasized that Marx's value theory is a monetary
theory of value: the commod ity and value cannot exist and also cannot
be conceptualized without reference to money. The same can be said
concerning the relationship between capital and credit. However, within
traditional Marxism, a non-mon etary theory of value was dominant, as
was a concepti on of credit that reduced it to a mere appendage that was
unnecessary for the existence of capital, and unnecessary for an understanding of capital.
In the circulation of industrial capital there emerges an array of funds
that consist of temporarily "idle" capital: as a result of the sale of commodities, advanced capital returns that cannot be immediately employed
as capital. Most importa nt are accumulation funds (surplus value to be invested, but only at a later time, because for example a minimum amount is
required for investment) and sinkingf unds (in which the value elements
of fixed capital are collected; see section 6.2). Until they are invested,
such funds can be used as interest-bearing capital.
Instead of waiting for these funds to fill up, a portion of accumulation
as well as the renewal of fixed capital can be financed through credit,
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so that the ensuing returns do not flow into an accumulation or sinking
fund, but toward the payment of interest and principle on the loan.
Ultimately, the circulation of surplus value (that part of the total social product with a value corresponding to the total social surplus value)
is not possible without either the existence of reserves or the issuing of
loans: disregarding fixed capital, the capitalists of a single country advance capital with a value c + v in the course of a year, hut produce products with a value of c + v +m. The question is thus posed as to where the
money to pay for the products comprising the value of m should come
from. One possibility consists in a part of the capitalists possessing a
reserve fund in addition to the capital advanced for production. They
could then purchase a portion of m, and the capitalists that have sold
this portion can in turn use this money to purchase commodities from
the first group of capitalists, so that at the end of the process all of the
products have been sold and the reserves return to their original owners. However, a reserve fund existing only to facilitate circulation implies
forgoing the chance to valorize this sum. If capitalists follow the maxim
of the greatest possible valorization of capital, then they will not possess
such a reserve, hut will instead finance the corresponding purchases by
means of short-term loans.
It is thus the circulation of capital that generates temporarily idle capital on the one hand and the demand for credit on the other hand. The
volume of credit increases with the growth of total social capital. The
mere growth of credit transactions is itself not a sign of capitalist crisis
or instability.
A developed credit system makes it possible for an individual capital
to forgo the accumulation of reserves and lend out idle capital. But by
taking out a loan, an individual capital has the possibility to accumulate
far more than merely the profits of the previous period. Thus for a capitalist enterprise, a certain amount of debt is in no way "unhealthy" or a
sign of weakness. In precapitalist societies, producers usually went into
debt only as a result of emergencies and more often had problems paying
the interest on loans. Under capitalist relations, credit serves primarily to
finance additional accumulation: credit should raise the rate of profit as
measured by the equity of a single capital. Let us assume the average rate
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of profit is 8 percent and the market rate of interest to he 5 percent. If a
capitalist invests a million euros, he can only expect a profit of 80,000
euros. If he borrows a further million and this second million also yields
the average profit, then our capitalist obtains an additional80,000 euros,
from which he has to pay back 50,000 euros as interest to the lender of
the second million. His total profit amounts to 80,000 plus .'30,000, or
110,000 euros: his own capital (the first million) has brought in, as a
result of the loan, not just the average profit of 8 percent, but 11 percent.
This increase in the rate of profit is the primary motive for taking out
loans. If expectations are not fulfilled-whether because an individual
venture fails, or while the general economic situation deteriorates-then
it may come to pass that the actual rate of profit obtained lies below the
official rate of interest. In this case, the borrowed capital has not yielded
an additional profit but a loss (the difference between interest and profit).
Further, the existence of credit also has effects upon the total social
capital. The movement of capital between branches, through which the
equalization of profit rates occurs (see section 7.2), essentially consists of
a change of credit flows, so that in one branch a lot is accumulated, while
in others less is accumulated; the shift of already invested capital would
otherwise be considerably more difficult and above all time-consuming.
Credit and a developed credit system make it possible to concentrate and
redirect enormous masses of capital in a short period of time. Often this
is just what is required for the accelerated development of new forces of
production, since the introduction of new technologies usually demands
considerable initial investments.
The existence of the credit system makes it possible not just for individual capitals, but for the total social capital to accumulate more than
just the profits of the previous period, insofar as the objective conditions
of accumulation are in place. An expansion oflending can thus also lead
to a considerable surge of accumulation (just as restrictive lending can
choke off the accumulation process). To this extent, the credit system
constitutes a structural regulating instance of the capitalist economy.
Capitalists are anxious to invest as much capital as possible in spheres
where the highest rate of profit is expected. Since these investments as a
rule are at least partially financed through loans or the issue of shares, the
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extent to which the movement of capital goes smoothly and the speed of
accumulation fundamentally depend upon the credit system, that is, the
banks and capital markets.
The credit system grants accumulation its flexibility. It "accelerates
the material development of the productive forces and the creation of the
world-market," but it is also the "the principal lever of overproduction
and excessive speculation in commerce" (Capital, .3:572). The regulation of accumulation by the credit system is a thoroughly crisis-prone
process. The granting of credit, but above all the trade in stocks and
bonds, "live" on expectations and insecurity. "Speculation" must occur, and this speculation can also fail and lead to the destruction of the
invested capital. On the financial markets, this can lead to speculative
"bubbles" (excessive share prices) and the subsequent "crash" (a sudden
fall in prices), but before the crash one never knows for sure whether it is
a bubble or whether high share prices are indicative of an increase in the
profitability of the respective capitals.
It would be wrong to oppose "speculative" financial markets to a "solid" capitalist production. Every act of capitalist production contains a
speculative element, since no capitalist can be completely sure he will realize his value or at what price. Speculation on financial markets is more
obvious and rapid, but in no way something qualitatively different from
capitalist production. Both proceed from necessarily uncertain expectations and both attempt to achieve the same thing through the trade in
their respective products: the maximization of profit.
However, the relationship between financial markets and industrial
production is not constant in either a quantitative or qualitative respect.
This relation can be different in various countries, and can also change
in the course of capitalist development. Thus discussions concerning
the metamorphoses of the financial markets constitute one of the central
threads of the debate in the past few years concerning globalization.

9. Crisis
9.1 Cycle and Crisis

Severe disruptions in the economic reproduction of a society are referred
to as an economic crisis. In a capitalist economy, this means that a large
number of the commodities produced are no longer sellable: not because
there is no existing need for the corresponding products, but because there
is no demand backed by buying power. Commodity capital can no longer
be completely transformed into money capital, so that the advanced capital
is poorly valorized and accumulation decreases. The demand on the part
of capitalist enterprises for the elements of productive capital-means of
production and labor-power-also decreases. Mass unemployment and a
decline in the consumption of the working class are the consequences, thus
leading to a further decline in demand that further intensifies the crisis.
Capitalism is not the only mode of production in which massive poverty exists alongside enormous wealth, but it is the only mode of production where a surplus of goods constitutes a problem: unsellable goods
lead to the ruin of their owner while people who need these goods the
most are unable to sell the only thing they possess: their labor-power.
The reason is that capital has no need for their labor-power, since it cannot profitably make use of it.
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Ever since the early ninet eenth century, when
industrial capitalism
became domi nant in England, and then in
Fran ce, Germany, and the
Unite d States, crises occu rred in the deve
loped capitalist societies at
roughly ten-year intervals. Periods of accelerate
d accumulation with high
rates of profit and increasing wages were follow
ed by stagnation and crisis, which ultimately culminated in an initially
slow, and then accelerated
recovery of accumulation.
In the twentieth century, this cyclical developm
ent conti nued , but the
cycles were increasingly less pron ounc ed than
before. The importance
of super-cyclical developments increased: with
the global economic crisis of 1929 , a long perio d of econ omic depre
ssion set in that was only
surm ount ed in the 1950 s, and in Nort h Ame
rica and Western Europe
gave way to the long boom of the 1950 s
and 1960 s, whic h rested on
"For dism " (see section 5.5). This Wirtschaft
swunder capitalism brought
not only high profit rates but also full employme
nt and an extension of the
welfare state in the leading capitalist countries.
In this phas e there were
also still cycles, but witho ut acute crises. The
capitalism known to Marx,
whic h was characterized by crises, unemploym
ent, and impoverishment,
seemed to have been trans cend ed, at least in
the capitalist metropolises.
But this state of affairs changed fundamentally
with the global economic
crisis of 1974 -75: the Fordist mode l of accu
mulation with its "che ap"
meth ods of increasing prod uctiv ity (Taylorism
and mass prod uctio n)
had reach ed its limits, profit rates declined,
and cyclical movements increased in strength, although even in perio
ds of recovery growth rates
were mode st and unem ploym ent remained
high. Profit rates recovered
in the 1980s and 1990 s primarily as a resul
t of stagnating or declining
real wages as well as comprehensive tax cuts
for businesses and wealthy
individuals that were financed primarily by
cuts in social expenditures.
Ther e can he no doub t that the cours e of capit
alist deve lopm ent in
the last 180 years was de facto marked by
crisis. However, the answer
to the ques tion as to the causes of these crise
s is subject to debate. The
mqjority of classical political economists as
well as conte mpor ary exponents of neoclassical economics would dispu
te that crises are a result of
the fundamental mechanics of capitalism. For
classical and neoclassical
economists, crises are caused by "exte rnal" influ
ences (for example, state
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economic policies), but the capitalist market
economy per se is free of crisis. Only John Maynard Keynes ( 1883 -194 6)
attributed recur rent mass
unemployment to causes intrinsic to capitalism
(Keynes, 1936 ), thus laying the corne rston e for "Keynesianism."
.
In contrast, Marx attempted to prove that crises
result from the capitalist mode of prod uctio n itself and that a crisis-free
capitalism is impossible.
However, one cann ot find a comprehensive
theory of crisis in Marx's
work but rather scattered, more-or-less elabo
rated observations that have
'
..
been worked up by Marxists into quite distin
ct theories of cnsis.
With the analysis of mone y as a means of circu
lation, Marx had detected in the medi ation of exchange by mone
y the general possibility of
crisis: one can sell one's own comm odity
with out necessarily buyin g
another comm odity with the mone y thus earne
d; by holdi ng on to the
money, the proce ss of repro ducti on is inter
rupte d (see section 3.7; an~
Capital, 1:208 -9). "Say 's Law," whic h claim
s there is a n~ce~sary eqmlibrium between buyin g and selling or that supp
ly necessanly m duces an
equal dema nd, is only valid when the circulation
of commodities (mediated by money) is equa ted with direc t barter:
only then doe~ each "sale"
coincide with a simultaneous "purc hase. " Thus
when classical and neoclassical economics purp ort to substantiate
the claim of an inherently
crisis-free capitalism, they basically assume a
capitalism with out money.
It must be explained how an actual crisis resul
ts from the mere po~
sibility of crisis, why the chain of repro ducti on
is inter rupte d. Of the vanous Marxist appro ache s to this question, cons
iderations based upon the
"law of the tendential fall in the rate of profi
t" (see section 8.3 above)
played an impo rtant role in traditional Marx
ism: as a result of the falling
rate of profit, the profit mass will also event
ually fall, so that accumulation increasingly slows down and ultimately
leads to crisis. Thi_s appa~
ently dose tie between crisis theory and the
"law of the tendential_fall m
the rate of profit" was usually behin d the vehe
ment defense of this law.
However, Marx's decisive arguments conc ernin
g the theory of crisis are
completely indep ende nt of this "law."
In the first volume of Capital, Marx had alrea
dy identified the producti on of relative surplus value as the funda
mental tende ncy of capitalist
development: decreasing the value oflab or-po
wer by increasing the pro-
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duct~~ty of lab or. The most important method for developing the productiVIty of lab or is the introduction of increasingly improved machinery (see _sections 5.2-5.3). The cost-saving introduction of machinery is
mostly tied to the extension of the volume of production. An increase in
productivity is therefore accompanied by an increase in the quantity of
~o.ods produced, which is further intensified by the necessities of competiti~~ (the need to be the first to flood the market with goods; the need to
anticipate t~e devaluation of the means of production by attempting t!Je
fastest po~si~le exhaus~ion of their productive capacity). The tendency
for an unhmited extensiOn of production confronts an ability to consume
in society that is limited in a variety of ways, which Marx makes clear in
volume 3 of Capital (352ff.).
. The total social consumption is not limited to the individual consumption of end consumers. It consists of the consumption of the working
class.' the luxury consumption of the capitalists, and investments, or more
precisely the re~lacement investments that replace used up machinery,
and ~he expansive investment through which additional means of production are acquired, that is, through which capital is accumulated.
The consumption of the working class is constricted by the logic
of capital valorization: capitalists attempt to keep wages, as well as the
number of employed laborers, as low as possible, since for an individual
capit~list the .":age is merely an expense factor. "Underconsumptionist"
theones of ~nsis are based upon this constricted power of consumption
of the working class. As an explanation for the existence of crises, the
~rgume~t of excessively low wages and the resulting "demand gap" is
Insufficient: wages are always lower than the total value of the product
(this total value is ~qual to c + v +m, whereas wages are only equal to v).
Wages-whet her high or low-are never sufficient enough to constitute
the demand for the total product.
In ~ddition to the consumption demand of the working class there
also exists the luxury demand of the capitalists, which is low relative to
the total economy, however, so we can neglect it here. Finally, there is invest~ent demand. This is the decisive variable: the demand of capital for
additional means of production depends upon it, as does, indirectly, the
further development of the consumption of the working class, insofar as
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additionallab or-power is employed or not. Whether investments in productive capital (means of production and labor-power) are high or low
depends, on the one hand, upon the expected profit-if only a small profit
is expected then investment is held back-and on the other hand, upon
the differen~e between the expected rate of profit and the rate of interest.
The individual capitalist, albeit not the capitalist class as a whole, always
has the choice of investing his capital in productive capital or of employing it as interest-bearing capital. Investment in fictitious capital inc~eases
relative to investment in productive capital when interest rates are high or
.
.
when expectations of a rise in share prices increase.
.difJUSt
not
So capitalist production and capitalist consumption are
ferently determined. Rather, their determining factors are als~ d~wnnght
antagonistic: a potentially unlimited production confront~ a hmited consumption (limited not in terms of human needs and desires but by the
logic of valorization). The consequence is a tendency t~ward the overproduction of commodities (overproduct ion relative ~o buymg. power) and
the over-accumulation of capital (accumulated capital that either cannot
be valorized at all, or only very poorly), which ultimately leads to crisis:
reproduction stagnates, invested capital is devalued or even completely
wiped out, the least profitable production facilities are closed ~own, the
least profitable individual capitals go bankrupt, workers are laid off and
wages decline with the rise in unemployment. Crises are also ~~ormous
processes of destruction: social wealth is annihilated and the livmg conditions of a large number of people worsen considerably.
However, it is precisely these destructive moments that viole~tly
eliminate the imbalance between production and social consumption.
Crises do not have only a destructive side; for the capitalist system as .a
whole they are quite "productive" : the destruction of unprofitable capitals reduces production, and the devaluation of functioning cap~tal and
low waues increase the rate of profit for the remaining capitals. Ultimately,
in teres; rates once again decline, since the demand for borrowed capital
also decreases. All of these factors combined clear the way for a renewed
upturn, which is often supported by the introduction of t~chnologi:al
improvements: an increased demand for new machinery stimulate~ mvestment in Department I (the sector producing means of production)
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and as a consequence of rising employment also accelerates accumulation in Department II (the sector producing means of consumption). A
new upturn begins that ultimately culminates in the next crisis.
So crises are not just destructive. Rather, in crises the unity between
spheres (such as production and consumption) that belong together hut
become independent of one another (production and consumption follow different determinations) is violently restored. Marx makes constant
reference to the fact that crises perform a valuable service for the capitalist system precisely by means of these acts of destruction (see, for example, Capital, 3:357, 419).
Even if it is possible to figure out the mechanisms of crisis in general,
crises themselves cannot simply be prevented. For one thing, the pressure
of competition forces individual capitalists to engage in specific behavior,
even if they know that this behavior has altogether destructive effects-but
no individual can simply opt out, and the sole hope consists in emerging
relatively unscathed. 52 For another thing, the specific period of the cycle of
crisis in which one finds oneself can never be determined with certainty.
Is the economy still in a period of upturn, and will this continue, so that an
extension of production is still worthwhile? Or has the state of overproduction already been reached, and will it make itselffelt in a sales slump? It
is precisely the constant development of the forces of production through
the introduction of new methods of production-forced upon every producer who wishes to assert his or her presence on the market-that leads
to shifts in demand flows. New branches emerge, old ones disappear or
lose their importance, machines and raw materials that were previously
important are no longer so, old enterprises are devalued, new ones emerge
without certainty as to whether they will yield profits at the expected level.
The only thing certain in this economic turmoil is uncertainty. The sole
chance for surviving as a capitalist under such circumstances consists in
using all possibilities for increasing profit, regardless of the consequences.
Within capitalism, crises cannot be avoided, even if one can more or less
figure out the developments that will lead to crisis.
At the general level of depiction intended by Marx in Capital, nothing further can be said concerning the concrete development of specific
crises. The progression of specific crises is dependent upon the respec-
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tive concrete circumstances, such as technical and operational developments, the structure of the credit system, the position of a country on
the world market (a priority for capital particularly in times of crisis),
the organization of the working class and its struggles, and the manner
of state intervention in the business cycle. This is not only true for the
course of the usual economic cycle of roughly ten years, but particularly
for long-term, super-cyclical developments. At this point, we reach the
limits of Marx's intended depiction of the capitalist mode of production
at its "ideal average."

9.2 Is There a "Theory of Collapse" in Marx's Work?

Because of their destructive sides, economic crises were often regarded
in the classical workers' movement as an existential threat for capitalism.
The possibility for economic crises leading to a crisis of the political
system was conceived as follows: in light of the difficulties of economic
reproduction, political power relationships would lose their legitimacy,
and people would begin to rebel. In the early 1850s, Marx saw the revolutionary movements that shook Europe in 1848-49 as a consequence
of the heavy economic crisis of 1847-48. Somewhat hastily, he generalized this result and expected the next revolution to come with the next
crisis (MECW,l0:510). The following economic crises made it clear that
there is no necessarily direct connection between crisis and revolutionary
movement. Since the twentieth century at the very latest, we have learned
that the insecurity brought about by dramatic economic crises can also
provide a breeding ground for nationalist and fascist movements.
In the history of the workers' movement, the notion that economic
crises would ultimately lead to the collapse of capitalism, that capitalism was marching toward its "final crisis," was widespread. Capital was
interpreted as providing a "Marxian theory of collapse." We can find this
idea in the old German Social Democratic Party before 1914, in the work
of Rosa Luxemburg, and in an elaborated form in the work of Henryk
Grossmann. In Germany in the 1990s, this old idea was revived by
Robert Kurz and the group "Krisis."
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In the third volume of Capital, Marx speaks of the "barriers" of the
capitalist mode of production, but not in the sense of a temporal end. A
"barrier" should be understood here as a restriction: capital develops the
forces of production to an extent unknown in previous modes of production, but this development merely serves the small-minded aim of the
valorization of capital.

In his later works Marx does not return to this idea from the
Grundrisse. On the contrary, Marx implicitly rejected his former arguments for a collapse. First, the significance of science for the capitalist
production process is dealt with in many passages of the first volume of
Capital, but the "separation of the intellectual faculties of the production
process from manual labour" (Capital, l :548) is not regarded as weakening the capitalist mode of production, but as a force for increasing the

The true barrier of capitalist production is capital itself. It i~ that capital
and its self-expansion appear as the starting and finishing point, as the
motive and the purpose of production; production is only production
for capital and not the reverse, i.e. the means of production are not simply means for a steadily expanding pattern of life for the society of the
producers. (Capital, 3:358)

power of capital over labor (see section 5.3).
Second, the value side of this process, the fact that increasingly
less labor must be expended in the process of producing a single commodity, is not regarded in Capital as a tendency toward collapse but
as the foundation for the production of relative surplus value. The

Marx then speaks of a "persistent conflict" between the unrestricted development of the forces of production and the restricted capitalist
aim-but there is no mention of a "collapse" of any sort.
In only one single passage-not in Capital, but in the earlier
Grundrisse-do we find a comment that could be interpreted as a theory of collapse. Marx notes that within the context of the increasing importance of the application of science to the productive process it is no
longer primarily the labor expended in the production process that is of
significance, but rather the application of science, the "general productive force." Marx thus draws the conclusion of a "collapse" of the whole
mode of production resulting from these changes within the capitalist
process of production:
As soon as labour in its immediate form has ceased to be the great source
of wealth, labour-time ceases and must cease to be its measure, and
therefore exchange value [must cease to be the measure J of use-value.
The surplus labour of the masses has ceased to be the condition for the
development of general wealth, just as the non-labour of the few has
ceased to be the condition for the development of the general powers
of the human mind. As a result, production based upon exchange value
collapses. (MECW,29:9l)

apparent contradiction that so astonished Marx in the Grundrisse,
that capital "striving to reduce labour time to a minimum, while, on
the other hand, positing labour time as the sole measure and source
of wealth" (MECW, 29:91 ), which is elevated by contemporary representatives of "collapse theory" like Robert Kurz to a "logical selfcontradiction of capital" necessarily leading to capitalism's collapse,
is casually deciphered by Marx in the first volume of Capital as an old
riddle of political economy with which the eighteenth-century French
economist Quesnay had harried his opponents. This riddle, according to Marx, is easy to grasp when one considers that the individual
capitalist is not concerned with the absolute value of a commodity,
but with the surplus value (or profit) that the commodity brings in.
The labor-time necessary for the production of a single commodity can decline; the value of the commodity decreases, as long as the
surplus value or profit produced by the capitalist's capital increases.
Whether the surplus value/profit is apportioned among a small number of products of high value or a large number of products with a
smaller value is therefore insignificant (Capital, 1:43 7).
Even disregarding all the detailed objections, theories of collapse are
confronted with the fundamental problem that they claim an inevitable
developmental tendency that capitalism is so unable to deal with that its
further existence necessarily becomes impossible-regardles s of whatever happens in the actual course ofhistory.
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For the left, the theory of the collapse of capitalism has historically
always had an excusatory function: regardless of how bad contemporary
defeats were, the opponent's end was a certainty. To criticize such theories of collapse means in no way to defend capitalism (as some representatives of collapse theory maintain); such a critic just aims to fight against
capitalism without illusions that rest on badly founded theories.

10. The Fetishism of Social Relations
in Bourgeois Society
10.1 The Trinity Formula

With the predominance of the capitalist mode of production, the-old estates
and feudal relationships, together with their political and religious trappings,
dissolve. Estates, privileges, and inherited seigniorages fade away behind the
equality of commodity owners, with uneven property as the only inequality.
The systematic development of science and technology required and promoted by capitalism undermines customary prejudices and religious explanations of the world. Upon this foundation emerged the self-conception of
bourgeois-capitalist society as a bastion of enlightenment, civilization, and
culture, in which Occidental civilization had reached its supposed climax.
From this perspective, all other social formations appear as underdeveloped
precursors of bourgeois society, or as "primitive," demonstrated among
other things by their "fetishism," in which magical powers are attributed to
a piece of wood or cloth. This feeling of superiority supplied the colonialism of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries with its ideological embellishment: it was supposedly merely the case that culture and civilization were
being brought to the colonized populations.
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The rationalist self-conception of the bourgeois-capitalist epoch was
also echoed by sociological reflection. Thus did Max Weber (18641920), one of the most important founding fathers of modern sociology, establish the "disenchantmen t of the world" and a "rationalization"
penetrating all spheres and relations of life as decisive characteristics of
capitalist societies.
Marx: and Engels also had such "disenchantmen t" in mind as they
characterized the consequences of the rise of the bourgeoisie in the
Communist Manifesto of 1848:
The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, has put an end
to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations .... In one word, for exploitation, veiled by religious and political illusions, it has substituted naked,
shameless, direct, brutal exploitation .... All fixed, fast-frozen relations,
with their train of ancient and venerable prejudices and opinions, are
swept away, all new-formed ones become antiquated before they can ossifY. All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned, and man is
at last compelled to face with sober senses, his real conditions oflife, and
his relations with his kind. (MECW, 6:486-87)

In the Communist Manifesto, Marx: and En gels still hold the opinion
that with the establishment of capitalism, social relations would become
i~creasingly_tra~sparent: domination and exploitation are no longer mystified and disgmsed, but openly visible. Connected with this view was
the hope that the oppressed and exploited, now that they were forced
to perceive their situation with "sober senses," would increasingly strike
back against exploitative relations.
The notion that the exploitation of the working class in capitalism was
readily transparent and that only the manipulation of the rulers-with the
help of the press, church, schools, etc.-disguised it was widespread intraditional Marxism. The critique of ideology was understood as an act of
exposure: one merely had to uncover the "real interests" behind a notion. 53
However, Marx: did not remain at the level ofanalysis of the Communist
M~nifesto. In Capital, it is in no way the case that social relations in capitahsm are regarded as transparent. Quite the contrary, central passages
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of the work deal with the "mystification" of these social relations. That
which Marx describes in Capital as fetishism and mystification are inversions that do not arise from the manipulation of the ruling class, but rather from the structure of bourgeois society and the activity that constantly
reproduces this structure. The fact that Marx: speaks of fetishism is a
pointed barb against the enlightened-rationalist self-confi~ence of~~ur
geois society, as well as against the empirical self-~onceptwn of pohtlCal
. .
economy, which rests upon this fetishism (see section 3.8).
The various fetish forms and mystifications that were dealt With m the
previous chapters do not exist unconnected alongside one another. T~ey
constitute a whole that Marx: outlines in summary at the end of the third
volume of Capital under the title "The Trinity Formula" (chapter 48).
The capitalist process of production is a specific historic~ form ~f
the social process of production. Its foundation is the separatiOn of direct producers from the means of production, which is why workers~
although formally free-are forced by material circumstance to ~ell their
labor-power to the capitalist, who owns the means of produ~twn." The
capitalist pays the value oflabor-power (its cost of reproductiOn) m the
form of wages, but allows labor-power to work longer than is necessary
for the reproduction of its value: the capitalist extracts surplus lab or from
his employees and this surplus lab or is realized as surplus value when the
product is sold. But the surplus value does not remain entirely with the
capitalist: first he must pay ground rent to the landowner (or buy land,
thus becoming a landowner himself). Capitalists must pay ground ren~,
since land is limited and is the private property oflandowners. The capitalist can only make the annuity payments out of his surplus valu~, e_ven
if he regards the annuity as a normal cost factor. The cla~s o~ capitalists,
who are the first to appropriate surplus value, must share It With the class
oflandowners. 54
However, products are not sold at their value, so the individual capitalist does not appropriate exactly the amount of surplus v~ue creat~d b_r
the labor-power he employs. Barring coincidental fluctuatiOns, the mdividual capitalist obtains the average profit, that is to say, a profit proportional to the quantity of the capital advanced by him. This average profit
is then divided into interest and profit of enterprise. 55
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~he annu al total prod uct of the
econ omy is thus divided materially,
and ~n terms of_value, between a port ion
that replaces used means of produ~twn, a portiOn that the work
ers receive as wages and is necessary for
their reprodu~tion, and a surp lus prod
uct beyo nd that is necessary for
t~e r~pr~~ucti~n of means of prod
uctio n and lahor-power. This last portiOn IS ~Ivided m to grou nd rent, interest,
and profit of enterprise.
Capital, land, and lahor-power, as fund
amentally different as they are,
have the com mon prop erty of being sourc
es ofincome or revenue for their
owners: capital yields a profit or inter
est, land yields grou nd rent and
yields a wage (or as the case may he,
lab or yields a
that IS ~ow It appears to both workers
and capitalists) (see section 4.5).
The se mcomes can he completely cons
ume d with out their respective
sources runn ing dry.
Capital is a source of inco me because
it allows the capitalist to ex~ract surp lus laho r from the labo
r-po wer he employs; land is a source of
mco me because it makes it possible for
landowners to attract a port ion
of the surplus value extracted by the capi
talist; and laho r is a source of
income beca use the workers obtain a port
ion of the value they create by
means oflahor. Capital, land , and laho r
are thus only sources ofincome because they are means of appropriation
: unde r capitalist social relations
by means of capi_tal, land , and lahor, one
can appropriate a portion of th;
ann ual product zn the form of income.
. The matt er seems to he inverted to
the agents of prod uctio n (capitalIsts, land own ers, and forces ofla bor) as
well as in most econ omic theories. To them, capital, grou nd rent, and
laho r seem to he three distinct
and inde pend ent sources of the value
produced annually, and it is only
because they are sources ofvalu e-su ch
is the conclusion reached by both
com mon sense as well as professional
econ omi sts-t hat they can act at
all as me~ns of appropriating this valu
e. For the agents of prod uctio n, it
see~s as If the owners of capital,
land , and laho r usually receive as income
precisely that port ion of value that their
"fac tor of prod ucti on" contributes to the prod uct.
How does this semblance com e abou
t? The sect ion on the fetish
char acte r of com mod ities (3.8) clarified
that the char acte risti c of commod ities of poss essin g value appe ars
as a "soc ial-n atur al prop erty "

laho~-powe~
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(Capital, 1:16 5 ): altho ugh that value
is not a natu ral prop erty like
weight or color, it appe ars as if prod
ucts automatically poss ess value
in every social cont ext, and not just in
a part icula r one. Reg ardi ng only
the pure ly material side of prod ucti on,
the indi vidu al prod uct is the
result of a prod ucti on proc ess in whic
h lab or is expe nded (pro duce d),
means of prod ucti on are appl ied, and
land (in agriculture or in the extract ion of raw materials) is used . The
proc ess of value crea tion is thus
unde rsto od as an analogue to this mate
rial proc ess: as the cont ribu tion
of value by the factors of prod ucti on.
The foun datio n of this inversion consists
in the fact that there seems
to be no essential difference betw een laho
r and wage-labor. The separation betw een lab or and the material cond
itions of prod uctio n is accepted
as natural.s 6 However, if there is no esse
ntial difference between laho r
and wage-lahor, then there is also no such
difference betw een the means
of prod ucti on and capital, nor betw een
land and land ed property. Mar x
summarizes this in the following way:
If labo ur and wage -labo ur thus coin cide,
so too do the parti cular social form in whic h the cond ition s of labo
ur conf ront labo ur and their
own material existence. The mean s of
labo ur are then capital as such ,
while the earth as such is land ed prop
erty. The formal auto nom y these
cond ition s oflab our acqu ire vis-a-vis
labou r, the parti cular form of this
auto nom y they poss ess, is then a prop
erty insep arab le from them as
thing s, as material cond ition s of prod
uctio n, an imm anen tly ingro wn
char acter that necessarily falls to them
as elements of prod uctio n.
Thei r social char acter in the capitalist
prod uctio n proc ess, deter mine d
by a parti cular histo rical epoc h, is an
inna te material char acter natu ral
to them , and eternally so, as it were, as
elements of the prod uctio n process. (Capital, 3:96 4)

The social form-determinations wag
e-labor, capital, and land ed
prop erty seemingly coin cide with the
mate rial conditions of productio~
of lab or, means of prod ucti on, and land
, so that every lab or proc ess IS
actually already a capitalist prod ucti on
process. Mar x therefore speaks
of the "reification of the relations of prod
ucti on" (Capital, 3:96 9): with
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regard to the relations of production, it is no longer apparent that these
are specific historical relations between people. Rather, these seem to
have an objective foundation in the fact that production occurs at all.
Wages, profits, and rent thus seem to be nothing other than the portions of the product's value that can be traced back to the functioning of
wage-labor, capital, and landed property. At the same time, the transformation of the value oflabor-pow er into the "value oflabor" (see section
4.5) is fundamental: precisely because the wage appears to compensate
the "value of labor," the remaining components of newly added value,
profit and rent, must emanate from the remaining two "factors of production," capital and landed property. Since commodities are not exchanged at their values but rather at prices of production, this semblance
cannot be resolved with regard to a single commodity. There does not
appear to be any sort of connection between the expended labor on the
one hand, and the average profit and rent on the other: profit depends
(under normal conditions) upon the size of the capital employed, regardless whether many or few laborers are employed, and rent depends upon
which land and how much of it is used.
Capital-prof it/interest, landed property-ren t, labor-wage: this
"trinity" as an expression of a seeming connection between value and
its sources is referred to by Marx as the trinity formula. It completes,
according to Marx,
the mystification of the capitalist mode of production, the reification of
social relations, and the immediate coalescence of the material relations
of production with their historical and social specificity: the bewitched,
distorted and upside-down world haunted by Monsieur le Capital and
Madame la Terre, who are at the same time social characters and mere
things. (Capital, 3:969)

Capital and "land" in capitalist society obtain magical abilities similar
to those of wood or cloth fetishes in allegedly primitive societies. People
in bourgeois society therefore live in an "enchanted" world, in which a
"personification of things" occurs: the subjects of the social process are
not people, but commodity, money, and capital. This is not merely a case
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of"false consciousness." It is the social practice of capitalist society that
constantly enacts a process whereby the "factors of production" take on
a life of their own and social cohesion is constituted as an objective necessity that individuals can only escape on pain of ruin. To that extent,
personified things absolutely possess a material force.
All members of bourgeois society are subordinate to the fetishism
of social relations. This fetishism takes root as an "objective form of
thought" that structures the perception of all members of society (see
section 3.8). Neither capitalists nor workers have a privileged position
that allows them to evade this fetishism.
However, this fetishism is also not a completely closed universal context of deception from which there is no escape. Rather, it constitutes
a structural background that is always present, but affects different individuals with varying strength and can be penetrated on the basis of
experience and reflection.

10.2 Excursus on Anti-Semitism
In the Preface to the first edition of Capital, Marx writes that he doesn't
"by any means depict the capitalist and the landowner in rosy colours,"
but that his depiction deals with individuals "only in so far as they are the per-

sonifications of economic categories," and therefore the point cannot be to
"make the individual responsible for relations whose creature he socially
remains, however much he may subjectively raise himself above them"
(Capital, 1:92). As shown above (see section 4.2 or 5.2), economic actors
follow a rationality that is imposed upon them by the economic relations.
Thus the constant attempts by capitalists to raise the level of valorization
(in the normal case) does not result from an "excessive addiction to profit"
on the part of the individual capitalist; it is competition that forces such
behavior upon individual capitalists on pain of economic ruin. Everybody,
including those who profit from the operation of capitalism, is part of a
gigantic wheelwork. Capitalism turns out to be an anonymous machine,
without any foreman who steers the machine or can be made responsible
for the destruction wrought by the machine. If one wishes to put an end to
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such destruction, it is not sufficient to criticize capitalists. Rather, capitalist structures in their entirety must be abolished.
With the "personification of things and the reification of the relations
of productio n" (Capital, 3:969), capitalism as a whole seems to be largely
immune to criticism. Since the capitalist machine appears to be nothing other than the most advanced manifestation of the process of social
life (that social form-determinations can no longer be distinguished from
their material content is precisely what is expressed by the trinity formula), society cannot extricate itself from this machine. The subjugation to allegedly unavoidable "objective necessities" is, so it would seem,
impossible to escape; one must simply come to terms with the situation.
In light of the impositions of capitalism -its crisis-prone development, often catastrophic in its effects upon individual lives, its constant
calling into question all living condition s and circumst ances-the re occur
time and time again forms of a blinkered negation of fetishism: "guilty"
parties are sought behind the anonymous capitalist machinery that can
be made responsible for the misery. Attempts are made to influence their
actions; in extreme cases, they are supposed to atone for the misdeeds
attributed to them. Thus, in the various capitalist societies, a personalization offetish is tic relations can be observed time and time again. Among
such forms of personalization is anti-Semitism; however, it cannot be reduced to such a personalization. 57
In Capital, Marx does not deal with such acts of personalization, or
with anti-Semitism. In this section, we intend to deal with these phenomena against the backgrou nd of Marx's analysis of fetishism, although in
doing so we run up against the limits of the depiction of the capitalist
mode of productio n at its "ideal average": personalization and anti-Semitism cannot be "derived" from the categories of the critique of political
economy. The personalization of capitalist relations can take on completely different forms dependin g upon the historical context and the
particular social structure, and multiple forms can exist simultaneously
alongside one another.
It is seldom the case that capitalists as a whole are made responsible
for particular miseries. It is too conspicuo us that capitalists are also often
the ones being driven, having to obey the "demand s of the market" if
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they don't want to go under. This appears to be the case for small and
medium capitalists, whereas large corporati ons and "monopo lies" are alleged to have the power of eluding such demands, or being able to create
them in the first place. As a result, a distinction is made between the good
capitalism of the small capitalists and the bad, unscrupu lous, exploitative
capitalism of the big capitalists. The latter are then regarded as pulling
the strings in the backgrou nd.
Another variant of personalization is the reference to "the banks" (or
possibly "the speculators"), which by means of credit and stock ownership control a large number of enterprises and are therefore the secret
masterminds of the economy. Here, a good, industrial-productive capital
is contraste d to an evil, money-hungry financial capital.
These acts of personalization are based upon quite real differences:
the competitive situation and the room for maneuvering of a small business is usually much different than that of a large business; between
banks and industrial enterprises there are often considerable differences
of interest concernin g many questions. There are also plenty of examples
of the bosses of large businesses and banks attempting to exploit their
positions of power. Yet even big businesses and large banks cannot permanently extricate themselves from the coercive laws of an economic system mediated by value. Often, big businesses, banks, and speculators are
accused of being motivated solely by the quest for profit, but that's always
the case in capitalism for every capitalist, large or small.
A special form of personalization occurs in anti-Semitism. Here, Jews
are accused of an economic orientation toward money and profiteering
that is allegedly rooted in their "nature" or-since the rise of"race theories" in the nineteent h century- in their "race," as well as an unconditional striving for power that includes plans for world domination, plans
that are alleged to have been already successful to a certain extent.
Hatred and persecuti on of] ews already existed in pre-bourgeois societies, primarily in the European Middle Ages. However, there are significant differences between medieval hatred of Jews and the anti-Semitism
of the nineteent h and twentieth centuries. Since the Crusades (the first
occurred in 1096), hatred of Jews had a strong religious compone nt.
Jews had already been described as "murdere rs of God" due to the cru-
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cifixion ofJesus, hut with the Crusades this accusation acquired a new
quality: the opinion became widespread that one should slay these "murderers of God" as well as the "Mahometans" occupying the "Holy Land."
In t~e same pe.riod, the ban on Christians earning interest was tightened
(T~rd Council of the Lateran, 1179), while Jews were simultaneously
demed entry to a variety of professions (Fourth Council of of the Lateran
12~5). Ifjews did not wish to he baptized as Christians, nearly the onl;
ava~lable sources of income were trade and moneylending.
In pre-hourgeois societies, exchange and money also existed, hut only
p~ayed a subordinate role. Exploitation and domination were directly mediated by personal relations of force and dependence (the dependence of
slaves upon their owners, the dependence of serfs or peasants compelled
to perform corvee upon landlords, etc.). The spread of exchange and
money undermined pre-hourgeois relations and increased the misery of
the lower classes; often, impoverishment had begun through an act of
borrowing from a small moneylender.
N obles and princes made use of the services oflarge Jewish hankers.
The latter received in return a privileged place at the noble court, hut
~~re also often the objects of general envy and made responsible for pohtical and financial difficulties.

!ews were not the only people in the Middle Ages and early modern
penod who were occupied with trade and moneylending, hut throughout
the course of centuries, they were conspicuously visible as an "alien" group
as a result of forced clothing regulations, living in ghettos, and non-participation in Christian festivals. It was therefore easy to identifY them with the
destructive power of money and interest, regardless of whether one was
affected by this destructive power or if one had any contact with Jews at all.
The Jews became the objects of a widespread hatred that was further incited by wild rumors such as the alleged ritual murder of Christian children.
Since the High Middle Ages, this hate was discharged increasingly in the
form of pogroms and expulsions, often with the approval of the Church
princes, or the urban upper class. In the end, members of both the highe:
and lower orders of society helped themselves to Jewish property.
The religious aspect no longer plays an important role for modern
anti-Semitism. In an increasingly secularized world, the "wrong" religion
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can no longer he a decisive criterion. However, economic hehavior.attrihuted to J ews-heing interested solely in money and profit, not haVIng
to work as a result of the power of money and instead living from the lahor of others-obtains a brand-new importance. Money, the valorization
of capital, profit maximization, and interest do not just play a role on the
margins of society hut are constitutive for the c.apit~list mode of production. Anti-Semitism in bourgeois-capitalist society Is thus fundamentally
distinct from all other forms of discrimination, prejudice, and attribution. In bourgeois as well as pre-hourgeois societies other .groups were
and are subject to discrimination and the attribution of particular modes
ofhehavior or abilities (a particular shiftiness, aggressive sexual potency,
etc.). Only in modern anti-Semitism are central constitutive pri~ci~les ~~
society projected "outward" onto a 'Joreir;n" g;roup.ss The proJe~tl~n IS
also not limited to the economic sphere; rather, cultural charactenstlcs of
modern bourgeois society (intellectualism, mobility, etc.) are attributed
overwhelmingly to "the Jews" and simultaneously devalued as ~ecad~~t.
Finally, the "foreignness" that characterizes Jews in a~~I-Semitic
thought is considered to he fundamental, stand~ng in opp~sitlon to every community. A Turk in Germany is also considered foreign,.hut o~y
because he (allegedly) belongs to another community. In ailti-Semitic
thought, Jews are not simply perceived to he members of another c~~
munity, hut as corroders and destroyers of every comm~nity..~~we hmit
ourselves to the economy, then one can demonstrate anti-Semitlc stereotypes in terms of value-theory on different levels. The conce.ption of the
"Jewish huckster" chasing after even the smallest advantage m.trade and
plunging debtors into catastrophe in his role as "usurer" re~ams fu~da
mentally (even though interest is involved) at the level of the Simpl.e Circ~
lation of commodities and money. The force of value taking on a life of Its
own as money, which confronts concrete labor and use value, is projected
onto "the Jews" as a force emanating from them. It is the misunderstood
fetish character of money that is personalized here.
With the contrast made out in particular by the Nazis between "productive" or "schaffendem" (non-] ewish) capital and "parasitic" or "raffendem" (Jewish) capital, whereby the latter holds the forme~ i~ a stranglehold through the hanks and financial markets, the contradictiOn between
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an independent manifestation of value in the form of money and concrete
labor is shifted onto the level of the total process of capitalist reproduction. It is the capital fetish, in its most developed form as interest-bearing
capital, which is personalized. In section 8.1 it was shown how interest as
the seemingly original fruit of capital makes enterprise profit into the fruit
of entrepreneuriall abor and therefore reduces the functioning capitalist
to a particular category oflahorer. The personalization addressed above
builds upon this semblance. The separation of interest and enterprise
profit is not called into question, but the mysterious power of capital to
bring about interest is. It is "the Jews" who hold the reallaborers, whether capitalists or workers, in "interest bondage" and who as non-workers
are nothing other than "parasites."59
In that "the Jews" are detected to he the real capitalists in anti-Semitic
thought, they can he made responsible for all the ills and cataclysms that
capitalism generates. At the same time, they appear to be all-powerful:
through the hanks and financial markets they dominate big business,
with their money they can buy the press (which is allegedly proved by
every newspaper article directed against anti-Semitism), and ultimately
they influence political parties and governments. At the same time, "the
Jews" are considered to he cosmopolitan and rootless, but with global
connections to their own people. These two stereotypes, the all-powerfulness ofJews and their rootlessness, leads to a third stereotype in antiSemitic thought: the "global Jewish conspiracy" (to which 'j"ewish communism" is often also attributed). The Jews are accused of seeking world
domination and of already having come close to accomplishing this goal.
All threats emanating from anonymous, incomprehensib le powers now
obtain a face: the threat of"glohaljewry. "
However, with this general determination of anti-Semitism nothing is
about whether and to what extent anti-Semitism is actually widesaid
yet
spread. The fact that the personalization of capitalist relations provides a
release for the individuals suffering under those relations does not necessarily mean that those individuals always aim for that release. Nor when
they do so does it mean that the acts of personalization always have an
60
anti-Semitic character. It must be emphasized that at the general level of
argumentation in Marx's Capital, at which the thoughts outlined above
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occur, no statement is possible concerning the specific societal effects of
61
anti-Semitism, or the extent of the harm it inflicts.

10.3 Classes, Class Struggle, and
Historical Determinism

Many currents of traditional Marxism understood Marx's analysis of capital primarily as a class analysis, an examination of the struggle between
bourgeoisie and proletariat. Most present-day conservatives and liberals
consider the concepts of "class" and in particular "class struggle" to he
"ideological," which is supposed to mean something like "unscientific."
As a rule, it is primarily leftists who use these terms. However, talk of class
is not specific to Marx. Even before Marx, bourgeois historians spoke of
classes and class struggle, and David Ricardo, the most important representative of classical political economy, pointed out the fundamentally
opposed interests of the three large classes of capitalist societies (capitalists, landlords, and workers).
Classes and class struggle constitute the central point of reference for
Marx's argumentation primarily in the Communist Manifesto (1848). At
the very beginning of that work, one finds the famous sentence: "The
history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles"
(MECW, 6:482). That which Marx saw as his own contribution to class
theory, he summarized in a letter to his friend Weydemeyer. Marx emphasizes that he in no way discovered the existence of classes or class strugcrle but that his contribution was "1. to show that the existence of classes
'
0
is merely bound up with certain historical phases in the development of
production; 2. that the class struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorship
ofthe proletariat; 3. that this dictatorship itself constitutes no more than a
transition to the abolition of all classes and to a classless society" (MECW,
39:62-65). The word "dictatorship" as used here does not mean an
authoritarian form of rule, hut rather simply class rule, independent of
political form. Points 2 and 3 sound very deterministic; history appearsdriven by the class struggle-to move toward a particular goal. One also
finds this conception in the Communist Manifesto.
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In Capital, Marx writes repeatedly of classes, hut there is no attempt
at a systematic treatment or even a definition. Only at the end of the third
volume does Marx begin a section on classes, and it is precisely here that
the manuscript breaks off after a few sentences. From this arrano-ement
0
'
one can see that a systematic treatment of classes is not the precondition
ofMarx's depiction, hut rather should come at the end as its result.
In the following, we will not engage in speculation as to what Marx
possibly intended to take on in the unwritten section on classes. Rather,
we shall attempt to summarize what can he said about classes and class
stru~gle on the basis of what was said in previous chapters. The following
sectwn thus depends strongly upon the conception of the critique of
political economy outlined in this hook.
Without claiming to have a fully developed class theory, one can
speak of social classes in two distinct senses. In a structural sense, classes
are determined by their position in the social process of production. To
that extent, somebody can belong to a particular social class without
necessarily being aware of it. Distinct from this are classes in a historical
sense. These are social groups that in a particular historical situation
understand themselves to he classes as distinct from other classes· the
'
members of the class distinguish themselves by means of a common
"class consciousness."
In Capital, Marx uses the concept of class predominantly in the
structural sense, such as when he establishes that a particular class
relation is at the foundation of the capital relation: the owners of money
and means of production on the one hand, and the workers "free" in
a double sense on the other hand (see section 4.3). Groups that are
neither bourgeois nor proletarian-primarily the self-employed as well
as artisans, small merchants, or small farmers-are referred to by Marx as
middle-class or petit-bourgeois.
Classes in a structural sense cannot be identified with their respective
historical manifestations. A capitalist does not necessarily have a cigar
and chauffeur, nor can proletarians he reduced to industrial workers inhabiting working-class housing estates. The dissolution of such stereotypes is not evidence for the end of classes, hut merely for a change in
their historical manifestation.
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The question of who belongs to what class in a structural sense also
cannot be determined according to formal properties, such as the existence of a wage-relationship, hut only by the position occupied within
the process of production. More precisely: it can only he determined
at the level of the "process of capitalist production as a whole" that
Marx arrives at in the third volume, where the unity of the processes of
production and circulation is already assumed (see beginning of c~ap
ter 7). At this level, it is clear that the ownership or non-ownership of
means of production is not the only decisive criterion concerning class
affiliation. The chairman of the hoard of a corporation might formally
he a wage-laborer, hut in fact he is a "functioning capitalist": he disposes of capital (even if it is not his personal property), organizes exploitation, and his "payment" is not based upon the value of his lahor-power,
hut on the profit produced. In contrast, many formally self-employed
people (who might even own some small means of production) are still
proletarians, who live de facto from the sale of their lab or-power, except
that this occurs under potentially worse conditions than under a formal
wage relationship.
The life circumstances (income, education, and even life expectancy)
of the structurally determined classes "bourgeoisie" and "proletariat" are
considerably different today, but even within the "proletariat" there is a
wide range of completely different living conditions (concerning work,
income, and education as well as leisure time and consumption patterns).
Thus it is anything hut certain that a common class position necessarily
generates a common consciousness and practice, with the structurally
determined class transforming into a historical-social class: it can happen, hut then again it might not.
Even if the (structurally determined) proletariat or a section thereof
transforms into a historical class and develops a class consciousness, this
does not automatically mean that this class consciousness contains a conception of an emancipatory transcendence of the capital relation. Even a
class-conscious proletariat is not automatically "revolutionary."
In the capitalist production process, bourgeoisie and proletariat directly confront one another; the exploitation of the proletariat first makes
possible the existence of capital as self-valorizing value. The concrete
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conditions under which the valorization of capital is consummated are
always contested: the value oflabor-power must be sufficient for normal
reproduction. Exactly what counts as "normal" depends upon what demands the working class can enforce (see section 4.4).Just as contested
is the length of the workday (section 5.1) and the respective conditions
under which the production process occurs (section 5.4). To that extent,
class struggle always exists alongside the capital relation, whether or not it
is referred to as such. Class consciousness can emerge in particular from
class struggles, but this consciousness may appear in completely different
ways depending upon historical conditions.
Class struggles do not only take the form of a direct confrontation between bourgeoisie and proletariat; they can also relate to the state, which
through its laws is supposed to codifY or eliminate certain positions
(limitation of the workday, protection against dismissal, social insurance,
etc.). However, class conflict is not the only important social cleavage in
capitalist society. Conflicts concerning gender roles, racial oppression,
and the handling of immigration are also of considerable importance for
social development.
Traditional Marxism often considered class conflicts to be the only
truly important social struggles. Italian "Operaismo," a radical leftist current that emerged in the 1960s, even regarded class struggle as the decisive factor for capitalist crises. That the successful imposition of workingclass demands can intensifY or trigger crises is indisputable. Even bourgeois economists, such as adherents of the contemporary neoclassical
school, point this out when they cite allegedly excessively high wages,
excessively strong trade unions, and (excessively worker-friendly) regulation of the lab or market as the causes of crisis and unemployment. For the
analysis of the development of capitalism in a particular country during
a particular historical period, the extent and forms of class struggle are
without doubt important factors. However, at the level of depiction of the
capitalist mode of production at its "ideal average" (meaning at the level
of depiction ofMarx's Capital; see section 2.1), the reduction of crises
to class struggle falls short of the decisive point ofMarx's theory of crisis.
It was precisely Marx's intent to show that there are crisis tendencies immanent to capital that lead to crises completely independent of the state
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of class struggle. That means that even if class struggle were to come to a
complete standstill, crises would still occur.
Class struggles are initially struggles within capitalism: the proletariat
fights about its conditions of existence as a proletariat for higher wages,
better working conditions, the codification oflegal rights, etc. To that extent, class struggles are not an indicator of a particular weakness of capital
or even an impending revolution, but rather the normal movement pattern for conflicts between the bourgeoisie and proletariat. The reasons
given for demands raised also tend to remain within the framework delimited by the trinity formula: if a 'just" wage is demanded, then such
a demand takes as its basis precisely the irrationality of the wage form
(namely wage as the payment for the value oflabor and not as payment
for the value oflabor-power; see section 4.5) that Marx diagnosed as the
foundation of all conceptions ofjustice on the part of both wage laborers
and capitalists. That means that when people in bourgeois society, be
they workers or capitalists, attempt to become clear about their intere~ts,
they initially do so within the fetishistic forms of thought and perceptiOn
that dominate spontaneous everyday consciousness.
However, class struggles also possess an independent dynamic.
They can lead to processes of learning and radicalization in which the
capitalist system as a whole is called into question, precisely because
fetishism is not impenetrable. Primarily in the early stage of the implementation of modern industrial capitalism, struggles led by the proletariat were often met with brutal state repression (for example, bans
on trade unions and strikes, the persecution of activists) that further
intensified processes of radicalization. Compared to the nineteenth
and early twentieth century, this direct repression has abated in many
countries, though it still plays an important role in some. In the leading
capitalist countries today, there is a more or less strong legal regulation
of the forms in which the direct confrontation between bourgeoisie and
proletariat occurs: the class struggle is allowed to take place, but without endangering the system (for example, in Germany the right to strike
and the right of association are legally guaranteed, but so is the right of
businesses to engage in lockouts; sovereignty in collective bargaining is
also guaranteed, but political strikes are forbidden). That is, particular
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forms of struggle are free of direct state repression, while others are
persecuted all the more strongly.
In the history of Marxism, two false conclusions were often made
concerning class and class struggle. First, it was inferred that class consciousness arises sooner or later as a direct result of the situation of the
working class. Second, it was assumed that this class consciousness must
have a more or less "revolutionary" content. For that reason, it was not
unusual for every incidence of class struggle to be interpreted as the harbinger of an impending revolutionary final conflict. It was assumed that
in the course of capitalism's development, the proletariat would develop
into a conscious, revolutionary class. There were a few situations in history in which segments of the working class acted in a revolutionary manner, but such situations were not the result of a general tendency of the
proletariat developing into a revolutionary class, but rather expressions
of concrete historical conditions (for example, the lost war and the loss
of legitimacy of the previously dominant aristocratic-military circles in
Germany in 1918). The revolutionary orientation of parts of the proletariat thus always remained a temporary phenomenon.
Many Marxist "class analyses" concerned with the question of"who
belongs to the proletariat" proceeded from the assumption of a necessary transformation of the proletariat into a revolutionary class. It was believed that one could discover the "revolutionary subject" by means of an
analytical determination of the proletariat. Insofar as the real proletarians
were not clear about their role, they should be helped along-mainly by
the "party of the working class," and usually multiple candidates engaged
in bitter combat for the sake of claiming that title.
One can also find these two false conclusions, and a deterministic
conception of history building upon them, in some of Marx's works,
above all in the Communist Manifesto-precisely the text that consistently played an important role in traditional Marxism and in the various
workers' parties.
In Capital, Marx is considerably more cautious. However, in that work
there are still echoes of the earlier historical determinism. At the end of
the first volume, Marx tersely sketches out on three pages the "Historical
Tendency of Capitalist Accumulation" (the title of the section). First,
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Marx summarizes the emergence of the capitalist mode of production as
the expropriation of individual small producers (small peasants and artisans). In the course of the "primitive accumulation," they lose ownership
of the means of production, so that they are compelled to sell their lab orpower to the capitalists. On the basis of the capitalist mode of production,
a fundamental transformation of the production process is set in motion:
small industry becomes large industry, concentration and centralization
of capital occurs, science and technology are systematically applied, the
means of production are economized, and national economies are integrated into the world market. Marx then continues:
Along with the constant decrease in the number of capitalist magnates, who usurp and monopolize all the advantages of this process
of transformation, the mass of misery, oppression, slavery, degradation
and exploitation grows; but with this there also grows the revolt of the
working class, a class constantly increasing in numbers, and trained,
united and organized by the very mechanism of the capitalist process of production. The monopoly of capital becomes a fetter upon
the mode of production, which has flourished alongside and under it.
The centralization of the means of production and the sociaiization
oflabour reach a point at which they become incompatible with their
capitalist integument. This integument is burst asunder. The knell of
capitalist private property sounds. The expropriators are expropriated. (Capital, 1:929)

In this outline, the development of the proletariat into a revolutionary class and the overthrow of the rule of capital appear to be an inevitable process. And in a footnote, Marx quotes the Communist Manifesto,
where the following is said about the bourgeoisie: "Its fall and the victory
of the proletariat are equally inevitable" (Capital, 1:930).
In the early workers' movement, such messages were eagerly accepted, given that one experienced regularly the exclusion and humiliation
brought about by the very bourgeois society whose end was predicted.
In the Social Democratic press before the First World War, and later in
the Communist press, this three-page excerpt from the first volume of
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Capital was frequently printed and cited, considerably influencing
the
percept ion of the content ofMarx 's analysis.
However, these predict ions are not backed up by Marx's own research. The extent to which the "monop oly of capital becomes a fetter
upon the mode of produc tion, which has flourished alongside and under
it" is not at all obvious. That the fruits and social costs of capitalist development are so extremely unequally distribu ted is not an impedi ment
to
capitalist development, but rather- as Marx's own analysis makes clearits intrinsic pattern of movement. And the fact that the proletariat experiences a numeri c increase as a result of the imposit ion of the capitali
st
mode of produc tion and in a certain sense is "unified " and "schoo led"
by
large industr y (to the extent that the proletariat has to organize politica
lly
and in trade unions to continue existing as a proletariat) is true, but
the
idea that this inevitably leads to the constitu tion of a revolutionary class
is
in no way a consequ ence ofMarx 's analysis. On the contrary, Capital
offers the details for underst anding why revolutionary developments are
so
rare and why the "revolt" in the passage quoted above does not lead
immediately to a struggle against capitalism: with the analysis of fetishism
,
the irrationality of the wage-form, and the trinity formula, Marx showed
how the capitalist mode of produc tion generates an image of itself
in
which social relationships are reified, and where capitalist relation
s of
produc tion apparen tly arise from the conditions of all produc tion so
that
only changes within capitalist relations are possible. A revolutionary
development can arise; it is not impossible, but it is anything but inevitab
le.
In the passage excerpt ed above, Marx drew conclusions amount ing
to a sort of historical determinism that are not justified by his categori
cal depiction. To that extent, the passage is more an expression ofhope
than analysis; revolutionary enthusiasm triumph ed over the cool scholar.
However, the depictio n of the capitalist mode of produc tion itself is
not
depend ent upon these questionable conclusions. Capital still offers
the
best contrib ution to underst anding the capitalist mode of produc tion.
But how and whethe r this mode of produc tion will reach its end
cannot be determ ined in advance. There are no certainties here, merely
a
struggle with a conclusion that is up for grabs.

11. State and Capital
When Marx took up a comprehensive critique of political econom
y at
the end of the 1850s, he also intende d to write a book on the state. Marx
planned a total of six books: on capital, landed property, wage-labor,
the
state, foreign trade, and the world market. In terms of range of content
, the
three volumes of Capital approximately comprise the first three books.
The planned book on the state was never written; in Capital there
are
only isolated references to the state. A few general elements of a theory
of the state can be found in the later works of Engels, the Anti-Di ihring
(1878) and above all The Origins of the Family, Private Property, and
the
State (1884). In the twentieth century, there was a broad debate among
Marxists concern ing state theory, but it did not lead to a commo n understandin g of the state. 62 In this chapter, we will not attempt to offer a compact "Marxi st theory of the state." Rather, we will attempt to emphas
ize,
on the basis of a few fundamental topics, that against the backgro und
of
the critique of political econom y an alternative to bourgeois theories
of
the state is not the only point- the point is a critique of politics. By
that
we mean not a critique of certain policies, but rather a critique of
the
state and politics as social forms, that is, as particul ar modes of mediati
ng
social cohesion.
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11.1 The State-An Instrument of the Ruling Class?
Above all, two points addressed by Marx and Engels considerably
shaped subsequent theoretical discussions concerning the state: first,
the phrases "base" and "superstructure," and second, the conception of
the state as an instrument of the ruling class. In the 1859 Preface to A
Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx summarizes his
general view of society on about one and a half pages. Marx identifies
the economic structure of society as "the real foundation, on which rises
a legal and political superstructure" and emphasizes that "neither legal
relations nor political forms could he comprehended whether by themselves or on the basis of a so-called general development of the human
mind, but that on the contrary they originate in the material conditions of
life" (MECW,29:26.'3, 262).
Thus were the phrases "base" and "superstructure"-frequently
used by Marxists though rarely by Marx-introduced into the debate. In
traditional Marxism and Marxism-Leninism, the terse statements of this
Preface are regarded as one of the foundational documents of "historical
materialism." The conclusion was often drawn that the economic "base"
essentially determines the political "superstructure" (state, law, ideology)
and every phenomenon of the "superstructure" must have a corresponding cause in the "base." This simple reduction of things to economic
causes is called economism.
Many discussions among Marxists revolved around the question as
to what extent the "base" actually determines the "superstructure." In
~he attempts to extrapolate definitive scholarly results from this Preface,
It was often overlooked that Marx was initially only concerned with distan~ing himself from the discussions of the state predominant in his time,
which regarded the state as independent from all economic relations. In
contrast, Marx emphasizes that the state and law cannot be grasped by
themselves, but must always be examined against the background of economic relations. With this contour it is not even foreshadowed how the
analysis of the state should actually look.
The economistic interpretation of the terms "base" and "superstructure" was well suited to a characterization of the state originating primar-
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ily with Engels. At the end of the Origin of the Family (1884), Engels
makes a few general observations concerning the state. He emphasizes
iliat the state did not exist in all human societies. Not until the emergence of social classes with antagonistic interests, when these antagonistic interests threaten to tear society apart, is "a power seemingly standing above society" necessary. This power that emerges from society but
which increasingly takes on a life of its own is the state (MECW, 26:269).
However, the state apparently stands only above classes; in fact, it is "the
state of the most powerful, economically dominant class, which through
the medium of the state, becomes also the politically dominant class"
(MECW, 26:271 ). Engels initially understands the state as a power opposed to society. This overlaps with the general, colloquial understanding of the state as an institution possessing a monopoly on the legitimate
use of force in a particular society: except in cases of self-defense, nobody may employ violence outside of appointed state organs such as the
police or the military. Engels also emphasizes that this institution is at
the same time an instrument of the ruling class-even in a democratic
republic with universal suffrage, which according to Engels rests upon
various indirect mechanisms of rule: the "direct corruption of officials"
but also on the "alliance between government and stock exchange" (as a
result of the national debt, the state is increasingly dependent upon the
financial markets). Even universal suffrage does not stand in the way of an
instrumentalization of the state, as long as the proletariat "is not yet ripe
to emancipate itself" and regards the established social order as the only
possible one (MECW, 26:271-72).
When the proletariat ultimately liberates itself and establishes a socialist/communist society, then, according to Engels, social classes will
also disappear-not in one fell swoop, but gradually. Since the state only
emerged as a force standing above society as a result of the class divide,
the state will disappear along with social classes: the state "dies out" according to the famous formulation in the Anti-Duhring (MECW, 25:268).
The conception that the state is primarily an instrument in the hands
of the economic ruling class was not only dominant in the various Marxist
debates; radical-democratic bourgeois critics regarded at least the existing state as an instrument of direct class rule. According to the claims
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made by modern states, the state is neutral with regard to social classes:
imperative is the equality of citizens before the law and the obligation of
the state to serve the common welfare. Whoever conceives of the state primarily as an instrument of class rule therefore usually attempts to prove
that the actual activity of the government and the mode of functioning of
state organs run counter to this claim of neutrality.
Such a conception has a certain empirical plausibility: one can always
find examples oflaws that primarily benefit the well-off or capitalist lobby
groups exercising legal (or even illegal) influence on the legislative process and the political activity of the government. It is indisputable that
particular fractions of capital attempt to use the state as an instrument,
and sometimes succeed in doing so. The question is whether awareness
of this state of affairs implies that one has already grasped the fundamental characteristics of the modern bourgeois state.
Usually state measures exist that benefit the poorer stratums of the
population. Exponents of an instrumentalist conception of the state interpret such measures as mere concessions, a means of pacifYing the oppressed and exploited.
Critique ofthe state is understood by exponents of this conception primarily as exposure: the intent is to prove that the neutrality of the state is
merely illusory. This critique of the state applies primarily to the particular
application of the state, but not to the state and politics as social forms. 63
In political practice, the instrumentali st conception of the state
usually leads to the demand for an alternative use of the state: the
claim of common welfare should finally be taken seriously and the interests of other classes more strongly taken into consideration . The
question of how this can he achieved is subject to varying appraisals.
"Revolutiona ry" tendencies emphasize that state policies in the "real"
interest of the majority are only possible after a revolution. Therefore,
exactly how revolutionary politics in non revolutionary periods should
look remains unclear. "Reformist" tendencies, on the other hand, believe that under capitalist relations a different politics, a compromise
between classes, is possible. Correspondingly, "better" policies are expected from the participation of leftist parties in government. The frequently resulting disappointme nts are then justified by some reformists
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as an unfortunately necessary cost of compromise, whereas the more
radical reformists criticize the disappointin g policies in question and attribute them to the accommodat ion or "betrayal" of the leaders ofleftist
parties. Not uncommonly, the next party is founded in order to "really"
do things differently. The idea that there could be structural reasons for
the criticized accommodat ion is disregarded.

11.2 Form-Determinations of the Bourgeois State:
Rule ofLaw, Welfare State, Democracy
A fundamental problem is tied up with the "instrumenta list" conception
of the state: it obscures the qualitative differences between pre-hourgeois
and bourgeois social relations and only emphasizes the division of society into different social classes. An analysis of the state must he concerned with the specific form by means of which these classes relate to
one another and reproduce their class relation. 5 4
Economic and political rule were not yet separate in pre-hourgeois
societies: the relation of domination of slaveholders or feudal lords was
that of a relation of personal rule over "their" slaves or serfs, which {from
our contemporar y perspective) simultaneously constituted a relationship
of political power as well as a relationship of economic exploitation.
In bourgeois-capitalist society, economic exploitation and political
rule diverge. The owner ofland or means of production does not have a
judiciary, police, or military function connected to the property granting
him political power. Economic domination therefore no longer has a personal character; the individual wage-laborer is not personally hound to a
particular capitalist. Members ofhourgeois society encounter each other
on the market as legally "equal" and "free" owners of private property,
even if some only own labor-power and others own the means of production. Marx remarks sarcastically in Capital:
The sphere of circulation or conunodity exchange, within whose boundaries the sale and purchase oflabour-powe r goes on, is in fact a very Eden
of the innate rights of man. It is the exclusive realm of Freedom, Equality,
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Property and Bentham.

65

Freedom, because both buyer and seller of a

commodity, let us say oflabour-power, are determined only by their own
free will. They contract as free persons, who are equal before the law.
Their contract is the final result in which their joint will finds a common legal expression. Equality, because each enters into relation with
the other, as with a simple owner of commodities, and they exchange
equivalent for equivalent. Property, because each disposes only of what
is his own. And Bentham, because each looks only to his own advantage.
The only force bringing them together, and putting them into relation
with each other, is the selfishness, the gain and the private interest of
each. (Capital, 1:280)

The economic relationship of exploitation and domination is constituted by.the agreement between free and equal contractual partners and
ea~ be dissolved at any time. The exploited consent to their own exploit~ti_o_n because in a society of private property they have no other possibihty for securing their livelihood. The wage-laborer is not personally
depend~nt.up_on a particular capitalist, but he must sell his labor-power
to a capitalist m order to survive.

~he ~elation of domination between the classes growing out of produc_twn ~n ~ourgeois society is completely different from all pre-bourgems so:Ietles. For that reason, the political form ofbourgeois society, the
bourgeozs state, exhibits its own particular characteristics.
In pre-bourgeois societies, people confronted one another at the
outset ~s legally unequal. Rights and obligations were defined by their
respective state or social status; economic and political relations of
domination were directly intertwined. Under capitalist social relations
direct political force is not necessary for the maintenance of economi;
exploitation: it is sufficient for the state as a force standing above society to guarantee that all members of society behave like owners of priv_ate P:operty. However, the state must be a discrete, independent force,
smce It has to compel all members of society to recognize one another
as private owners.
As the rule of law, the bourgeois state treats its citizens as free and
equal owners of private property. All citizens are subordinated to the
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same laws and have the same rights and obligations. 66 The state defends
the private property of every citizen, regardless of that person's importance. This defense consists primarily in the fact that the citizens are
obligated to recognize one another as private owners: the appropriation
of property is only allowed by mutual agreement; as a rule, one only acquires property by endowment, inheritance, exchange, or purchase.
The state does in fact conduct itself as a neutral instance with regard
to its citizens; this neutrality is in no way merely an illusion. Rather, it
is precisely by means of this neutrality that the state secures the foundations of capitalist relations of domination and exploitation. The defense of property implies that those who possess no relevant property
beyond their own labor-power must sell their labor-power. To be able to
appropriate their means of subsistence, they must submit to capital. This
makes the capitalist process of production possible and reproduces in
turn the class relations that are its precondition. The individuallaborer
emerges from the process of production exactly as he entered it. The laborer's wage is essentially sufficient for his (or his family's) reproduction.
In order to reproduce himself anew, he must sell his labor-power again.
The capitalist also emerges from the production process again as a capitalist: his advanced capital returns to him together with a profit, so that
he can even advance it again in a greater quantity. Thus the capitalist production process does not just produce commodities; it also reproduces
the capital relation itself (see Capital, l: chapter 23).
However, the fact that the reproduction of the capital relation to a
large extent occurs-at least in the developed capitalist countries-without direct state coercion (the force of the state is always present indirectly
as a threat) is a recent historical development. When the "primitive accumulation" and the "worker free in a double sense" (see section 4.3)
still needed to be "produced," things were different. As Marx shows in
detail using the example of England, the state had to continuously and
directly intervene to encourage and enable capitalist production. Initially
the state did this by supporting landlords expelling peasants from the
land that the latter had cultivated for a long time (sheep raising was more
profitable for the landlords), and then by forcing uprooted and vagabond
people into the strict discipline of capitalist workplaces. This is not to say
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t~at various governments followed a general plan to introduce capitalism,
smce such measures had completely different causes. However, modern
capitalism was only able to establish itself as a result of these violent measures. It took a while for a working class to develop "which by education,
tradition and habit looks upon the requirements of that mode of production as self-evident naturallaws." 67 Only then is the "silent compulsion of
economic relations" sufficient for the "domination of the capitalist over
the worker"-so that coercive state force is only necessary in exceptional
cases (Capital, l :899). Under developed capitalist relations, the maintenance of the class relation is assured precisely because the state, as the
rule oflaw treats its citizens as free and equal owners of property regardless of their social class, defending their property and their dealings as
property owners. 68
. ~oreover, the bourgeois state is not just the rule oflaw, merely estabhshmg a formal framework and securing adherence to this framework
by means of its monopoly on the use of force. It also guarantees the general material conditions for the accumulation of capital, insofar as these
conditions cannot be established by individual capitals in a capitalist
~a!, since ~oing so would not yield a sufficient profit. Among these conditiOns, which vary or are of varying importance in different historical
periods, ar~ the provision of a corresponding infrastructure (primarily
transportatiOn and communication), research and educational facilities
as well as a stable currency through the central bank. 69 The state thu~
acts as an "ideal personification of the total national capital" (ideeller
~~samtkapitalist), as Engels called it (MECW, 25:266). Through its polICies, the state follows the capitalist general interest of the most profitable
accumulation possible. This general interest is not always identical with
the particular interests of individual fractions of capital or an individual
capitalist, which is why the state sometimes acts in opposition to these
particular interests-for that very reason, there must be a self-contained
instance independent of specific capitals. Of course, there are always
examples of governments favoring individual capitals, but that is not an
essential aspect of the state. For that very reason, such acts of favoritism
ar~ _also denounced as a "scandal" in bourgeois circles that are in no way
cntrcal of the state and capital.
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The essential precondition of capitalist accumulation is the existence
ofwage-laborers. Their reproduction is made possible by the wage paid
by capital. For an individual capital, the wage (just like occupational
health and safety measures) constitutes a cost factor that must be minimized in order to obtain the highest possible profit under the pressure
of competition. If capital does not encounter resistance in the form of
strong trade unions or similar associations, then excessively long working time, unhealthy and dangerous working conditions, and starvation
wages will be imposed that prevent the reproduction of labor-power: a
tendency toward the destruction oflabor-power is thus intrinsic to capital's drive (imposed by competition) for an increasingly greater valorization. The individual capitalist might recognize this and even regret it, but
he can't do much to change things if he wishes to avoid bankruptcy. So
that capital does not destroy its object of exploitation, this object must
be protected by compulsory state laws. A legal workday (see Capital, 1:
chapter 10), regulations concerning occupational health and safety, as
well as a legal minimum wage (or state welfare measures that function as a
minimum wage level)-all of which were first imposed through workers'
struggles-limit capital's possibilities for valorization, but secure them in
the long term.
in the
oflabor-power;
destruction
the
The state does not only prevent
form of the welfare state, it also guarantees its reproduction insofar as this
is not possible solely as a result of the wage compensation negotiated by
workers and capitalists. Through various social insurance policies, the
state secures labor-power against the fundamental risks it is exposed to
in a capitalist economy: the permanent inability to sell labor-power as a
result of an accident or old age (accident insurance and old-age pensions,
respectively); and the temporary inability to sell labor-power as a result
of illness or unemployment (health insurance and unemployment insurance, as well as welfare).
The means for state social welfare measures originate in the capital
accumulation process, regardless of whether these measures are financed
by social insurance contributions or taxes. A portion of the total social
value is used, so that the mass of surplus value is reduced. For the individual capitalist, this deduction constitutes a restriction, just like the
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protective regulations mentione d above. To that extent, the state as welfare state violates the direct interest of each individual capital in maximum valorization and therefore encounte rs correspon ding resistance. It
is thus frequently the case that state social welfare measures come about
as a result of struggles by the lab or movement. The welfare state is therefore frequently understoo d as an "achievement" of the lab or movement
a concession to the working class (in order to pacifY it). It is in fact the'
case that the lives of wage-laborers are considerably easier and more secure with state social welfare measures than without them. However, it is
not the case that such measures are one-sided benefits for the forces of
labor that-as is occasionally asserted- already constitute the first step in
transcending capitalism. Rather, they safeguard the existence of workers
in a manner consistent with capitalism, namely as wage-laborers. On the
one hand, it is in the interest of capital that those workers whose labor
cannot he profitably used for a temporary period of time-as the result of
illness, accident, or the lack of demand- are still maintained in an "orderly" condition amenable to capital. On the other hand, state social welfare
measures are usually contingent upon the sale oflabor-p ower (or the willingness to sell one's labor-power): benefits such as unemploy ment insurance or old-age pensions depend upon the previous wage, a correlation
that already functions as a means of disciplining workers. In the case of
people physically and mentally able to work, the payment of unemployment insurance or welfare is also contingent upon their active effort to
sell their labor-power. If this is not the case, the reduction or suspension
of benefits is used as a means of discipline by state agencies. The benefits
of the welfare state, therefore, do not free one from the compulsi on to sell
one's labor-power.
A decisive shortcom ing of the conceptio n of the bourgeois state as
an instrumen t in the hands of the capitalist class is that it presuppo ses
a "ruling" class that is both unified and capable of acting, as well as a
clearly defined class interest that simply needs an instrumen t for its implementa tion. Neither assumpti on is self-evident. The "econom ic ruling
class" in capitalism consists of capitalists with widely varying, even opposing interests. There is a common interest in the maintena nce of the
capitalist mode of productio n, hut if the system is not threatene d by a
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revolutionary movement, then this interest is far too general to serve as
a guideline for "normal" state action. The interests that determine the
state's activity are not just sitting around waiting to he implemen ted,
as is assumed by the instrumen talist conceptio n. Rather, these interests
must first be constituted.
All of the state's measures are contested, whether the issue is the concrete organization of the legal system, the securing of the material conditions of accumulation, or the type and extent of welfare state benefits. As
a rule, every measure brings disadvantages for some capitalists (sometimes even for all capitalists) and advantages for others (or fewer disadvantages than for the rest). Advantages expected -but not certain-o ver
the long term are pitted against immediate disadvantages. The issue of
what the general capitalist interest consists in, which challenges the state
should react to and how-all that has to constantly he ascertained. State
policies presuppo se a constant ascertainment of the general interest and
the measures for its implementation.
Not uncommonly, there are different possibilities for implemen ting
the capitalist general interest. Alternativ e strategies are possible, so that
state policies cannot he reduced to the simple implemen tation of necessities of the capitalist economy. The reference to the economic purpose behind a state measure, popular in Marxist circles, is insufficient
as an explanation. The relations of power between individual fractions
of capital, cunning alliances, influence within the state apparatus and
in the public media and similar factors are of decisive importan ce for
the implemen tation or preventio n of individual measures or even entire
strategies. Sometimes results that are even harmful for the general capitalist interest are brought about. Lobbying , competin g for influence, and
so on is not a violation of the rules, but precisely the way in which the
search for consensu s occurs.
State policies do not only presuppo se a consensus concerning the
capitalist general interest within the most importan t fractions of capital.
Such policies have to he legitimized in relation to the lower classes; a
certain level of consent is also required from them. Only then is it guaranteed that the lower classes do not disturb the reproduc tion of capitalist relations through their social practice (and such disturbances do not
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first emerge with politically motivated resistance). In particular, the lower
classes must consent to the sacrifices demanded of them or at least passively accept them. For the establishment of legitimacy and the maintenance of the "disciplined" mode of behavior of the worker and citizen,
it is not sufficient to simply "sell" such policies "well"; the interests of
the lower classes-their interests within capitalism, meaning their interests in a better existence as wage-laborers-must at least be taken into
consideration to the extent that they do not "excessively" interfere with
the capitalist general interest in successful accumulation. The extent to
which these interests are strongly and skillfully advocated thus plays a
role in how much influence their advocates have in political parties, the
state apparatuses, and the media.
The debate concerning the various political measures and different
strategies, the constitution of consensus and legitimacy, the integration of
interests in a manner consistent with capitalism-all of this involves not
only the "ruling" class but also the "ruled" class. It occurs within as well
as outside of state institutions: in the media of the bourgeois public sphere
(television, the press) as well as in the institutions of democratic decision
making (the parties, parliaments, committees). Of course, the policies of
the state can also be imposed with dictatorial means against the majority of the population, but a long-term suppression of democratic institutions and the curtailment of freedom of the press and of opinion bring
considerable material costs (the apparatus of repression must be all the
more extensive iflegitimacy is slight) and disturbs the ascertainment of
the capitalist general interest. Military dictatorships and similar regimes
are therefore rather the exception in developed capitalist countries.
Fundamental procedures for the establishment of legitimacy as well
as a consensus conforming to capitalist norms are universal free elections
occurring by secret ballot. This allows a m"\iority of the population to
vote out unpopular politicians and parties and elect new ones. The new
government, regardless of whether its policies are different from that of
the old one, can maintain against critics that it has been "elected" and
therefore "wanted" by the majority of the population. This "legitimacy
by procedure" comes to the fore in the way political science deals with
democracy-neglectin g the capitalist context to a large extent. The dis-
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satisfaction of the population concerning the impositions of politics is
not just offered a timely safety vent by the possibility of regular elections;
it is also channeled, in that it is directed against individual politicians
and parties and not the political and economic system behind their policies. Correspondingly, in the bourgeois public sphere, a political system
counts as democratic when it offers the effective possibility for voting out
a government.
The idealization of democracy one encounters in parts of the left,
which measures really existing democratic institutions against the ideal
of a citizen who should decide by vote about the greatest possible number of issues, also disregards the social and economic context of democracy, just like the mainstream of political science mentioned above.
Alono-side the different variants of democratic systems (with strong presio
dents, strong parliaments, etc.) there is no "real" democracy that must
finally be introduced; under capitalist relations, the existing democratic
system is already the "real" democracy (whoever sees "real" democracy
in multiple, easily initiated plebiscites should take a look, for example, at
Switzerland, and see if that leads to great changes).
The state and the public sphere constitute, as is often emphasized,
an arena for different interests; in a democratic system, this can be seen
rather clearly. However, this arena is not a neutral playing field. Rather,
this playing field structurally affects debates and the political practice resulting from them. State policies are in no way completely determined by
the economic situation, but they are also not an open process in which
anything is possible. On the one hand, conflicts within and between
classes as well as the relative strength and ability of individual groups
to handle conflict, etc., play an important role, so that different developments are constantly possible. On the other hand, politics must always
accommodate the general capitalist interest in successful accumulation.
Parties and politicians might be quite different in terms of their backgrounds and value systems; in their policies, particularly when they are
in government, they generally orient toward this general interest. This
is not because they are "bribed" by capital or are otherwise somehow
dependent (although that can also be the case), but rather because of
the way parties assert themselves and the working conditions of gov-
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ernmen t-proce sses and conditi ons that even leftist parties who aim
to
govern cannot elude.
In order to be elected preside nt or obtain a m'\iority as a party, various
interests and value systems have to be address ed. In order to be taken
seriously in the media (an essential precond ition for becomi ng well known)
,
"realistic," "realizable" proposa ls must be made. Before a party can even
come close to governing, it usually goes through a process of politica
l
educati on over the course of many years, in which it increasingly adjusts
to "necessities," that is, to the pursuit of the capitalist general interest
in
order to have greater electoral success. If a party finally gets into government, it has to take care to obtain the necessary consent. It is now
of
particu lar importa nce that the political "room for maneuv er" is decisive
ly
depend ent upon financial possibilities: these are determi ned on the
one
hand by the level of tax revenue, and on the other by the level of expend
itures, of which social welfare benefits are among the larger items. In
the
case of a successful accumulation of capital, tax revenues are high
and
welfare expend itures for the unempl oyed and the poor relatively low.
In
periods of crisis, tax revenues decline and social expend itures increase
.
The material foundation of the state is thus directly connec ted to the
accumulation of capital; no government can get past this dependency.
A
government can increase its financial room for maneuvering by borrow
ing, but this increases the future financial burden . Additionally, a
state
can only obtain credit without problem s as long as future tax receipts
,
from which the credit should be paid back, are certain, which in
turn
presupp oses again a successful accumulation of capital.
The promot ion of accumulation is not just the self-evident aim of
politicians; it is also a truism among broad sectors of the populat ion
that
"our" econom y needs to perform well, so that "we" can benefit from
it.
"Sacrifices" that initially benefit only the capitalists are willingly borne
in
the expectation of better times to come. The former Social Democ
ratic
chancellor of Germany, Helmut Schmid t, formulated this memorably
in
the 1970s: "The profits of today are the investments of tomorro w and
the
jobs of the day after tomorrow." Criticism usually arises in the populat
ion
not as a result of the impositions of policies and the promot ion of policies, but due to the absence of the expecte d results.
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Here again we see the relevance of the fetishism that structures the
spontan eous percept ions of the actors in capitalist produc tion. In
the
trinity formula, the capitalist mode of produc tion appears to be a "natural form" of the social process of produc tion (see chapter 10). Capital
ism
appears to be an endeavor withou t alternative, in which capital and
labor play their "natura l" roles. The experience of inequality, exploitation,
and oppress ion therefore does not inevitably lead to a critique of capitalism but to a criticism of conditio ns within capitalism: "exaggerated"
demand s or an "unjust " distribu tion of wealth are criticized, but not
the
capitalist foundation of this distribution. Lab or and capital appear to
be
the equally necessary and therefore equally respected bearers of the
production of social wealth. Against the backgro und of the trinity formula
it is underst andable why the concep tion of the state as a neutral third
instance that concerns itself with "the whole" -and to which appeals
for
social justice are addres sed-is so plausible and widespread.
This "whole " of capital and labor encomp assed by the state is, then,
to a varying extent in the individual countries, invoked as the nation,
as
an imaginary commu nity of fate of a "people " that is constru cted through
an alleged "comm on" history and culture. This national unity is usually
first achieved through the act of dissociation from "interna l" and
"external" enemies. The state appears as the political manifestation of
the
nation: the "well-being" of the nation must be realized by the state
domestically as well as through the representation of the "national interest
"
abroad. This is exactly what the state does when it pursues the capitali
st
general interest, since this is the only commo n welfare possible under
capitalist social relations.

11.3 World Market and Imperialism
In attempting to achieve the highest possible level of valorization, capital
has a tendenc y to transce nd national borders , both in the purchas ing
of
the elements of constan t capital (most notably raw materials) as well
as
in the sale of its finished produc ts. Marx thus wrote of the world market
that it is "the very basis and living atmosp here of the capitalist mode
of
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produ ction" (Capital, 3:205 ). The capitalist general
interest pursu ed by
the bourgeois state applies not only to the national
level hut also to the
international level. Many Marxist currents to this very
d~y analyze inter~atio~al.politics more or less within the tradit
ion of Lenin 's theory of
Impenalism. We will now briefly deal with this theory
.
At the begin ning of the twentieth century, various
Marxist authors
att:m pted to examine the extent to which imperialist
hehavior by capitalist states was roote d in structural changes of capita
lism within these
countries (Hilferding, 1910; Luxem hurg, 1913; Kauts
ky, 1914; Lenin,
1917). Lenin 's contri bution was the most influential.
His analysis was
largely hor~owed fro~ the left-liberal English autho
r Hohs on ( 1902) and
prese nted m a Marxist guise. 70 Lenin regard ed the
essential structural
:~ange o.f c~ntemporary capitalism as being
the transition from "com petItive capitalism" to "mon opoly capitalism." To summ
arize briefly, Lenin
argues that an increasing numb er of industrial branc
hes are domin ated
by a few firms, whereby the largest industrial firms
merge with the large
~anks. As a res~t, the econo my is domin
ated by a handful of mono pohsts and fin~nc1al magnates, who also exercise a decisi
ve influence upon
~e state. Smce the mono polies can no
longe r find sufficient possibilities for valorization within their own countries, they
are confr onted with
the ne~essity of exporting not just commodities hut
also capital to other
count nes. These capital exports are made possible
and secur ed throu gh
imperi~ist p~li_cies. As a result of the expor
t of capital, the bourgeoisie
of the Impenalist countries appropriates a large portio
n of the surplus
v~u~ of other cou~tries, where by imperialist
capitalism obtains a "para ~~tl~ . c_haracter. _Smce mono poly capitalism
is losing vitality (as well as
mhihi tmg techmcal progr ess), it has a tende ncy to
"stagn ation and decay." ~mpe_rialist capitalism is thus a "deca ying" and
"dyin g" capitalism.
~m.ce Imper~alist expan sion is prom oted
mainly by the developed
capitalist count nes, a struggle for the division of the
world results. Lenin
regar~ed the Fi_rst World War as an inevitable
result of this struggle. Lenin
explamed that Imperialist policies and ultimately the
war were largely accepte d by the wo~king class in many countries by assert
ing that the upper
laye~ of .the wor~ng cl_ass (the "lab or aristocracy")
was "corr upted " by
shann g m the fruits of Imperialism.
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In this view of things, imperialism is not just a type
of politics that
could in principle be completely different, hut rather
an economic necessity that results from the transition from competitive
capitalism to monopoly capitalism. Lenin thus conceived of imper
ialism as a necessary
stage in the development of capitalism, as the final
stage of mono poly
capitalism. Since there could he no further stage
of development after
mono poly capitalism, Lenin regards imperialism as
the highe st and final
71
stage of capitalism, which can only end in war or revolu
tion.
In Lenin 's theor y of imperialism, there are a numb
er of extremely
probl emati c points . First of all is the alleged transi
tion from comp etitive to mono poly capitalism. The growt h of indivi
dual capitals and an
increasingly smaller numb er of capitals domin ating
a single branc h
(trend s, by the way, that are not at all universally
domi~ant and ~hat
somet imes even reverse) led Lenin to concl ude a chang
e m the capitalist mode of socialization: it was no longe r value, hut
rathe r the will of
the mono polist s that was suppo sedly domin ating
the economy. More
or less successful attem pts at plann ing by indivi
dual capitals or collusion betwe en cartels are mistaken for a funda menta
l change to the
mode of socialization media ted by value. Following
this conce ption , the
state is reduc ed to a mere instru ment of these mono
polist s, and imperial ism is conceived of as the direct imple menta
tion ~f the ~n~erests
of indivi dual capitalists. Finally, the characterization
of 1mpe nahsm as
"para sitic" is probl emati c not only due to the moral
istic under tone, but
also becau se it is not readily appar ent why the explo
itatio n of a foreign
worki ng class shoul d be any worse than the explo
itatio n of the dome stic worki ng class. 72 What Lenin inten ded as a contin
uation of Marx 's
analysis ultimately has almost nothi ng to do with
Marx 's critiq ue of
politi cal economy.
.
Not only theoretically, hut also empirically, Lenin's
theory of Imperialism stands on shaky groun d: the expor t of capita
l suppo sedly necessitated by imperialist policies did in fact occur, hut
the greater portio n of
this capital expor t went not to colonies and depen dent
territories hut to
other developed capitalist countries that also pursu
ed imperialist policies. That means that the cause of the capital expor
t could not solely lie
in the absence of profitability in the capitalist center
s, since that would
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mean there couldn't have been any capital exported to other centers.
Besides, such capital export was not secured by the imperialist policies
of the home country, since such policies aimed at the rule offoreign territories outside of the capitalist centers. And finally, whoever still wishes to
adhere to Lenin's theory is confronted by the problem that for the United
States-reg arded as the most important imperialist power-the import of
capital, rather than the export of capital, is the decisive factor.
However, attempts exist to formulate a theory of imperialism outside
of Lenin's framework, but the concept of imperialism is understood rather broadly. If one describes the state assertion of the capitalist general
interest at an international level by means of economic, political, or military pressure against other countries as imperialism, then imperialism
is no longer a particular stage in the development of capitalism; rather,
every bourgeois state is imperialist within the limits of possibility, but
then the term "imperialism" really doesn't say very much. The question
of which goals are pursued by imperialist policies and what the driving
factors are cannot be answered at such a general level. In any case, it can't
be a simple mechanism such as securing capital exports.
At the international level, a multiplicity of states of widely varying
economic, political, and military strength and with completely different
interests face one another. Between them, there exist disparate constellations of dependenc y and alliance, as well as antagonisms. The opportunity for action of each state is limited by the actions of all other states. In
this competitio n between states, every state attempts to win and maintain
opportunit ies for itself. An independe nt terrain of conflicts for power and
influence between states is constituted. This terrain is not limited to the
direct implementation of the economic interests of individual fractions
of capital (although this also occurs). Upon this terrain, the primary concern is the organization of an international "order" in the trade, currency,
legal, and military-political sectors.
Alongside specific interests resulting from their particular situations,
states also have a common interest in the existence of a minimum of international order, since only under somewhat stable and calculable economic and political relations can a successful accumulation of capital occur.
The concrete organization of this order (concerning the degree of free
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trade or protectioni sm, the question of which currency plays the role of
global money, arms limitation) brings different advantages and disadvantages for each state, which leads to different alliances that are in no way
free of contradicti on and are oflimited duration. 73
Finally, for the developed capitalist countries, the m<Uority of which
are poor in natural resources, a decisive point is the secure provision of
raw materials and fuels. However, the point is not the conquest of corresponding territories so much as the "organization" of trade and its conditions: calculable extraction and secure transportation, the mode of price
formation, and the currency in which trade is conducted.
The existence of a common interest in this order does not yet say
anything concerning how it is achieved and what dimensions it takes.
The readiness for cooperatio n is distributed differently between strong
and weak states: for strong states, a "unilateral" approach (that is to say,
the assertion of interests without considering the interests of others) is
potentially a realistic perspective, whereas the weaker countries usually
tend toward a "multilateral" approach (more or less cooperative behavior) and possibly even call for a binding international legal order. Usually
both approaches are pursued, and both are used by states to advance
their own interests.
The relations between states are not static; they exist against a background of a developing capitalism that constantly restructures the technical conditions of the production process, the organization of enterprises,
and the international linkages between them. The world market is not
just a preconditio n, but the constantly re-created result of the capitalist
mode of production , so that the conditions for the opportuniti es for action by states are set again and again.
In the history of capitalism, both within individual countries as well
as for the capitalist world system as a whole, distinctions can be made
between structurally different periods. Marx attempted to analyze the
fundamental commonalities between these periods that make it possible
for one to speak of capitalism (see section 2.1 ). Periodization thus applies
to a more concrete level of analysis than Marx's Capital. However, such
a periodization should not be mistaken (as frequently happened in the
history of the workers' movement) for an inevitable development toward
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a fin~ ~nd-wh~th:r a "highest" stage of capitalism or even a "necessary"
transition to soCialism or communism.
On the other hand, caution is called for when the assertion is made
~hat "now" it is a matter of a completely new, completely different capitalIsm. The phenomena that have been discussed in the last few years under
the catchword "globalization" do not constitute a complete break in the
~evelop~~nt of capitalism; rather, they are merely the most recent phase
m the cnsis-prone implementation of the capital relation on the world
market and the accompanying profound transformations in the social
and political relations of individual countries.

12. Commu nism-So ciety Beyond
the Commodity, Money, and the State
Marx's political aim was to overcome capitalism. A socialist or communist society (Marx and Engels used these terms interchangeably in the
1860s), in which private property in the means of production i.s abolished and production is therefore no longer carried out with the goal of
profit maximization, was to take capitalism's place. Marx did not draft
an extensive concept for such a society, so that even today many readers
of Capital are surprised when they find out that it does not contain even
a small chapter about communism. However, at various points (both in
Capital as well as in earlier writings) Marx attempted to draw conclusions from his analysis of capitalism concerning general determinations
of communism. Since such conclusions depend upon the respective level
of analysis, there are widely varying pronounceme nts that do not, however, add up to a unified conception.
There are two widespread complexes of conceptions regarding what
constitutes communism in Marx's sense. However, neither has much to do
with the critique of political economy outlined in the preceding chapters.
Communism as an ideal. Here it is assumed that communism means
a society as it should be for ethical reasons: people should not exploit
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and oppress other people; they should not seek to gain material advantage, but rather show solidarity and helpfulness, etc. In Marx's early
writings, one finds a few pronouncem ents that can be interpreted in
this direction. Against such a conception, it is often objected that "humans" are not as good as communism requires, that they always seek
personal advantage and that communism therefore cannot function.
On the other hand, people who are ethically or religiously motivated
find a point of contact here, since Marx's ostensible ethics seem to be
strongly compatible with Christian ethics, for example. Both sides do
not consider the fact that in Capital, Marx does not criticize capitalism for moral reasons (see section 2.2). Rather, in the course of his
analysis, he demonstrates that moral conceptions are socially produced
(see section 4.3). It thus follows that morals only exist as the morals
of a particular society, but not as a universal morality one can measure
individual societies against.
Communism as the nationalization of the means of production. The
abolition of private property in the means of production is here equated
with nationalization and state planning of the economy. Against this, the
objection is raised that state planning is far too cumbersome and slow
and includes a tendency toward authoritarian rule. Often, the "really existing socialism" of the Soviet Union is regarded as a more or less direct
implementati on of this conception of communism. The collapse of the
Soviet Union is then taken as an obvious proof for the inevitable failure
of communism. One finds demands for the nationalization of production
both in the Communist Manifesto as well as Engels 's Anti-Diihrin g-but
only as a first measure and never as a characterization of communism.
Rather, the means of production should pass into the hands of society
and the state ultimately "dies out" (MECW, 25:268).
In the few fundamental observations concerning communism that
Marx makes on the basis of the critique of political economy, two things
are clear. First, that communist society is no longer based upon exchange. Both the expenditure of labor-power in production as well as
the distribution of products (first in their use as means of production
and subsistence, then as the distribution of consumption goods among
the individual members of society) occur in a manner consciously and
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methodically regulated by society-not by the market or the state. Not
only capital (self-valorizing value), but also the commodity and money
no longer exist. Second, Marx is not only concerned with a distribution
that is quantitatively different from that under capitalism (this question
of distribution was emphasized in traditional Marxism), but primarily
with the emancipation from a social nexus that takes on a life of its own
and imposes itself upon individuals as an anonymous compulsion. Not
only the capital relation as a specific relation of exploitation that generates bad and insecure working and living conditions for the majority of
the population should be overcome; the fetishism that "attaches" to the
products of lab or as soon as they are produced as commodities should
also be abolished. Social emancipation, the liberation from self-produced
and therefore gratuitous constraints, is only possible when the social relations that rrenerate the various forms of fetishism have disappeared. Only
0
then can the members of society truly regulate and organize their social
affairs themselves as an "association of free men" (Capital, 1:171 ). Marx
is concerned with this comprehensive emancipation, and not merely with
the question of distribution.
In contrast, it was a central tenet of traditional worldview Marxism
and Marxism-Leninism that socialism or communism would-lead to
another mode of distribution that would offer individuals a foundation
for other and better possibilities for development. According to this distribution-centric conception, an authoritarian welfare state that retains
certain structures of the market economy can be regarded as socialism or
communism. The "really existing socialism" in Russia, Eastern Europe,
and China moved exactly in this direction: the party elite occupied positions of state power and steered the economy in the direction of the
greatest possible increase of material output, a somewhat egalitarian distribution of income as well as the greatest possible social security. 74 In
the really existing socialist welfare state, the policies of the ruling party
were not just imposed in an authoritarian manner against a political opposition striving for the reintroductio n of capitalism. The majority of the
population also had no actual influence; it was a more or less well taken
care of but passive object of the party's policies. Open discussion could
occur only in a very limited way, if at all. The ruling "Communist " parties
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in the "socialist" countries also did not allow their monopoly of power
to be questi_oned by other communist forces. Society here did not regula~e. ~e social process, the party did. Clear-sightedly, Rosa Luxernburg
cntlcized such tendencies early on. In her uncompleted text The Russian
Revolution she writes:
Without general elections, without unrestricted freedom of press and
assembly, without a free struggle of opinion, life dies out in every public institution, becomes a mere semblance of life, in which only the
bureaucracy remains as the active element. Public life gradually falls
asleep, a few dozen party leaders of inexhaustible energy and boundless experience direct and rule. Among them, in reality only a dozen
outstanding heads do the leading and an elite of the working class is
invited from time to time to meetings where they are to applaud the
speeches of the leaders, and to approve proposed resolutions unanimously-at bottom, then, a clique affair. (The Rosa Luxemburg Reader,
Monthly Review Press, 2004, 307)

The state in really existing socialism was primarily an instrument for
securing the party's rule over society. The "dying out of the state" was
postponed to a distant future. However, for Marx's conception of communism, it is precisely this point that is of decisive importance: the state,
whether bourgeois or "socialist," constitutes an independent force standing a~ove society that organizes (to a certain extent) and imposes (by
force If necessary) a specific form of reproduction . Against this, the "as~ociati~n o~ free men," Marx's characterization of communism, regulates
Its affairs Without resort to such an external, independent force; as long
as such a force exists, one cannot speak of a "association of free men."
That one can only speak of communism when not only the commodity, money, and capital have been abolished, but the state as well, does
not mean that such a society would have no rules. The members of such
~ s~c~ety would have to regulate their social life, organize production in
mdlVldual workplaces, coordinate between workplaces, harmonize their
di~ere_nt inte~~sts as producers and consumers, find ways of dealing with
mmonty positions, and for a long time will still have to deal with different
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forms of gender and racial discriminati on-such discrimination would
not automatically disappear once capitalist exploitation ends.
The enormous effort of coordination that a communist society would
have to perform, coordination that occurs today through the market,
should not be underestimat ed in any case, nor should differences of interest and conflicts, as well as the danger of coordinating instances taking
on a life of their own and becoming a state structure. When Engels writes
in Anti-Duhrin g that "the government of persons is replaced by the administration of things" (MECW, 25:268), this is correct, but one should
also add that the administration of things also contains a potential for
power that can always lead to the domination of people.
Despite all these difficulties, there is still no immediately apparent argument as to why a communist society should be impossible in principle.
However, communism -if it is not to be a "crude" communism (MECW,
3:296) that merely manages scarcity-is tied to certain economic and social precondition s. Marx emphasizes the massive development of productivity on the basis of science and technology, as well as the comprehensive development of the abilities of the workers as essential preconditions for the transition to a communist society (Capital, 1:616-21,63 5,
637-38, 739; 3:958-59), even if both only occur in capitalism upon a
narrow foundation, limited by the goal of profit maximization.
Two things are clear in connection with Marx's considerations. First,
it is not sufficient for the transition to a communist society to conquer and
defend state power during a weak phase of bourgeois rule, like in Russia
in 1917. Without the corresponding social and economic preconditions, a
socialist revolution might be successful as a project to maintain the power
of a political party, but not as a project of social emancipation. Second,
a communist society requires a particular development to transform the
preconditions created within capitalism. Not until "a higher phase of
communist society," where "the productive forces have also increased
with the all-around development of the individual, and all the springs of
co-operative wealth flow more abundantly" can "from each according to
his abilities, to each according to his needs" apply (MECW, 24:87).
Even when a communist society can only be achieved with difficultyin light of the social devastation wrought by global capitalism, by crises
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and unemployment in the developed countries as well as in the countries
of the so-called Third World while there exists at the same time a historically unprecedented level of material wealth; in light of the destruction of
the natural foundations oflife caused by capitalist production, no longer
occurring locally but affecting the planet as a whole (clearly visible in
climate change); in light of constant wars that also emanate from or are
promoted by "democratic" bourgeois states-in light of all that, there are
enough good reasons to abolish capitalism and replace it with an "association of free men."
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A detailed commentary on the first two chapters of Capital amended by commentaries on further Marxian texts dealing with value theory can be found in
Heinrich (2008). A continuation of this commentary (covering chapters 3-7)
will appear in 2012.
The description "New Reading of Marx" (neue Marx-Lektiire) was first
used by Hans-Georg Backhaus in the preface to a collection of his writings
(1997). A concentrated overview concerning the "New Reading ofMarx" is
given by Elbe (2008). New contributions to the debate include, among others,
Brentel (1989), Behrens (1993a, 1993b), Heinrich (1999), Backhaus (2000),
Rakowitz (2000), Milios(Dimoulis/ Economakis (2002), and Reichelt (2002).
Moishe Postone (1993) also belongs in this context.
Marx used verriickt and the derived noun Verriicktheit. Verriickt means mad,
irrational but also that something is displaced.
In the history of worldview Marxism, the epistemological side ofMarx's argumentation was mostly neglected (as was the case with the bourgeois critique of
Marx). Western Marxism raised epistemological questions, but the connection
with Marx's critique of political economy was weak. Only with the renewed
discussion of Marx in the 1960s and 1970s was the epistemological aspect
placed in the foreground against an economically foreshortened reception of
Marx's critique of political economy (which only wanted to see in Marx the
"better" economist).
The translation says "dialectical inversion" but in the German original "dialectic" is not used.
Change of quantity into quality: a quantity increases until its quality is ultimately changed. If water is heated, then its temperature increases, but it re-
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mains fluid, until it finally starts to steam at lOO degrees Celsius. Negation of
the negation: in development, the negation of an original state is followed by a
further negation. A seed grows into a plant, the plant is the "negation" of the
seed; if the plant grows fruit and leaves behind a greater number of seeds, this
is the negation of the plant, and therefore a "negation of the negation"; this
does not, however, lead back to the point of departure, but rather reproduces
it on a higher level-the seeds have multiplied.
He writes in the Anti-Diihring: "It is obvious that I do not say anything concerning the particular process of development of, for example, a grain of barley from germination to the death of the fruit-bearing plant, ifi say it is a negation of the negation" (MECW, 25:131 ).
Nowadays a variant of the utility theory of value is dominant again within economics, the so-called theory of marginal utility.
In t~e thi~d v_olume of Capital, Marx demonstrates that the actual exchange
relationships m no way correspond to the amount oflabor expended in production (see chapter 7).
Wolfgang Fritz Haug, in his Vorlesungen zur Einfiihrung ins Kapital, declares
that Marx had traced abstract labor back to a "basis in nature" (Haug, 1989,
121 ). In my book Die Wissenschajt vom Wert, I have attempted to show that
this is more than simply an unfortunate formulation on the part of Marx. In
Marx's critique of political economy, we find on the one hand a scientific revolution, a break with the theoretical field of classical political economy, but on
the other hand, Marx's argumentation adheres from time to time to the remnants of these conceptions which he actually transcended. Such ambivalences
in Marx's argumentation can only be dealt with at the margins of an introductory work such as this one.

~s an intended proof o~ the supposition that Marx sees value already established through productiOn and before the exchange act, he is often quoted
to the_ effect that "it is not the exchange of commodities which regulates the
magmtude of their values, but rather the reverse, the magnitude of the value
of co~modities whic_h regulates the proportion in which they exchange"
(_Capztal, 1:156). This overlooks that this deals with a relation of regulatiOn and not a temporal relation (first there's value, then exchange occurs).
As far as the temporal connection is concerned, Marx clearly states: "It is
only by being exchanged that the products oflabour acquire a socially unifor~ objectivity as v~lues [Wertgegenstiindlichkeit], which is distinct from
their sensuously vaned objectivity as articles of utility" (Capital, 1: 166).
For the producers of commodities, the objectivity of value plays a decisive
role, which is why "their character as values has already to be taken into
consideration during production"( Capital,l: 166, emphasis mine). The fact
tha_t value is "taken into consideration," the future value of a commodity
estimated by the producers, is something different than if this value were
something preexisting.
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The analysis of the value form occurs in the comprehensive third section of the
first chapter of Capital.
Many introductions to Capital also understand the analysis of the form of
value in such an abstract-historical way and therefore miss the point ofMarx's
argumentation. Thus does Haug (1989) contrast the "real historical development" to the analysis of the form of value, "which isolates the laws of development of the value form in laboratory-like pure culture." Haug refers approvingly to Engels's formula that the logical depiction of categories is merely ~he
historical development, stripped of diverting chance occurrences (see section
2.1 regarding the problem ofEngels's reading). This point, among others, was
the subject of a debate between Haug and me that occurred in the pages of the
journal Das Argument. See Haug (2003a, 2003b) and Heinrich (2003; 2004).
Only after money is scientifically developed as a necessary (not consciously
introduced) result of the actions of the commodity owners can one consider
the historical process from which this result emerged. After developing the
category of money, Marx gives a very short and abstract outline of the historical
emergence of money (Capital, 1:181-83).
Above all, Hans Georg Backhaus in the 1970s pointed out the "monetary"
character ofMarx's theory of value and thus had a decisive influence upon the
"new reading ofMarx" referred to in section 1.3 above.
.
In A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx descnbes money
as the "direct embodiment" of abstract labor (MECW, 29:297).
The term "ideology," which Marx uses rarely in Capital, is often understood
as a sort of "false consciousness" to which fetishism also belongs. A critical
discussion of the relationship between ideology and fetishism can be found in
Dimoulis/Milios (1999).
In section 1.3 we noted that the young Marx understood capitalism as the
"alienation" from "human species being." Marx's analysis of the fetish character of commodities was understood by some authors as a continuation of
this theory of alienation. However, a close reading yields that Marx does not
refer to any sort of "human essence" when dealing with the fetish character
of commodities.
This conception belongs to the standard repertoire of traditional Marxism.
It was disseminated by Ernest Mandel, for example, along with a historical reading of Capital in many introductory texts (see Mandel's Marxist
Economic Theory).
The connection between "simple circulation" and capital is depicted by
Marx in the preliminary works that led to Capital-in the Grundrisse and
the so-called Urtext of A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economybut not in Capital. In Capital, Marx begins the fourth chapter with the analysis of the formula M-C-M'. With this omission, Marx himself abetted ~he
interpretations mentioned above that contrast a market economy and capital
as separate things.
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Manes strong interest in such a quantitative method of calculation
is an expression of the ambivalences addresse d above (sec. 3.3, n. 10). In many
places
he remains trapped within the pre-mon etary value theory of classical
politic~
~conomy _that ~e had transcen ded in other places. If the
value of a commod ity
1~ de~ermm~~ mdepend_ent of exchange (which was also the
dominan t conceptiOn m traditional Marxism), then there is in fact a "transfor mation problem
."
To that extent _t~e competit ion process outlined above does not bring
about a
temp~ral trans~tw_n from a system ofvalue to a system ofproducti
on prices (since
th~re IS no cap1tahsm where commod ities exchange at
their values),b ut rather
hnngs th~ transitio n fr?m a price system with unequal rates of profit
to a price
system W:th a (tendential) equal rate of profit. Through producti vity
increases,
~hange~ I~ de~_and, etc., there are permane nt shifts in prices
and unequal profIt rates m mdividu al spheres, which is why the equalization process
mediated
by competit ion permane ntly takes place.
A detailed discussio n of positions that defend Marx's "law," as well as
a discussion of further aspects of the "law," can he found in my hook Die Wissensc
haft
vom Wert.
Under exce~~ional circ_umstances, such as during an acute crisis,
capitalists
request add1t10nal credit, not to make addition al profit, but to meet
their outstanding payment obligations and avoid bankruptcy. In such situation
s the
rate of interest can lie above the average rate of profit.
'
~n fact, at any given time we find not one rate of interest,
but several different
mterest rates, dependin g upon the length of the credit period. These
interest
rates tend to lie in a certain range, for example, between 4 percent
and 6 percent. If one speaks of interest rates rising or falling, then that means
that the
entire range shifts and becomes eventually narrowe r or broader.
The fundamental concepts can only be consider ed here in an introduc
tory
manner. A comprehensive introduc tion can be found in Kratke (1995)
as well
as ItohjLapavitsas (1999).
Further sources of income for the hanks are fees (for keeping an account
for
example) and commissions (for the brokerage of sales of stocks and
bond:).
Usually, the hank or credit card issuer only guarantees up to a particula
r limit;
however, the seller can usually verifY the validity of a check or credit
card with
a simple inquiry.
The hanks merely play the role of broker, and obtain a commission.
I use "capital market" here as an umbrella tenu for securities and stock
markets. ?ften the term "financial market" is used, and in the nineteen th
and early
twentieth century, "bourse" was common . Sometimes a distinctio n is
made between the capital market as a market for long-ten u loans and the money
market
as a market for short-ter m loans.
The e~tent to which the market value rises or falls depends furthermore
upon the
matun~ of the ~ommercial paper (the period of time before
repayment) as well as
the creditworthiness of the debtor (the estimation of his future ability to
pay).
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Not only are stocks and fixed-interest securities traded ~pon capital
markets,
but also a number of instrume nts that are merely claims upon stocks
and
bonds, strictly speaking, claims to claims. The "innovat ions" that
have occurred in the last few decades on the internati onal financial markets
(above all,
so-called derivatives) consist primarily in the constant inventio n of new
forms
of tradable claims, that is, new forms of fictitious capital.
.
A few years ago, the car manufac turer BMW in_creased _its pro~ucti
on plans
52.
in the middle of a crisis. Respond ing to questwn s by JOurnalists,
the thenchairman of the company explaine d that he was well aware that there
were too
many cars on the market, but that too few of them were BMWs.
,
Those arguing this perspective leaned for support upon M~rx ~nd
~ngels.s
53.
1845-46 manuscr ipt The Germany Ideology, which shared Ill this pomt
this
simple view of the world: "The ideas of the ruling c_lass are in ever:
ep?ch the
ruling ideas: i.e. the class which is the ruling materwl force of society,
IS at the
same time its ruling intellectual force" (MECW, 5:59).
It is not necessary to deal here with the question of what the amount of
g~ound
54.
rent depends upon in each individual case. Let us o~ly s~y ~o m~ch
~'th reard to the "value ofland": insofar as we are dealing with VIrgm soil, the
va~ue
~fland" is just as "imaginary" an expression as the "value oflabor" (see sectiOn
4.5). This "value" depends upon the expected amount ~f ground rent.
The
price of land is as high as the sum of capital yielded by mterest at
a ~ormal
rate when the amount is the same as ground rent. The "value ofland"
IS thus
calculated in a manner similar to that of the "value" of fictitious capital.
The sum of ground-r ent payments constitutes a deductio n from the_total
so55.
cial surplus value. As a result of this deductio n, the m~ss of total sonal
profit
is smaller than it would have been without this deductiOn. The ~v~rage
profit
always bases itself upon this smaller total social mass of profit; It IS
therefore
divided only into interest and enterpris e of profit.
In the case of indepen dent handiwo rk, this separation is abolis~1ed,
hut seems
56.
to be an accidental coincide nce of what are actually separate thmg~.
. .
The tenus personification and personalization need to be precisely
distin57.
guished. Personification can refer to the fact that a pe~son ~erely
oh~ys t~e
logic of a thing, such as the capitalist being a persomfication of_capita
l _(m
German: Personifikation). Personification can also refer to a thmg
havmg
propertie s of a person attribute d to it, such as capital_ap~ear~ng to
be a s~lf
active subject (in German: Personifizierung). PersonalizatiOn IS the
reductio n
of social structure s to the consciou s activity of individuals.
The fact that concomi tant with the rise of"race theories" in the late nin~teen
th
58.
century anti-Semitism was endowed with a "race-the~retic~'.' found~ti
on appears less importan t as a characteristic of modern anti-Senutism, ~h1ch
~~es
more to the devout faith in science of the nineteen th century, as ant1-Sen
utism
was <Tiven a scientific guise. Modern anti-Semitism was operative
before the
rise ~f"race theories" as well as after their discrediting.
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Anti-Semitism in this manifestation builds upon a truncated and superficial
critique of capitalism. Not every truncated critique of capitalism, which, for
example, sees the financial markets as the sole reason for the ills of capitalism, is already anti-Semitic, but such superficial critiques offer easy connecting
points for anti-Semitic stereotypes.
For that reason, it is quite plausible to address the psychological structures generated by bourgeois society, if one wishes to obtain more exact knowledge concerning the spread of anti-Semitism. More cannot be said here concerning the debate
initiated in the 1930s by Horkheimer and Adomo as well as Wilhelm Reich.
Moishe Postone succumbs to such a hasty certainty in his essay "AntiSemitism and National Socialism": he suggests a direct and inevitable path
from the commodity fetish to Auschwitz.
From the cornucopia of contributions, we shall name only a few: Lenin's
State and Revolution, Evgeny Pashukanis's The General Theory of Law and
Marxism, Gramsci's Prison Notebooks, Althusser's Ideology and Ideological
State Apparatuses,] ohannes Agnoli's Der Staat des Kapitals, Nicos Poulantzas's
State, Power, Socialism, and Heide Gerstenberger's Impersonal Power.
In the writings of the young Marx from the early 1840s, one also encounters
a critique of the state that contrasts norm and reality. As a result of the inadequacy of such a critique of the state, Marx began his engagement with the
critique of political economy. These early works are thus hardly fruitful for a
critique of the state on the basis of the critique of political economy.
Marx emphasizes this point in Capital: "The specific economic form, in which
unpaid surplus-labour is pumped out of the direct producers, determines the
relationship of domination and servitude, as it grows directly out of production
itself and reacts back on it in turn as a determinant. On this is based the entire
configuration of the economic community arising from the actual relations of
production, and hence also its specific political form" (Capital, 3:927).
Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) was an English philosopher who advocated an
ethical system based upon utilitarian principles.
Following Marx's well-known formulation, one could say that this and subsequent statements only apply to the bourgeois state "in its ideal average." Just
as the depiction of the capitalist mode of production "in its ideal average"
(Capital, 3:970) does not yield a complete analysis of capitalist society, the
same applies to the state. The implementation of the complete legal and political equality of citizens (and especially of female citizens) was a process that
lasted into the second half of the twentieth century in some states, and is still
going on to some extent. Furthermore, as a result of global processes of migration, there live in the majority of states today not only legally equal citizens, but
also a growing number of citizens of other states who enjoy considerably fewer,
or as is the case with illegal immigrants, almost no rights.
This state of affairs, mentioned by Marx in passing, is one of the central
themes ofMichel Foucault's Discipline and Punish. In this context, Foucault
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